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ABSTRACT

The Systems Analysis Programs for Hands-on Integrated Reliability Evaluations
(SAPHIRE) is a software application developed for performing a complete
probabilistic risk assessment (PRA) using a personal computer. SAPHIRE is
funded by the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) and developed by the
Idaho National Laboratory (INL). The INL's primary role in this project is that of
software developer. However, the INL also plays an important role in technology
transfer by interfacing and supporting SAPHIRE users comprised of a wide range
of PRA practitioners from the NRC, national laboratories, the private sector, and
foreign countries.

SAPHIRE can be used to model a complex system's response to initiating
events, quantify associated damage outcome frequencies, and identify important
contributors to this damage (Level 1 PRA) and to analyze containment
performance during a severe accident and quantify radioactive releases (Level 2
PRA). It can be used for a PRA evaluating a variety of operating conditions, for
example, for a nuclear reactor at full power, low power, or at shutdown
conditions. Furthermore, SAPHIRE can be used to analyze both internal and
external initiating events and has special features for transforming models built
for internal event analysis to models for external event analysis. It can also be
used in a limited manner to quantify risk in terms of release consequences to
both the public and the environment (Level 3 PRA).

This reference guide will introduce the SAPHIRE Version 8.0 software. A brief
discussion of the purpose and history of the software is included along with
general information such as installation instructions, starting and stopping the
program, and some pointers on how to get around inside the program. Next,
database concepts and structure are discussed. Following that discussion are 14
additional sections covering key elements of the SAPHIRE software.
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FOREWORD

The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) has developed the Systems Analysis
Programs for Hands-on Integrated Reliability Evaluations (SAPHIRE) software that is used to
perform probabilistic risk assessments (PRAs) on a personal computer. SAPHIRE enables
users to supply basic event data, create and solve fault and event trees, perform uncertainty
analyses, and generate reports. In that way, analysts can perform PRAs for any complex
system, facility, or process.

For nuclear power plant PRAs, SAPHIRE can be used to model a plant's response to initiating
events, quantify core damage frequencies, and identify important contributors to core damage
(Level 1 PRA). The program also can be used to evaluate containment failure and release
models for severe accident conditions given that core damage has occurred (Level 2 PRA). In
so doing, the analyst could build the PRA model assuming that the reactor is initially at full
power, low power, or shutdown. In addition, SAPHIRE can be used to analyze both internal and
external events and, in a limited manner, to quantify the frequency of release consequences
(Level 3 PRA). Because this software is a very detailed technical tool, users should be familiar
with PRA concepts and methods used to perform such analyses.

SAPHIRE has evolved with advances in computer technology and users' needs. Starting with
Version 5, SAPHIRE operated in the Microsoft WindowsTM environment. Versions 6 and 7
included features and capabilities for developing and using larger, more complex models.
SAPHIRE Version 8 includes significant new features and capabilities to meet user needs for
NRC risk-informed programs. In general, these include:

Improved user interfaces supporting NRC's Significance Determination Process, event and

condition assessments, and more detailed types of PRA analyses.

Development and use of NRC's Standardized Plant Analysis Risk models.

New and improved solving algorithms.

Support features for user-friendliness.

This NUREG-series report comprises seven volumes as outlined below and incorporates new
features and capabilities of Version 8.

Volume 1. "Overview and Summary"

Volume 1 provides an overview of the functions and features available in SAPHIRE Version 8
and presents general instructions for using the software.

Volume 2. "Technical Reference"

Volume 2 summarizes the fundamental mathematical concepts of sets and logic, fault trees, and
probability. It then describes the algorithms used to construct a fault tree and to obtain the
minimal cut sets. This report presents the formulas used to obtain the probability of the top
event from the minimal cut sets and the formulas for probabilities that apply for various
assumptions concerning reparability and mission time. In addition, it defines the measures of
basic event importance that SAPHIRE can calculate. This volume also gives an overview of
uncertainty analysis using simple Monte Carlo sampling or Latin Hypercube sampling and states
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the algorithms used by this program to generate random basic event probabilities from various
distributions. Finally, this report discusses enhanced and new capabilities such as post-
processing rules, integrated model solving using model types, and workspace analysis routines.

Volume 3, "Users' Guide"

Volume 3 provides a brief discussion of the purpose and history of the software as well as
general information such as installation instructions, starting and stopping the program, and
some pointers on how to get around inside the program. Next, it discusses database concepts
and structure. The following nine sections (one for each of the menu options on the SAPHIRE
main menu) furnish the purpose and general capabilities for each option. Finally, Volume 3
provides the capabilities and limitations of the software.

Volume 4, "Tutorial"

Volume 4 provides a series of lessons that guide the user through basic steps common to most
analyses performed with SAPHIRE.

Volume 5, "Workspaces"

Volume 5 describes the functionality and process behind SAPHIRE Version 8 workspaces.
Workspaces provide an area in which a PRA model can be analyzed to obtain risk insights for a
given initiating event or condition. Workspaces replace the "Graphical Evaluation Module" in
earlier SAPHIRE versions.

Volume 6, "Quality Assurance"

Volume 6 is designed to describe how the SAPHIRE software quality assurance (QA) is
performed for Version 8, what constitutes its parts, and the limitations of those processes. In
addition, this report describes the Independent Verification and Validation that was conducted
for Version 8 as part of an overall QA process.

Volume 7, "Data Loadinq"

Volume 7 is designed to guide the user through the basic procedures necessary to enter PRA
data into the SAPHIRE program using SAPHIRE's MAR-D ASCII-text (or "flat file") data formats.
In addition, this manual covers loading data through the new Accident Sequence Matrix and
discusses the Project Integrate interfaces with SAPHIRE.

Christiana H. Lui, Director

Division of Risk Analysis

Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) has developed a powerful personal computer
(PC) software application for performing probabilistic risk assessments (PRAs), called Systems
Analysis Programs for Hands-on Integrated Reliability Evaluations (SAPHIRE). Using
SAPHIRE 8 on a PC, an analyst can perform a PRA for any complex system, facility, or
process. SAPHIRE development and maintenance has been undertaken by the Idaho National
Laboratory (INL). The INL began development of a PRA software application on a PC in the mid
1980s when the potential of PC applications started being recognized. The initial version,
Integrated Risk and Reliability Analysis System (IRRAS), was released by the Idaho National
Engineering Laboratory (now Idaho National Laboratory) in February 1987. The development of
IRRAS continued over the following years, leading SAPHIRE to become a powerful PRA tool.

SAPHIRE 8, building upon these earlier versions, provides the functions required for performing
a PRA. Users can supply basic event data, create and solve fault trees and event trees,
perform uncertainty analyses, and generate reports. Extending this analysis, Workspaces are
user-friendly interface that streamlines and automates select SAPHIRE analysis processes.

SAPHIRE contains improved editors or options for creating event trees and fault trees, defining
accident sequences and basic event failure data, solving system fault trees and accident
sequence event trees, quantifying cut sets, performing sensitivity and uncertainty analyses,
documenting the results, and generating reports. SAPHIRE capabilities for performing a PRA
are summarized below.

* Graphical fault tree construction
* Graphical event tree construction
* Rule-based fault tree linking
* Fast cut set generation
* Fault tree flag sets
* Failure data
* Uncertainty analysis
* Cut set editor, slice, display, and recovery analysis tools
• Cut set path tracing
* Cut set comparison
* Cut set post-processing rules
* Cut set end state partitioning
* End state analysis
* User-defined model types
* User-defined basic event attributes

The document describes how to use the various SAPHIRE modules to exercise the capabilities
listed above.
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Systems Analysis Programs for Hands-on Integrated
Reliability Evaluations (SAPHIRE) Version 8

Volume 3 Users' Guide

1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background

The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) has developed a powerful personal computer
(PC) software application for performing probabilistic risk assessments (PRAs), called Systems
Analysis Programs for Hands-on Integrated Reliability Evaluations (SAPHIRE) Version 8.

Using SAPHIRE 8 on a PC, an analyst can perform a PRA for any complex system, facility, or
process. Regarding nuclear power plants, SAPHIRE can be used to model a plant's response to
initiating events, quantify associated core damage frequencies, and identify important
contributors to core damage (Level 1 PRA). It can also be used to evaluate containment failure
and release models for severe accident conditions, given that core damage has occurred (Level
2 PRA). It can be used for a PRA assuming that the reactor is at full power, at low power, or at
shutdown conditions. Furthermore, it can be used to analyze both internal and external initiating
events, and it has special features for transforming models built for internal event analysis to
models for external event analysis. It can also be used in a limited manner to quantify risk for
release consequences to both the public and the environment (Level 3 PRA). For all of these
models, SAPHIRE can evaluate the uncertainty inherent in the probabilistic models.

SAPHIRE development and maintenance has been undertaken by the Idaho National
Laboratory (INL). The INL began development of a PRA software application on a PC in the mid
1980s when the enormous potential of PC applications started being recognized. The initial
version, Integrated Risk and Reliability Analysis System (IRRAS), was released by the Idaho
National Engineering Laboratory (now Idaho National Laboratory) in February 1987. IRRAS was
an immediate success, because it clearly demonstrated the feasibility of performing reliability
and risk assessments on a PC and because of its tremendous need (Russell 1987).
Development of IRRAS continued over the following years. However, limitations to the state of
the-art during those initial stages led to the development of several independent modules to
complement IRRAS capabilities (Russell 1990; 1991; 1992; 1994). These modules were known
as Models and Results Database (MAR-D), System Analysis and Risk Assessment (SARA),
and Fault Tree, Event Tree, and Piping and Instrumentation Diagram (FEP).

IRRAS was developed primarily for performing a Level 1 PRA. It contained functions for creating
event trees and fault trees, defining accident sequences and basic event failure data, solving
system fault trees and accident sequence event trees, quantifying cut sets, performing
sensitivity and uncertainty analyses, documenting the results, and generating reports.

MAR-D provided the means for loading and unloading PRA data from the IRRAS relational
database. MAR-D used a simple ASCII data format. This format allowed interchange of data
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between PRAs performed with different types of software; data of PRAs performed by different
codes could be converted into the data format appropriate for IRRAS, and vice-versa.

SARA provided the capability to access PRA data and results (descriptive facility information,
failure data, event trees, fault trees, plant system model diagrams, and dominant accident
sequences) stored in MAR-D. With SARA, a user could review and compare results of existing
PRAs. It also provided the capability for performing limited sensitivity analyses. SARA was
intended to provide easier access to PRA results to users that did not have the level of
sophistication required to use IRRAS.

FEP provided common access to the suite of graphical editors. The fault tree and event tree
editors were accessible through FEP as well as through IRRAS, whereas the piping and
instrumentation diagram (P&ID) editor was only accessible through FEP. With these editors an
analyst could construct from scratch as well as modify fault tree, event tree, and plant drawing
graphical figures needed in a PRA.

Previous versions of SAPHIRE consisted of the suite of these modules. Taking advantage of the
Windows 95 (or Windows NT) environment, all of these modules were integrated into SAPHIRE
Version 6; more features were added; and the user interface was simplified. In this document,
the acronym "SAPHIRE" refers to SAPHIRE Version 8 unless otherwise indicated.

1.2 Overview of SAPHIRE Users' Guide

The SAPHIRE Users' Guide material is intended to be a stand-alone reference document. After
starting SAPHIRE, the main screen displays will be shown as they appear on the video display
(Figure 1). To continue, click the "green arrow" to either modify the Current Project or to
Perform an Analysis with the Current Project.
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Figure 1. Main SAPHIRE 8 window upon startup

The left side of the screen displays a resizable, customizable series of lists containing important
PRA elements found in the current project. This series of lists is referred to as the List Panel
and can be added to or subtracted from by using View on the main menu.

1.3 SAPHIRE - What Is It and What Can It Do?

SAPHIRE is an integrated PRA software tool that gives a user the ability to create and analyze
fault trees and event trees using a personal computer. IRRAS was originally released in 1987
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(version 1.0). Other versions of IRRAS include 2.0, 2.5, and 4.0. Additions and improvements
have been added to each version. Creation of 32-bit IRRAS, version 5.0, in 1992 resulted in an
order of magnitude decrease in analysis time. New features included: individual codes modules
combined into a single module; end state analysis; fire, flood, and seismic modules; rule-based
cut set processing; and rule-based fault tree to event tree linking. SAPHIRE for Windows,
version 6.0, was released in 1997. Use of a Windows user interface makes SAPHIRE easier to
learn and use. SAPHIRE for Windows, version 7.0, was released in 1999. This is the latest
production version of the SAPHIRE code.

SAPHIRE for Windows, version 8.0, is the current development version, and contains:

* PC-based fault tree and event tree graphical and text editors
" Cut set generation and quantification
" Importance measures and uncertainty modules
* Relational database with cross-referencing features
* External events analysis (e.g., seismic, location transformation)
* Rule-based recovery and end-state analysis
" Common Cause Failure (CCF) basic event capabilities

The SAPHIRE minimal hardware requirements are:

* Windows XP or greater
* Pentium class IBM-PC compatible with 2-button mouse
* 50 MB free disk space (minimum for installation)

1.4 Installation of SAPHIRE

Perform the following steps to install SAPHIRE:

" Place the installation CD into the CD drive. Alternatively, place the downloaded installation
executable on the hard drive.

" If "Autostart" is enabled, the installation program should begin automatically from CD.
Alternatively, if using the downloaded installation executable, double click the .exe file.

" If "Autostart" is not enabled on the CD drive, browse the CD and find the Saphire8.exe.
Start this file.

" Follow the installation program instructions.

The installation program will make a subdirectory on the hard drive to store SAPHIRE.

A database (such as the DEMO database) can be contained in any subdirectory that is chosen
(e.g., C:\DEMO or C:\Saphire8\DEMO). The database subdirectory will contain the relational
database files.
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* *.IDX files contain data indices.
.*BLK files contain variable length data (e.g., cut sets).

* *.DAT files contain actual data and data pointers.

1.5 Un-installation of SAPHIRE

To uninstall SAPHIRE 8:

* Go to the Windows Control Panel and select the "Add or Remove Programs" option.
* Find the "SAPHIRE 8." program in the list. Click the program.
* Click the "Remove" button and then follow the directions.

1.6 Starting SAPHIRE

To start SAPHIRE 8:

Windows XP

" Click the Windows Start button (generally in the lower left corner).

* Select either the Windows Explorer program or My Computer.

* Browse to the folder that was used to install SAPHIRE to find the SAPHIRE icon (or the
desktop, if the icon was placed there).

* Click on the SAPHIRE 8 icon.

Windows Vista or 7

* Click the Windows Start icon (generally in the lower left corner).

* Select either the Windows Explorer (via All Programs -- Accessories) program or Computer.

* Browse to the folder that was used to install SAPHIRE to find the SAPHIRE icon (or the
desktop, if the icon was placed there).

* Click on the SAPHIRE 8 icon.

1.7 Stopping SAPHIRE

To exit SAPHIRE 8, select the File -- Exit option.
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1.8 Help from within SAPHIRE

To obtain electronic help from within SAPHIRE 8, on the dialog of interest, click the "?" button
(on the dialog window "title bar") next to the
"maximize to desktop" icon. An example of this
approach is shown. Alternatively, when the user _ ____
presses F1, the applicable help file will be displayed. "

1.9 SAPHIRE Project Settings

The SAPHIRE Project edit page (Figure 2) is invoked when starting a new project (File -- New
-> Project) or wish to modify the existing project's storage location or general information
(Project -+ Modify).

Edit P65jkt

"DEIIO- hOD '

'- r•D r~"• Demcnstration cample Family

Storage Info General Info [-AddNtonali SPAR NIS

Created By Demo Owner

Version 1 0

\

Creation Date

Default IE Frequency Unit:

Site Hazard Curve

User Defined Field

s Year D Va

User Defined Value

,AE

Company

Design

Location

Type

Vendor

Idaho National Laboratory

OK Cncel

Figure 2. Edit project options screen

The New Project and Edit Project forms are identical except the Storage Info tab has a textbox
for entry of the folder location in New Project and Edit Project only shows the path, without
editing capability.
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" The Storage Info tab (not editable in the Edit Project form) has entries for the following:

o Project Path

* The General Info tab has entries for the following:

o Project creator
o Creation Date
o Version of the model
o Default IE Frequency Units - the units the Initiating Event will use if no frequency

units are specified in its failure model.
o Site hazard curve (if any)
o General user defined fields, such as Facility Location, Company, Design.

" The Additional tab has entries for the following:

o General Philosophy behind the model.
o Restricted Use of the model. Warnings of the correct usage and the restrictions

placed on usage of the model.
o Details for additional information.

* The SPAR tab has entries for the following:

o SPAR Model - Checked if the model is a SPAR model
o Use SPAR-H Adjustment Equation listed on Pg 27 of NUREG/CR-6883

" The Notes tab has an area for notes.

1.10 SAPHIRE User Settings

The SAPHIRE User Settings dialog is used to customize the SAPHIRE code. Custom izations
away from the default settings are set and saved for individual projects.

The user settings are available by selecting Project -> User Settings.

The following options settings are available:

* 'General Settings" default values and Shortcuts
* "Analysis Options" default values
* "Rules Editor" default values
* "Graphical Editor" default display options
* "SDP" default options
* "RASP CCF" default options
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1,10.1 General Display User Settings

t- sr rSetti ngs ..-. -. LJ~ L J

User Settings Category

Analysis Options
Rules Editor
Graphical Editor
SOP
RASP CCF

ShortCuts General Display Settings

Form Layouts
[] Show Startup Selection Screen

Initial Window Position User Area Top Left Corner

Title Bar Buttons offset!O

Graphical Fonts

Name Font

Description Font

~ont...

~ont...

Printing Format
TopMargin F . LeftMargin 1 .5

Bottom Margin 11 Right Margin 10.5

Printer i Page Layout Ptsetup...

General Graphics
item Color I Ielect Color...

Background Color _ Select Color...

[] Show Shadow

Undo Changes / OK

Use the Shortcuts tab to access a list of functions, folders, and panes that can be assigned
keyboard shortcuts. Highlight the item in the list and enter the shortcut keys combination
desired.

General Display Settings can be modified as follows:

" Use the mouse or TAB key to move to a particular field.
• Change the setting(s), select the next User Settings Category, and repeat.
* Click OK to save all choices for the project that is currently selected. Each project starts

with the defaults and may be modified with a different set of constants.
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1.10.2 Analysis Options Settings

Analysis Options Settings

User Settings Category Cut Set Truncation

General Display 
SetiTrunc Sio e

.~Cut Set Siz

Ruies Editor G Fault Tree Value 1E-15 1

Graphical Editor

RASP None__ j ] EventTreeValue
RASP CCF

Analysis Settings

Random Number Seed 0

Number of Iterations Sl000

Uncertainty Sampling Method Monte Carlo

Intermediate Values INone t..I.:

Path -
Mission Time 2-

Quantification Method [ ~iF". cut
Pass Count O

Visual BDD Solve

Number Significant Digits [] Show

FUnd° ChangesJ O

The Cut Set Truncation options are used when generating cut sets for both fault trees and
sequences. The options selected in each combo box will be used when generating either fault
tree or event tree cut sets.

The "Uncertainty Sampling Method" option sets the default uncertainty analysis type by
selecting either Latin Hypercube or Monte Carlo from the combo box. Also, the default random
seed and number of samples can be specified.

The "Mission time" field specifies the default mission time. This default is used only for those
basic events that have a calculation type using the mission time and that event's mission time
field is set to zero.

The "Quantification Method" option specifies which analysis method to use when quantifying cut
sets.

The "Pass Count" is used to specify the number of passes to be used for the Min-Max
quantification approach.

The "Number Significant Digits" specifies how many digits are to be used when reporting
quantitative results.
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The "BDD Solve" option, when checked, will allow fault trees to be quantified using a BDD
analysis routine.

1.10.3 Rules Editor Settings

*U's-e-`rý'S:e-t' ng ,L

User Settings Category

General Display
Analysis Options

Graphical Editor
SDP
R.PASP CCF

Rules Editor Settings

Use
Genera I
Setting

Visual

Editor Font Select Font...

_________ ________-__________ j

Undo ChangesI 4/OK L iiel

The Rules Editor option sets the default font for the rules
Font... button will bring up a font selection dialog window.

editor. Clicking the Select
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1.10.4 Graphical Editor Constants Settings

Graphical Editor Settings

User Settings Category Use FautTre Ementree'

General Display General

Analyss Options Setting Mode Stale
Rules Editor
Rules T,, -,'f M.Rui Significant Diggts
SDPcet--TRASPCCF oesc Just.ifioton center j

aome Justifictlion 1_center

[~] Items Color j "-

Controls

[] Edit On Add [ Smart Printing

.chaeq j c OK

The fault tree and event tree graphical constants set default node style and size and some
control options. Node color and fill effects have meaning in the model and are not customizable
in this form.

1.10.5 Significance Determination Process Settings

User Settings Category

General Display
Analysis Options
Rules Editor
Graphical Editor

RASP CCF

[ Show "Single-passe option

[L]Alow changes to truncation level

[ AllUow LERF Calculations

[ dit Lerf Factors

UnoChnes O.OK I IXCý,
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The Significance Determination Process (SDP) option sets defaults concerning the significance
determination process. Included are options:

* Show Single Pass option. Leaving this unchecked will force the analysis to use the "multi-
pass" analysis option (see Volume 2 and Volume 5 of this NUREG for more details).

" Allow change to truncation level. Leaving this unchecked will force the analysis to use the
project truncation level.

* Allow LERF calculations. Leaving this unchecked will leave any Large Early Release
Frequency (LERF) calculations hidden from the final report.

1.10.6 "RASP CCF" Constants

The RASP CCF option sets whether or not RASP CCF will be adjusted from Flag Sets and
provides a link to the RASP CCF Editing screen.
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1.11 User Support

Support for SAPHIRE users, including training, may be obtained by joining the SAPHIRE Users
Group. Information on this support mechanism may be found at the internet URL
saphire.inl.gov.
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2. SAPHIRE PROJECTS

This Chapter presents an overview of the SAPHIRE 8 database structure. In SAPHIRE 8, the
term "project" represents a single, specific database.

Project (Definition) -

A group of fault tree logic and graphics; event trees and sequences; basic events.and related
data; cut sets; analysis results; and descriptions.

2.1 Opening a Project

If there is not a current project available or a second session of SAPHIRE 8 is started, it will
start with an option screen to open an existing project or create a new one. Existing projects
can be found through the browsing function or by clicking the Open Existing Project icon.

Open Existing Project Create New Project

0

When SAPHIRE starts with a current project in its memory, it will give the operator an option to
modify or perform an analysis on the current project or browse for another project and launch an
editing session or analysis with it.
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JCASaphiie 8\Demo\

Clicking on Browse or Open Existing Project will open up a window to select the project. The
user can also use the File -> Open existing project option on the main menu bar at the top left
of the screen.

An "Open Project" window will appear. Use the various Window Explorer options to find the
folder containing the existing project.

OpeniE~
Look in: )Demo __ ' ~

4 r. Iý INIs - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
lj•Mard

My Recent D Publish
Documents 1•Shared

-3• Temp

ILD Workspaces

Desktop MDEMO.SRA
4J demo-archive. zip
RFAMDAT

My Documents

My Computer

Fite name: _____

My Network Files ot type: 'Project Files <'.SRA. lam.at, zip, exe> Cancel

To open the latest version of the project, select and open the *.SRA or FAM.DAT file. Or, to
open an archived version of the project, select a *.zip file (note that new to SAPHIRE 8 is the
ability to open archived zipped projects).
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2.2 Creating a New Project

Select the New icon on the startup screen or use the main menu File -> New -> Project option.
A "New Project" window will appear. Type the new project name and (optional) description.

7"7". 7.7- -. 72- T• •79M. .

Storage Info General Info iona SPAR W.Nt

Parent
Directory IC:Saphire 9\ _ [ IIrows
Folder ,- .. .-
Name - . .

Verify that the Parent Directory is acceptable. If a different parent directory is desired, click
Browse.

Verify that the Folder Name is acceptable. By default, the Folder Name matches the project
Name. (If the Folder Name appears blank, move the cursor out of the project Name field so that
the Folder Name can update.)

Click OK. The main SAPHIRE menu will be displayed and the project name and the project
location will be shown in the title bar above the menu.

SAPHIRE [project: "DEMO - Demonstration Sample Fdm![V' folder: XASaphire MemoY] [y] 9
-File View Bookmarks Publish- Project- .Toolis Help ..
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2.3 Project Folder Structure

Each SAPHIRE 8 project is contained in a project folder. Inside that folder, subfolders are used
to manage the database information. Included in the subfolders are:

* INIs - This folder stores .ini files related to project settings (e.g., bookmarks, general user
settings).

* Mard - This folder stores any MAR-D files that are exported from SAPHIRE 8.

" Publish - This folder stores any report files that are exported from SAPHIRE 8.

* Shared - This folder contains information this is shared among the main project and all
workspaces. For example, project-related diagrams are stored in the "Diagrams" subfolder.
By sharing this information in a central place, the shared information is not duplicated each
time a new workspace is created.

* Temp - This folder is used by SAPHIRE 8 during analysis. No project information files
should be stored in this folder.

* Workspaces - This folder is used to store all Workspaces that are saved.
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3. MODEL EDITING

This chapter covers navigation of the model creation and editing functions and the use of the
lists panel.

3.1 SAPHIRE Model Development Area

Creating and modifying the base reliability model for a project database is performed in windows
opened up in the model development area which is where the gem graphic is. The various
Fault Tree, Event Tree, and Basic Event screens opened up in the Model Development area will
open with their own main menu and title bar, such as the event tree one here:

File Edit Insert View Help

3.1.1 SAPHIRE Window Management

The various windows opened in the Model development area can be managed through sizing
and storing for ease of use and quick retrieval.

3.1.2 Sizing a Window

Most SAPHIRE 8 dialogs and windows can be resized by dragging its edges until it is the
desired size. Windows may be maximize and minimize as needed.

A SAPHIRE specific button 0 is available next to the minimize E and the maximize

buttons on the title bar. Click 01 to automatically resize and reposition the window so that the
window fits within the main SAPHIRE window immediately to the right of the Lists Panel (see
Section 3.2), effectively covering the SAPHIRE graphic on the main window.

3.1.3 Open Windows

In SAPHIRE 8, multiple windows can be open at the same time. This includes multiple windows
of the same type. For example, two different fault tree editor windows can be open at the same
time, as well as several basic event editors. In addition, objects may be dragged-and-dropped
between two open fault tree windows.

Every window that is open appears in the "Open Windows" list on the Lists Panel and is
grouped according to the type of window it is. Click on an item in the "Open Windows" list to
bring that window to the front of the others. This will restore a window if it has been minimized.
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3.2 Lists Panel

The main screen of an opened project contains a resizable panel of "object" lists along the left
side of the window. This panel is connected to the left side of the main window, but the right
border of the panel can be stretched to shrink or increase the width of the panel as needed.

Press the • I button to collapse a list, and -.ýI to expand it.

The lists that appear in the panel may be hidden/shown by toggling the check marks next to the
different list types in the View option available on the main menu. For example, to display the
End States list in the List Panel, choose View -- End States, and make sure a check box
appears next to the End States menu option. To remove the End States list from the List panel,
choose View -- End States and make sure a check box does NOT appear next to the Basic
Event menu option. The analysis areas in SAPHIRE 8 are contained in "workspaces" which
may be shown via the View option. For additional details on Workspaces, refer to the Volume 5

TIP:

It is important to remember that even though all the items in the lists boxes may not appear
in the list (for example, if a filter is selected), they still exist in the database.

of this NUREG series.

Fault•Tre'$ ,Mai nTrees
--. 3.2.1 List Filters

New fault trree .... ZZ

CCS The "Basic Events", "Fault Trees", and "Event Trees" lists
ECS EmnergencyCoolin ...

contain a drop down list of filters next to their list labels.
For fault tree and event tree lists, options include the

I "All", "Main Trees", or "Sub Trees" filters to display only
... .. the trees in the list that meet the filter criteria. For basic

events, several filters are available, such as Initiators, Templates, Compound, and House. The
"Standard" filter displays all available events that would normally be used in fault tree modeling,
and excludes "helper" events such as template, system generated, developed, and value
events.

3.2.2 Selecting from a List

One or more items can be selected from each list for processing. An item in a list is selected if it
is highlighted. There are various ways to select items from a list:

* To select a single item, click with the left mouse button on the desired item and let go of the
mouse button.

" To select multiple continuous list items, click with the left mouse button the on first desired
item, then while holding down the Shift key, click the last desired item.
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• To select multiple non-continuous items in the list, click several items while holding down the
Control key.

* To select all items in the list, hold down the Control key and press "A".
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4. BASIC EVENT EDITING

This chapter introduces SAPHIRE basic event data entry and basic event probability calculation
types.

4.1 Basic Event Terminology

Unique terms used in SAPHIRE Basic Event editing are discussed below.

* Failure Model - SAPHIRE provides 14 unique calculation types to describe how the basic
event succeeds or fails.

* Developed Event - A developed event is an event in SAPHIRE that is either an event tree
top or a fault tree gate. Regular fault tree basic events are not considered developed
events.

* Delete Term - In SAPHIRE, the process known as "delete term" refers to the removal of
sequence success cut sets from the list of failure cut sets when generating sequence cut
sets. As an example of the "delete term", consider a sequence where top event A is
successful and top event B is failed. Any cut sets that would fail A should not be allowed in
the cut sets for B, so those cut sets are removed from the sequence.

4.2 Modify Basic Events

To enter basic event data, go to the "Basic Events" list on the List Panel.

SPI R [pojct MEM -I . . . . .Deosrto.apeFml" odr C~pieH~

oFi~le'iew .Bokmu-ak. Publi-h Project Tools Hp - - " ---' =

"'Fd ai- Vie nt ........ H•lI

New basic event,

C-CV-B CCS Train 8 pump discharge checkVi

C-MOV-1 CCS suction solatron valve ; Hde IShow

C-MOV-A CCS Train A pump discharge isol atio Set Booknrrk

C-MOV-8 CCS Train B pump discharge isolatio! Goto Bookmrk

C-PUMP-A CCS Train A motor-drnevn pump Delete

7>211LMB-S ____.. CTralp9.mn111prrjlv~n pihrmo.,
Farult Trees r i

-New-fault tree

CCS ContainmentCoolingSystem

ECS EmergencyCooolngSystem

To add a new event, double click New Basic Event ... at the top of the Basic Events list.

To modify data for an existing event, double-click on the event to edit or right-click to invoke the
pop-up menu and select Edit Basic Event.
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4.3 Edit Basic Event Screen

Modifying a basic event displays the "Edit Basic Event" dialog.

Edit~~ Bai Eetj -C-
,Name CCV-A Pr babl) ý=-1 00E 4

D..• sription.JCCS Trams A pump discharge check valve

- - Ter • ,ev 1 to Default Tempjate rNotAýssgned ".- "- \

Failure Model Attributes I Applicabilityj Notes_ .lSummary_

Item Value

hr-z ModelType
Uses Template Not Assigned

Descuiptoi

Calculated Probability I OCDE-Ou

Process Flag Failure=- System Logic I Success=, Delete Term

SFailure Model Failure Probability (1)

h- Probabdity 1.PGOE-04

* Uncertaioty Distribution Log Normal

95% Error Factd, 3 05OE+00

Corelatan Class

.T _.• . . .. .. . . . . . ..... .. . . . . . . .... .. .. ... .C.. . . . . .

The screen consists of name and description textboxes, a template event assignment checkbox
with a dropdown list of default templates, and also shows the calculated probability in the upper
right.

4.3.1 Basic Event Screen Navigation:

Click on the field to edit. The text will become editable, or a drop down selection box will

become available.

To save event changes and close the event window, choose OK.

To save event changes but continue editing the event, choose Apply.

To quit without saving a changed event, choose Cancel.
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To create a new event based on the characteristics of the displayed event, rename the event

and choose Save As New.

4.3.2 Basic Event Name and Description

The name is the fundamental name used in the fault trees and event trees. A unique name
must be specified for every basic event in the logic models. A maximum of 24 uppercase,
alphanumeric characters may be entered. Embedded spaces are not allowed.

The description is a 120-character, uppercase or lowercase, alphanumeric field that provides
brief, descriptive information.

4.4 Basic Event Failure Model

The first tab on the left of the Edit Basic Event dialogue is the Failure Model, as shown above in
Section 4.3. The use and capabilities of this tab are discussed below.

4.4.1 Event Default Template

To use another event's information as a template for this basic event, select the name of the
event from the drop-down list. Then check the box next to the desired characteristics to be
used by this basic event. By default, all of the template event characteristics are selected and
not editable. Other characteristics not in the template can be edited.

4.4.2 Model Type

A basic event has one or more model types. Each model type can have its own description and
failure model information. This field is non-editable.

4.4.3 Description

This is the basic event description for this model type. Often it is the same as the basic event's
main description.

4.4.4 Calculated Probability

The calculated probability that will be used for the basic event model type is listed in this field.
Note that certain failure models (e.g., initiating events) will not show the probability in the
Calculated Probability field, but in the Lambda field of the Failure Model.

4.4.5 Process Flags

Process flags are primarily used to tell SAPHIRE how to solve event tree accident sequences
and fault tree logic. The flag set in the model type will cause the basic event to use the logic
shown in Table 1 and Table 2 depending on the use of the basic event. If the basic event is
used as an Event Tree sequence top, the logic in Table 1 is used. If the basic event is used as
a Fault Tree transfer, the logic in Table 2 is used.
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Table 1. Sequence Top Process Flags.

Sequence Top Flags

BLANK or Default Failure => System Logic

Success => Delete Term

When the Process Flag field is blank, the transfer associated with this event is expanded
for failure references. For success branches in an event tree, the transfer is also
expanded; however, any impossible cut sets are removed from the results using cut set
matching (i.e., the delete term).

Failure => System Logic

Success => /System Logic

Use system logic (if top event fails), use the complement of the system logic (if top event
succeeds). That is, if the top event is a failure, SAPHIRE will expand the fault tree and
solve, just as one expects. If the top event succeeds, SAPHIRE will complement the fault
tree logic and solve it, thereby resulting in a non-coherent logic solution.

W Failure => System Logic

Success => /Developed Event

Use system logic (if top event fails), use complement of the developed event (if top event
succeeds). That is, if the event fails SAPHIRE will expand the fault tree and solve. If the
event succeeds, SAPHIRE will treat the top as a basic event (i.e., developed event) and
use the complement of the event for the system probability.

X Failure => Developed Event

Success => Delete Term

Use developed event (if event fails), use cut set matching to eliminate cut sets (if event
succeeds). That is, an "X" tells SAPHIRE that a basic event is to be used for failure
probability, but a success top is to be treated the same as if the flag was blank.

Y Failure => Developed Event

Success => /Developed Event

Use developed event (if event fails), use complement of developed event (if event
succeeds). That is, a "Y" indicates that a transfer is to be replaced with its basic event for
failed references and the complement of the event is to be used for success tops. If the
top event is to be treated as a basic event (both for the up and down branch), then use a
"Y" flag for the event.
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Table 2. Fault Tree Process Flags.

Sequence and Fault Tree Logic Flags

Any value other Failure => System Logic
than "X Success => Delete Term

When the Process Flag field is any value other than "X", the transfer associated with this
event is expanded for failure references. For success branches in an event tree, the
transfer is also expanded; however, the impossible cut sets are removed from the
resulting cut sets using cut set matching (i.e., the delete term).

X Failure => Developed Event

Success => Delete Term

Use developed event (if event fails), use cut set matching to eliminate cut sets (if event
succeeds). That is, an "X" tells SAPHIRE that a basic event is to be used for failure
probability, but a success top is to be treated the same as if the flag was blank.

4.4.6 Uses Template

To use another event's information as a template for only this model type, select the name of
the event from the drop-down list. For single model projects, use Event Default Template
instead.

4.4.7 Failure Model

The Failure Model contains a calculation type selection box. There are 14 unique calculation
types identified as 1, 3, 5, 7, V, T, F, I, C, X, S, G, E, and H (see Table 3 for the data entry
requirements for each calculation type). Choose the desired calculation type from the drop-
down list. See Table 4. "Basic" failure model calculation types and Table 5. "Advanced" failure
model calculation types for details on each calculation type.

4.4.8 Failure Model Parameters

When a failure model is selected, the screen will change to display the required input types for
that model. These inputs will be tailored to the specific failure model used, for example for
calculation type #3, a failure rate and mission time must be specified.
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Table 3. SAPHIRE failure model (i.e., calculation type) data entry requirements.

Failure Model Parameters
(Calculation Type)

1 Mean Failure Probability

3 Lambda* (per hour.), Mission Time** (hours)

5 Lambda* (per hour.), Tau (hours), Mission Time** (hours)

7 Lambda* (per hour), Tau (hours)

N Frequency

G Median Failure Acceleration, Screening G-Line

H Median Failure Acceleration

V Value

X SPAR-H Diagnosis, Action, and Dependency Parameters

R RASP CCF Properties Edited in model data***

E, S, I None

Notes:

* The time units of lambda, tau, and mission time must be the same so that they cancel

(e.g., in time units of either hour or per hour).

** If no mission time is specified (i.e., the mission time is zero), the default mission time

specified in SAPHIRE Project --> User Settings -- General Analysis will be used.

*** See the RASP CCF Module discussion in Volume 2 of this NUREG report.
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Table 4. "Basic" failure model calculation types.

Calc Equation Comments
Type

1 P = p Simply a probability (or, possibly, a frequency in
the case of an initiating event). Could represent a
failure upon demand.

p = probability, in the "mean probability" field

3

5

P =1 - EXP( - X Tm)

P = ([X -C] / [1 + {( -C}]) *

(1 - EXP [-(k + lit) * Tm])

P = 1 + (EXP[- t]- i)/(X -?)

P=1

P=O

Failure probability of an operating component
without repair (non-demand failure mode)

X = mean failure rate, in the "lambda" field

Tm = mission time, in "mission time" field

Failure probability of an operating component with
the possibility of repair following a failure.

X = mean failure rate, in the "lambda" field

= mean repair time, in the "tau" field

Tm = mission time, in "mission time" field

Failure probability of a standby component in a
non-demand failure mode that is tested
periodically.

X = mean failure rate, in the "lambda" field

c= test interval, in the "tau" field

House event TRUE, represents a failure.

House event FALSE, represents a success.

7

T

F
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Table 5. "Advanced" failure model calculation types.

Calc Type Equation Comments

I P = 0 The basic event is to be treated as if it did not exist
in the logic for the fault tree. Before the tree is
solved, all references to the specified event are
removed from the fault tree.

R

V

RASP-based Common
Cause Calculation

A calculation to represent the RASP CCF.

P=V

N

C

X

S

P = N (N>0)

P = calculated probability

P = calculated probability

P = 1-PROD(1-CQ)

P = )[In(gspecified/a)/Br].

P = ([Iln(ghazard/a)/Br].

The basic event is to be treated as a value event.
This calculation type is used in order to include
events that take on values instead of probabilities.
Therefore, the value can be greater than 1.0.

The basic event is to be treated as an initiating
event frequency. This can be any positive value.

The basic event's probability is calculated based on
different equations within SAPHIRE (i.e., summation
of two different basic events or common cause
failure calculation performed within SAPHIRE).

This basic event is a human action and SAPHIRE
has worksheets built in to calculate the human error
probability based on performance shaping factors.

Finds a fault tree with the same name and uses its
current cut set min cut upper bound as the
probability.

The basic event is to be treated as a seismic event.
The probability value for screening will be calculated
using the "screening G-level" (ground acceleration)
and median failure acceleration (fragility) specified
by the user. Strictly for use only in seismic
analyses.

The basic event is to be treated as a seismic event.
The probability value for screening will be calculated
using the highest G-level (ground acceleration) from
the project's "seismic hazard curve" and median
failure acceleration (fragility) specified by the user.
Strictly for use only in seismic analyses.

G

H
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E P = 1-PROD(1-C,) Finds an end state with the same name and uses its
cut set min cut upper bound as the probability

Notes: 4 = standard normal cumulative distribution function

a = median failure acceleration (the approximate ground acceleration sufficient to cause the
component to fail)

Br = amount the failure acceleration "a" can vary

g = ground acceleration for screening

4.4.9 Uncertainty Distribution

For each failure model input, an associated uncertainty distribution can be defined. There are
thirteen predefined distribution types available:

Beta, chi-squared, constrained non-informative, Dirichlet, exponential, gamma, histogram,
lognormal, maximum entropy, normal, seismic lognormal, triangular, and uniform.

In addition to these predefined distribution types, user-defined histograms may be used. For
information on how histograms are defined, refer to Volume 2 of this NUREG report.

The default distribution type is Point Value (i.e., it is a point estimate). Choose the desired
distribution type from the drop-down list. The screen will change to display the required input
types for the selected distribution type.

4.4.10 Correlation Class

Use to account for data dependencies among like events in the database. Enter up to four
uppercase, alphanumeric values. A blank correlation class indicates that there are no data
dependencies. When running the uncertainty analyses, the same sample value will be used for
all basic events with the same correlation class.

4.5 Basic Event Attributes

Each basic event has special attributes that delineate the type of event. The Attributes tab
opens the dialogue for setting or viewing these attributes.
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- A __ ,ro il 1.00E-04-

•ccS Train A pump discharge check valve

'4 'efalt Tmplte NoitAssigned
Failure Model:Attributes -iApplicabiitlNotes yN jSummary-;

Aft. Name 'C-CV-A

At. Description ICCS Train A pump discharge check valve

Event Types GeneralEvent

Event Display Type astandard Event I

Event Categories:

Category Name Description

System CCS Containment Cooling System

Component Type CKV Check Valve

Failure Mode FC Loss of Function

Component ID C-CV-A CCS Train A pump discharge check valve

4.5.1 Template Event

'Template Event Check Box' - If checked, then the event's probability, attributes, and other
information can be used by other basic events. This box does not indicate that the event is
using template data. It is used to indicate that the data in this event can be used by other basic
events.

4.5.2 Event Types:

Select from the drop-down list to specify the category or use of the event.

* General event - This is the default and is appropriate for must basic events.

* Hazard event - A special type assigned to histogram bins for seismic analysis.

* Initiating event - Any initiating events should be identified with this category designation.
The event tree editor will automatically enter an 'T' when the user specifies that the first event
is an initiating event.

* Recovery event - May be assigned to recovery actions, but is an optional assignment.

4.5.3 Event Display Types:

Select from the drop-down list to specify the visual representation of the event for Fault Trees.

* Standard Event - This is the default and is appropriate for must basic events.
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* House Event - This is an event that is either true or false and is usually set by Flag Sets or
Change Sets.

* Undeveloped Event - Typically a gate or an event set to a probability of one as a
placeholder for an event that will have a failure model assigned in the future.

* Undeveloped Transfer - This is another placeholder event that is a transfer event that has

not been assigned a tree to transfer to yet.

4.5.4 Event Categories

Optional event categories can be defined for the project through MAR-D download or manually
entered through Project -4 Categories. These categories are used in SDP Workspace. If
event categories have been defined for the project, click on the "Name" column for each
category and select the desired value.

In the SDP Workspace, the first step of the analysis is to select components to be evaluated.
Components are grouped by their system designation (e.g., CCS is the containment cooling
system). The second step in the analysis is to modify specific failure modes for selected
components - these failure modes are identified via the Failure Mode Category. Lastly, basic
events may be "assigned" to a component via the Component ID Category - this is the linkage
mechanism by which SAPHIRE knows that one or more basic events are assigned to a
"component."

4.6 Basic Event Applicability

The Applicability tab opens the dialogue to select the applicable model types and phase(s). By
default only one model type is selected. If more than one model type or a Phase is selected,
"Failure Model" data that is separately applicable to each model type must be entered.
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Edi Basi Evn - - -r -

'~> _M C 77_ !'Na-nelCVA __ _robabili__ _ =_.00E-04_ _-,"
CCS Train A pump discharge check valve r

. -.. , Te p E Default Temp {le Not Assigned

Failure Model! Attributes Applicability FNoeso-Summar-

Model Type Applicabildy List: Phase Applicability List:

Model Type Phase

E1 ASPCONDITION E PHASEI

E ASPINITEVENT

[ FIRE

[] RANDOM

. . . . .. .. .O. .

4.7 Basic Event Notes

The Notes tab allows entry of notes and references related to the basic event.

Edit Basic Event - C-CV-A

y~ C-CV-A . _ RProbabilit-=" 1.OOE.04

C r~t~ CS Train A pump discharge check valve____- __

•l:T e~mI EVent,"" DefaultTempate N Assigned_____

Failure Model ,iAttributesi jjApplicability] Notes 1Summaryi

Event Notes:

Check valve model ########

Event Reference:

RADS analysis Iorm EPIX deta X.XXXXI

7 5,ý v '. r 1. le -
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4.8 Basic Event Summary

The Summary tab provides a summary of the basic event, including uncertainty (if uncertainty
parameters have been specified).

C-CV-A Rrobabiliti 1.OOE-04

ft,,1,56caS rainA pump discharge check valve

m t Eeflt empJte t d

Failure Model 11 Attributes 11 Applicabilitf l Notes- SummarY

." Basic Event Report
Oct 2,20091:11 PM

Demonstration Sample Family

CCS Train A pump discharge check valve

C-CV-A 1.OOE-04
OCS Train A pump discharge check valve CCS Train A pump discharge check valve

Basic Event Failure Model Parameters

C-CV-A RANDOM C-CV-A

C-CV-A None

-0.9

-0.8

-0.7

"0.6

-0.5

-0.4

-0.3

C)

0*

References: IRADS analysis from EPIX data XXXXXX

-] Cumulative O X axis Logarithmic

[3 PDF Ej Y axis Logarthmic

V
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4.9 Template Events

Template events are basic events that can be shared. For example, if a PRA contains 15
individual motor operated valve (MOV) basic events that fail due to leak, one can refer to a
single template MOV-LK instead of typing the MOV failure rate 15 times. Template events can
be set up so that the event description, failure data, uncertainty data, attributes, and/or process
flags can be used multiple times.

To create a template event, double click on New basic event in the Basic Events window to
open the Basic Event form.

* Input the basic event description, failure data, and uncertainty data that are associated with
this template.

* To make SAPHIRE use this event as a template event, select the Template Event check
box (see Figure 3).

Edit~~ii Bai Eet- OI
" •.:<Name fl~r _Probability= 8.800E-04

4•Desflptio'rtJMOTOR OPERATED VALVE RUPTURES TEMPLATE

Failure Model Attributes-i ApplicabilityV: Notes! Summary.

Item Value
[,;H ModelType R 3 K~~~

FD Description

Calculated Probability 8 HO0E-04

* Process Flag Failure-- System Logic I Success=- Delete Term
F a] ielure Model Failure Probabiity (1)

ai [] Probabdity 8.800E.04
• Uncertainty Distribution Log Normal

R] 95% Error Factor 3.000E-00
Rv Correlation Class MVLK

. . .. . .. . . ... .. ...... .......................~ . . .. . l h f

Figure 3. Setting up a basic event to be a template event

Now, click the Attribute tab. Then, indicate which information is to be shared by this template
event. If a box is checked in the Available For Use then that information will be shared,
otherwise, the description, event types and display types can be different in the event using the
template information from what is specified here and only the failure model information is
shared.
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IUV-LK Probability -8,,800E.44

OTOR OPERATED VALVE RUPTURES TEMPLATE

.5 .~ 'a..

. ... 1t . . li -- ,

Failure Model I Attrlbutes Applicability Notes I! SummaryL

Aft. Name IMOV-LK .. . . . .....

Alt. Description MOTOR OPERATED VALVE RUPTURES TEMPLATE

Avail for Use

[- Description

[] EventTypes GeneralEvent V

1- Event Display Type aStendard Event

Event Categories:

Category Name Description 1
El System Not Defined I
[] Subsystem Not Defined

El Component Type Not Defined

nl Failure Mode Not Defined

El Component ID Not Defined

He) Canciel

To use a template event:

" Open the basic event edit window that will use the template event. (In this case, basic event
C-MOV-A was selected).

" The template can be assigned by either clicking on the Default Template down arrow or the
Uses Template down arrow to list all of the template events in the database. Select the
applicable template event (Figure 4).

Note:

One generally does not want to share the description since the events
that use the template will have (possibly) unique descriptions.
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Open Windows
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Default Template [No Asined - . C" .

Failure Model Attributes i Applicability Notes ý Summary.
M ade .,~ , , . M .. Z. . . . .. i... . . . . . . ..... .

eiee value

Description .....

Calolated Prlobsbily i irr

process lag Fledc- System Legic I S-oss= Delete Tern
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t
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I L

Figure 4. Using a template event

Now, basic event C-MOV-A will use the MOV-LK information that is indicated by the checked
boxes. If desired, information from the template event can be ignored by un-checking any of the
applicable check boxes.

If a box is unchecked, the user will need to supply that information. For example, if the template
failure rate "lambda" is not used, the failure rate would need to be specified just like a traditional
basic event. In the case of the C-MOV-A event from the DEMO project, it will revert to the
original values entered for this basic event.

Data shown with labels in gray text with the green check marks in the boxes next to them
represent the information that was carried over from the template event. This information
cannot be modified unless it is deselected by un-checking the box.

The advantage of using template events is if a parameter changes, the parameter only has to
be changed once at the template event. Then, all the basic events using the template event will
be updated automatically.
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4.10 Compound Events

Compound events are basic events that use an external calculation to determine the event
probability. Simple examples of compound events include the arithmetic addition of multiple
basic events or the product of multiple basic events. More complex compound events include
calculations for "supercomponents," common-cause failure, and flow accelerated corrosion.

A compound event is generally expressed as a function of other basic events (within the same
project). For example, in the "supercomponent" case, one would identify the components (up to
20) that make up the supercomponent.

0 To create a compound event, in the Basic Events window, double-click on "New basic
event". This opens the Add Basic Event form:

IProbabili#j='-1.00E+00 4h

H-~r fiW ELAJ BASIC EVENT FOR NEVV ENTRY

Failure Model Atrbts Applicabflity Notes I

F, ModOOType
Uses TemTiate Not Assigned

CaTdceted P.obabdrtv
Process Flag FaOtee- System Logic I Tuccess-o 0010,0Term

ZFoO,, Mod1el Conn-oad eweid ICI

Lbaory PLUGUTIL
Frocedge. ]ADD
hp'A ParametersT
Co~rodedimo CR00 INOLTPLY I

SUBTRACT ,

DIVIDE

NATURAL LOG

PCAER
SINE

~Save As New ' R EA X aro

* Click on the text to the right of Failure Model to activate the drop-down list.

" Choose "Compound event ( C )".

* The "Library" drop down option lists the different modules available to the analyst. To create
a super-component event, the PLUGUTIL.DLL library is selected.

0

0

Then, for the "Procedure" option, select the MINCUT equation.
The MINCUT joins several basic events together (as if they were in an OR gate)
using the minimal cut set upper bound approximation to determine the
probability.
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" Next, click on the "Add Event" button to the right of "Input Parameters" to add the number of
Sub Events desired.

* Click on the event field to the right of each Sub Event to activate the drop-down menu of all
events in the project. Select an event by clicking on it.

As events are added, SAPHIRE 8 calculates the probability that will be used for the compound
event and displays it to the right of the Name of the event.

Add .li Even -NEW

Nm COMPOUND-EVENT -_ Probability= U1OE-03

DY ` Smple Compound Event______ __em -ate No-tssigned- -'.
•}•, i-I.em~aie'~ ht• , Default Template Net Assignedl

••, .--- , -' •. ,_ _ _

Failure Model Attributes Applicability Notes

Item Value
r ModelType .ANNE R .-

Uses Template Not Assigned

Description

Calculated Probability 1.0GE-i,

Process Flag Failure=- System Logic I

ýJ Failure Model Compound event (C)

Success=- Delete Term

Library

Procedure

Input Parameters

Event 0

Event 1

Correlation Class

PLUGUTIL

MIillCUT

Add Event

C-CV-A

1C-PUMP-A- 9__ __ _ _ _ _

C-PUMP-B
CCS
DG-A
DG-B
E-CV-A
E-CV-B
E-MOV-1

21Save As New .'D( \ppy X Cancel I
4.11 Common-Cause Failure Compound Events

Common cause failure (CCF) basic events are used to represent simultaneous failures of
multiple components due to a single cause or mechanism. The common-cause basic event
represents a model that calculates the probability of a shared cause failing multiple trains of
similar components.

Within SAPHIRE, there are two basic types of common-cause models.

0 Older-style compound event
New Risk Assessment Standardization Project (RASP) CCF
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Each of these types are able to use one of two common-cause models. The first is known as
the Multiple Greek Letter (MGL) method. The second is known as the Alpha Factor method.

4.11.1 Multiple Greek Letter (MGL) method (old approach)

To use the MGL model in SAPHIRE, under the Basic Events window, double-click on "New
basic event .... "

In the dropdown list to the right of Failure Model, select Compound event ( C).

* Enter the proper number event group for the common cause failure (i.e. TwoEventGroup for
a group of two components failing due to common cause).

* Enter a failure count equal to the number of component failures that would cause a group
failure.

* Select the basic event from the drop down list to the right of each CCFEvent.

* Select the Beta Factor for the MGL Calculation. This may have to be created as a basic
event (value event) to be
available for selection. ____

. ... CCF-EXAMPLE-MGL _i babllity '.".E+O0
Co-on Caue Fai~re MGL

The advantages of using the MGL Z! ,, r N 1,! \
Failure Mdel- IAttributes ,App- -I ica -tyi ,Not L

equation built into SAPHIRE are: :-M _- roY,

Uses Teplete Not A- _ _nd

* Automatic calculation of the IDescri1bon
Calculdted P, obablty I tODEO00

nominal common-cause failure N.-.. Flitg Fadu=-Syste.nLogic S.......DotetTernT

p o b Failure Model Compound event (C)

Procedure TwoEventGroupX

Input P mtes

* Utilization of the uncertainty F..... Court
C'CFEventl C-CV-A

defined for the independent CCFE-o"2 C-CV.e
Bela __ __ __ __ __l_ __ __

events. Co-Iton Cls

* SAPHIRE automatically r•Sov -2A- New F ---
adjusts the common-cause
probability if an independent
event is set to a failed state.

4.11.2 Alpha Factor method (old approach)

The second common-cause model is the Alpha Factor model. In SAPHIRE, this model uses
one of two different equations, depending on the type of testing for the components in question.

• Staggered testing scheme.
• Non-staggered testing scheme.
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To use the Alpha Factor model in SAPHIRE, under the Basic Events window, double-click on
"New basic event ... "

In the Value column of Failure Model, select Compound event ( C).

* Select PLUGCCFALPHA from the drop down list in the Value column of Library.

* Enter the proper number event group for the common cause failure for Procedure (i.e.
TwoEventGroup for a group of two components failing due to common cause).

* Enter a Failure Count equal to the number of failed components that would cause the event
to fail (i.e. 2 if 2 of 3 components must fail due to common cause to cause the event to fail).

* Select the basic event from the drop down list in the Value column of each CCFEvent.

* Select the Alpha Factors for the calculation. These are usually pre-loaded as basic events
and correspond to the component number within the group size selected (i.e. Alpha factor 2
in group size 2 for a particular component type).

• '•{ ...... ..... . - Prb biiy= .E-4
Edi BasicEv. -C F-EXAMPLE-ALPHA

N am-,-CCF-EXAMPLE-ALPHA .. . .Probability = 2. 4

~~ Common Cause Failure Alpha Factor Methodl-

-. : .. ].. D. . fault.Template NotAssigned

Failure Model Attributes j Applicabiityj NotesL Summaryý

Iem Value

,=,ModelType Ao
Uses Template Not Assigned

Description

Calculated Probability 2.37E-04

Process Flag Failure=- System Logic I Success=> Delete Term

.j Failure Model Compound event (C)

Library PLUGCCFALPHA

Procedure TwvoEvertGroup

IF= Input Parameters

Failure Count 2

CCFEventl E-MOV-A

CCFEvent2 C-MOV-B

Alphal ZA-MOV-CC-02A01

Alpha2 ZA-MOV-CC-02AO2

Correlation Class

.'. ' !Cancel
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4.11.3 RASP Common-Cause Failure Module

This CCF module uses Boolean reduction to realize combinations of CCF basic events, and
removes approximations made in the older conditional CCF probability modeling for events
assessment as a result of setting components' failure modes to 1, T, 0, or F.

Edi bai vn -RASP-CC
__________________________CF____ Prlbibility 2.696 -O6C

l~~LLTwo ofThree MOVs lei]due to common cause

i I VNot Assigned - ~ *

Failure Model A utes Applicabilityj Notes 11 Summary I1 Model Data I

Item Value

3 ModelType
* Uses Template Not Assigned

b Description

Calculated Probability 0 00CE'TO

Process Flag Failure=> System Logic I Success=> Delete Term

Si Failure Model- -

Edit Properties Edit

Correlation Class

;l.el

This common cause method is a new calculation type to SAPHIRE 8. The common cause
failure type "R" can be found in the basic events under the "Failure Model" option.

To demonstrate the CCF module, a new CCF object will be created. A system will be modeled
of three redundant motor operated valves (MOVs), represented by basic events MOV-CC-A,
MOV-CC-B, and MOV-CC-C. The success criterion for this system is that two components
have to work for the system to work. Consequently, if two (of three) components fail, the
system is failed.
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The basic event representing CCF will be called CCF-RASP-20F3. The fault tree representing
the system is shown below.

SAPIR Faul TreEitrFT T(T dt
FPie Ed Insert View Help

[k",e m~e MdType-- Sac

RASP CPF.Example

FTrEST

4.11.3.1 Entering CCF Data into RASP CCF Module

The basic event RASP-CCF is a part of the fault tree graphic as shown. However, RASP-CCF
is a basic event and must be edited. Clicking on the "Edit" bar will open the editing screen on
the Model Data tab of the Basic Event with its CCF Data tab active. Perform the following to
set up the RASP CCF event:

" Choose Alpha factors or MGL as the model type from the pull-down menu.

* Click and drag the desired Basic Events into the Independent Failure Events window

* Click and drag the MGL or Alpha factors, which are found in the Basic Events list for models
such as SPAR models through MAR-D download covered in Section 10.3. Alpha factors
were used in this sample. The Alpha factors need to be entered up to the number of
components in the group (1 of 3, 2 of 3, and so on); the naming convention of which shows
the number of components in the system first followed by the number of components failed
second.

* Choose the number of failures that would cause a system failure. In this case it would be 2.

* The testing scheme can be chosen as Staggered or Non-Staggered
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" The Separator character is used by SAPHIRE to determine the "auto generated" event
names, as we will see when describing the results of the CCF calculation.

* Choose the Results Detail Level

" Rolled Up will create one cut set with the-probability posted.

" Full Detail will create cut sets for all combinations of at least 2 of 3 failures.

QSPHPE[ppjc: CCTETS-" qle r:": Sa hre8~cfrstVJX
Fie Vopv Boeokarks Publih Project Tools Hep - -

V Basic Ev'ents Search7.r

RASP-CCF Two ofThree M.

ZA-MOV-CC-02AD1 Alpha Factor 02. E vl

ZA-MOV-CC-02A02 Alpha Factor 02.. - - .

ZA-MOV-CC-03A01 Alpha Factors 03 MR RAP-CCF PRrobabilit&' .-2.696E-05 p,ZA-MOV-CC-03A0l Alpha FactorS3. -- '269E' ., •-

DZA-MOV-CC-03At2 Alpha Factor 03... TTwo of Three MOVs tall due to common ceause
Z A -M O V -C C -0 3 A 0 3 A lp h a F a c to r 0 3 ... , ,. . , , - ,. .

WE.vepl Ia De fault fimp4T 1 te., Not A-s~cmed N
4 Fault Trees [.in . ,.'

Ne Wfault tree.. , Failure Model Attributes -1 Applicabilt f,_e Smj- r Model Data i

F'TEST RASP CCF Exa... Model Type RANDOM

FTTEST2 Test ora fault tr_.

FTTEST3 Test ofa faultt CD O ResI-s .CO Calulor
FTTEST, Test sfa tacittr Model Resl, Detail Lv ... -,

FrS5 Testofta fault tr..s TtiqShmIteeed-
.Testng Scheme Separator Failure Criteria 2

's Event Trees r.,.Tr... v .•' -- Tq - ---
r .... Evet T s wn _- e _ Independent Failure Etents t1 Factors

New eventtree .. ID . l__.. ' Paranete, I la. .

A MOV-CC-A Alpha 1 ZA-MOV-CC-O3AO0

2 a mOV-CC-B Alpha 2 ZA-MOV-CC-O3A02

3 C MOV-CC-C Alpha 3 ZA-MOV-CC-03AD3

*Workrspaces
* General Analysis

'C Open Windows

L- RASP-CCP (BE).
RASP-COP (BE Edit) e~

FTfEST(FT)

FTTEST (FT Edit)

____._______ _Version R13.42 is avadable on te SAPHIRE webt site Version 8.0.4.

The probability displayed is the "Rolled-up" probability meaning the overall CCF probability
returned by this object. In this example, the overall CCF probability is 2.696E-5.

'.I,

I

Ili
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4.11.3.2 Viewing RASP CCF Results Details

To view the "Full Detail" results for this example, click on the "CCF Results" tab. The detailed
results appear as:

______ ___Probability = 2.696E-05

DerIPOi Two of Three MOVs tail due to common cause
-,t ,'• ] . - . ' , ..

I ,:-Timpate.Event_ A Default Template ýNotAssigned Vd \

Failure Modei 11 Attributes Applicability,; Notes unMYIodlDt

Model Type [RANDOM

CCF Data CCF Results ISF calculator L

Probability: 2.696E-5 I

*CCF Event Report

ý.6960E-O5 total failure value.
4 permurations.
2 inputs out of 3 possibte must fail -All independent onh. groups are not counted.

Factors
[l1 - 9.7950E-01, [2!- 1 2900E-02, [31- 7.61DOE-03
Events MOV-C C-A, MOV-C C-B, N(OV-C C-C
Ot = I.DOOOE-03, 1 ODODE-03, .OODDOE-03
1.- = 9.7950E-04, 9..950E-04, 9.7950E-04

02 = 6.4300E.06, 6.4500E-06, 6.4500E-06
03 = 7.6100E-06, 7.6100E-06, 7.6100E-O6

3•02- -
I Q3

Elemet Terms TNoma Value

1 R •LSP-CCF-All 6.4 50OE-O6
I RASP-CCF-AC 6.45OOE-O6

3 RASP-CCF-BC 6.4I50E-06

-4 RSP-CCF-AKBC 7.61OOE-O6

. . . . . . ...... . .. ... . .
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4.11.3.3 Evaluating RASP CCF Results in detail

2.6960E-05 total failure value.
4 permutations. .

The calculated total CCF failure rate is followed by a line is indicating how many CCF terms we
are accounting for in the CCF calculation. The last line in the summary indicates that two of
three components have to fail to have failure of this part of the fault tree. Also, that a term with
ALL independent failures are not counted in the CCF probability.

Nominal
Q Values I

Factors
[1)- 9.795OE-01, [2)- 1.290OE-02, [31- 7.6100E-03
Events MOV-C C-A, MOV-C C-B, MOV-CC-C
Q(t =1 .00OE-03, 1.OODOE-03, 1.00OOE-03
Q.1 = 9.7950E-04, 9.7950E-04, 9.7950E-04
02 = 6.45'00E-05, 6.45OOE-O5, 6.4500E-05
Q3 = 7.61OOE-O6, 7.610OE-05, 7.6100E-06

These lines represent the Q1, Q2, and Q3 terms in the CCF basic parameter model used by the
calculation.

3A02-
I Q

These lines indicate that we see three combinations of Q2 terms, and only one Q3 term.
Consequently, for this example, the full expression to determine the CCF probability is given by:

P(CCF) = 3 * Q2 + Q3 = 3 * 6.45E-6 + 7.61E-6 = 2.696E-5.
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Hlemeut 3t Tenns

ý I P,-NSP-C CF-AB

= 2 RASP-CCF-AC

-ý 3 RA-NSP-C CF-BC

-4 RA~SP-CCF-.AflC

Nomiinal Value

6.4500E-06

6.4500E-06

6.4500E-06

7.6100E-06

These lines represent the "cut sets" included in the CCF calculation. The first three cut sets
represent a CCF of two components, specifically AB or AC or BC. The last line represents CCF
of all three components. Their respective probabilities are also listed, for example the
probability of seeing A and B fail due to CCF is 6.45E-6. Also note the name of the CCF
"events" listed here. For components A and B failing due to CCF, SAPHIRE automatically
creates the name "CCF-RASP-20F3-AB" by appending the CCF basic event name with the
separator character (C-") and then the identifier for the A and B components (A and B,
respectively).

Note that if CCF-RASP-20F3 is set to have results "Rolled up" then only a basic event with
probability of 2.696E-5 will appear in the fault tree cut sets, or:

C ut Se ts fo r EST S -(F 
'u~ 

e s F iissiion T i me - 2 400E+1 .ectA . -- Sed -0
~odJ~ye~DA~Z *- ~ . - ~ " Prob Cut Off -1. OOOE-8- , :4 j~vSize Cut Off-0

Expoand All
# i Poh/Freq ; otalZ

2.996E-5 100
1 2.696E-5 89.99

+i 2 1.000E-6 3.34
y 3 1.OCOE-6 3.34
,:. 4 1.OOOE-6 3.34

Cut Sets
Displaying 4 of 4 Cut Sets.
RASP-CCF
MOV-CC-A,MOV-CC-B
MOV-CC-AMOV-CC-C
MOV-CC-B,MOV-CC-C

Sji~ Ivert Original Cut Sets
~I~ I~ndStte X e

. ......r
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However, if "Full Detail" results are selected, the results will show all of the combinations of the
CCF terms, or:

7 i.. ~ ~ * ssau is
~ ~ Seed
s~ ~ . '. rob Cut Off

If ~ ~ Size Cu f

-#I U PobFreq ITotal % -- - - 1.1 ___ S____
2.996E-5 100 Displaying 7 of 7 Cut Sets.

_ 1 7.610E-6 25.4 03-TERM-FOR-ABC
:; 2 6.451E-6 21.53 Q2-TERM-FOR-AC

• 3 6.450E-6 21.53 Q2-TERM-FOR-AB
il 4 6.450E-6 21.53 Q2-TERM-FOR-BC
[tp 5 1.000E-6 3.34 MOV-CC-A,MOV-CC-B

6 1.000E-6 3.34 MOV-CC-AMOV-CC-C

rp 7 i.OO0E-6 3.34 MOV-CC-B,MOV-CC-C

'Ftnvsr Original Cut sets ., X T ndtate loeI

4.11.3.4 RASP CCF Calculator Tool

The "CCF Calculator' tab allows one to change the make-up of the CCF calculation without
saving anything in order to try different values of component failure models or probabilities and
different alpha or MGL factors and see the results.

_________________ RProba~itj,=i 2.696E.O

ffo of Three MOVs fail due to common cause

JIt TBmifl~j~t8~ Not Asmened z~c~2~&' ~
Summary ~iodet

Model Type RiANDOo M,1

This is for testing onb/.! Any modifications are not saved or used in other areas!

T-1InflPn•rlei• l'Ailllfa I-U•I•R
InclecienclentFailure ents if

7plobability:ID I flame [1 FailLre TYpe Valie___. I
A MOV-CC-A Nominal 1.000E-3

E MOV-MC-B Nominal 1 000E-3

C MOV-CC-C Nominal I 000E-3

CCF Event Report

-i

2 6960E-05 total fa~ilure xmlue. i

4 p einutanols.
2 inpurs our of 3 possible must fail -. l midependent o-, groups me
not counted.Factors

Parameter I flame
Aiiha I ZA-MOV-CC-3A01

Alph. 2 ZA-MOV-CC-03,A.2
Alpha 3 ZA-MOV-CC-03A03

I6value

U
Factors
[11 9.7950E'01, 2 1.2900E-02,,3 7.610E-0•
EO eesM .tOV.CC-A, ,iOV-CC-t, .tO\'-CC-C
Qt - 1.10D0E003, 1.0000E-03, 1.000E.03
1. = 9.7950E'04, 9 T950E-04, 9.7950E004

02 = 6.45300E06, 6 4500E-06, 6.4500E-06 ~liI
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4.11.3.5 RASP CCF Equivalent Fault Tree Logic

By having all of the detail from the CCF, the fault tree calculation is equivalent to having the fault
tree logic as shown in the fault trees below:

SAPIREFalt re Edto NE (T Eit
Fie Edt IrcA View, Wip

Search

I PHIEd Fault Tree EdtrCC-T(F dt

RASP CCF,2 6f.3.eqq aferr
- fault treea

CCFT.U ... .

4.12 Human Error Event

Human error events are basic events that use an external calculation (via worksheets) to
determine their probability. The human error probability (HEP) calculation is based on the
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Standardized Plant Analysis Risk (SPAR) Human Reliability (HRA) methodology. A
walkthrough of the worksheets will be presented to show the process that SAPHIRE uses to
calculate the HEP using this module.

The HEP is calculated based on whether the operator action requires diagnosis or just an
action. To access the SPAR-H failure model, select it from the Failure Model tab in the Basic
Event editing window.

Add Basic Event - NE.W

•Fatlure oMcie-lj} Apt s No plicabinity 11 Notes

Item Value

a ModelType O "' "--5

Uses Template Not Assigned

Description

Calculated Probability I C0i-'E÷00

Process Flag Failure=- System Logic I Success=- Delete Term

a. Failure Model IrSPAR-H human reliability model (X) V

Liagnosls 4o

Action No

Cý Dependency
Correlation Class

.L -... . ......... . . . . .. . . . . . .. .. . . . . . .. . . . . . . .

fjSave As New /O pi ~ e

After selection of the SPAR-H failure model, the entries for Diagnosis, Action, and Dependency
will become available

4.12.1.1 SPAR-H Diagnosis

If the operator is required to perform some type of diagnosis prior to performing an action, select
Yes in the drop down menu next to Model Diagnosis.

Each of the shaping factors can be modified individually. These shaping factors are used to
modify the nominal probability for diagnosis, which is 1.OE-2. Within each of the different
shaping factors, a percentage can be specified in order to determine the shaping factor value
that will be multiplied to the nominal probability. A default of 100% is specified for the Nominal
time field. If 100% is specified in the nominal field for all of the shaping factors then the nominal
probability will be calculated since all shaping factors will be 1.0.

If a probability greater than zero is entered into a time field other than the Nominal time field, the
form updates Nominal time field to sum the totals to 100%. A Notes field is available for
support of entries, if so desired.
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The probability is continually updated and shown on the top of the screen in order to show the
analyst how the shaping factors are affecting the HEP.

Add Basic Event - NEW

".•/-.ame ] NEW HUMAN- E RROR-EVENT __Probability= 1.OOOE'O0

1Decript.in fuman Reliability Model Event
":'.f--..'..•--' :-.-----,------------------- " - ---..... . ....

". "-:,.Template. Ev.ent 4 DefaultTAMplate Nt Assigned _____

Failure Model Attributes • Applicability ij Notes

Item Value

iI

'B ModelType

Uses Template

Description

Calculated Probability

Process Flag

- Failure Model

Diagnosis

Available Time

!+± Inadequate Time

:D Barely Adequate Time

;j Nom-nal Time

5: Extra Time

r) Expansive Time

:• Insufficient Information
•S StressfStressors

Complexity

E ExperiencefTraining

3j1 Procedures

iý Ergonomics-fMl

% Fitness for Duty

1 ..Vork Processes

Action

31 Dependency

Correlation Class

II
Not Assigned

1.000E +1O1-1

Failure=- System Logic I Success=- Delete Term

SPAR-H human reliability model (X)

0%

0%

100%

0%

0%

0%

No

Save As New , Oply X [xCancelI

____________________________________________________________________________ B'r-~nqrfl~ 4r~.-fl- - -. - ..-------.

Note:

The X Calculation Type (Human Factor Event) is only required if using the

SPAR HRA methodology described above. Human error events can also be
entered into SAPHIRE using Calculation Type 1 and providing the mean
failure probability for the HEP.
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4.12.1.2 SPAR-H Action

If the operator is required to perform some type of action, select Yes in the drop down menu
next to Model Action. As with Diagnosis above, each of the shaping factors can be modified
individually. These shaping factors are used to modify the nominal probability for diagnosis
(1.OE-3 for action).

4.12.1.3 SPAR-H Dependency

Select Yes in Model Dependency to model the situation when a dependent operator action
follows a previous operator action (i.e., more than one operator action failing to perform the
function within a sequence). The following options will then be used:

* Different Crew - Is the crew performing the action different from the one performing the
prior action?

" Not Close in Time - Is the current action not close in time compared to the prior action?
* Different Location - Is the current action being performed in a different location from the

prior action?
* Additional Cues - Are additional cues related to the current task available?

4.13 Base Units used for Event Data

SAPHIRE 8 is designed to handle different frequency units and make proper conversions when
necessary. The default frequency units for Initiating Events is set up in the New Project form
and can be changed for an existing project by accessing the Project -4 Modify option. In the
Basic Event Failure Model tab, when an Initiating Event is selected, a Frequency Units textbox
becomes available. If nothing is entered in the textbox, the project default value is used.

11ndiatinci Eve:rý FreqUencý, (N) I
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The different frequency units that can be defined in SAPHIRE are:

* not specified
* per year
* per month
* per week
• per day
* per hour
* per minute
* per demand

The units specified in Project -4 Modify will be used no matter what the specified frequency
units are for all initiating event. This conversion is performed automatically from the entered
values in order to ensure the final sequence results are in the same units.

SAPHIRE will look at the units, if specified for the initiating event, prior to converting the
frequency to the units specified in the Project -4 Modify. This check is performed to guarantee
correct conversion.

If the "Unknown" frequency units are specified in the Project -- Modify, then the units specified
for the initiating events will be used. (One must be careful, since different units can be specified
on individual initiators and the overall summation of the sequences may not be correct).
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5. BUILDING FAULT TREES

This Chapter introduces fault tree development, SAPHIRE fault tree symbols, and SAPHIRE
fault tree modeling conventions, and the fault tree graphical editor.

Fault Tree Definition:

Fault tree analysis is a deductive failure analysis method which focuses on identifying all
of the credible ways that can. cause.an undesired event to occur. The undesired event is
stated at the top of the fau t tree. The fault tree gates specify the logical combinations of
basic events-that lead to the top event.

5.1 Fault Tree Development

Fault tree development in SAPHIRE is accomplished through graphical representation.
Generally, Fault Tree analysis is defined as:

Fault Tree Development Process

CJns~trct f•.lt tree An3aJze nodel and
nwd•el peifrnt check
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5.2 SAPHIRE Fault Tree Terminology

Some key terms used in Fault Tree development are:

* Nodes - Nodes are entries into the fault tree which consist of gates and basic events.

* Gates - Gates are action nodes. Their output is based on the inputs received from other
nodes or they transfer to another fault tree or a different part of the current fault tree.

" Basic Events - Basic Events are probabilities of occurrence of actions or conditions.
SAPHIRE 8 has many model options for basic events.

5.3 SAPHIRE Fault Tree Conventions

Conventions used in SAPHIRE Fault Tree development include:

* Fault Tree File Name - The fault tree name must be the same as the top gate name. The
fault tree name can be 24 characters long.

* Fault Tree Node Defaults - The default node Style and Size may be modified on the User
Settings dialog (Project 4 User Settings -+ Graphical Editor).

* Fault Tree Gates - The gate name is limited to 24 characters in length and cannot include
spaces. Gates may be duplicated in the tree or among different fault trees as long as the
gates are identical. Identical gates are two gates with (1) the same name and (2) the same
inputs.

* Basic Event Names - The basic event name is limited to 24 characters in length and cannot
include spaces.

* Top Gates - A fault tree "page" or file can have only one top gate and the top gate must be
the same name as the fault tree name.

* SAPHIRE Default Naming - SAPHIRE will automatically assign basic event names (BASIC-
EVENT-event#) and gate names (FAULT-TREE#-gate#); however, the user will typically
want to replace the default name.

" Transfer Fault Trees - A fault tree can transfer to another fault tree by using transfer gates.
The transfer gate name and the "transfer to" gate name must be the same. The gate being
transferred to must either be on the same page (internal) or be the top gate of a separate
fault tree file (external).

* Complemented Events - Complemented events can be input into fault trees by right clicking
on the event in the fault tree editor, then selecting "complement". Complemented events
can be reverted to normal logic in the same manner.
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5.4 Opening a New Fault Tree

Double click on the New Fault Tree text at the top of the Fault Trees list to open a new fault tree.

Name: Tree Hierarchy

S+® Main Tree
0 Subtree

Description:F- -
Default Cutoff Value:
[O.O000E+O0O

Default Flaq Set:

Default Quantification Method

. l) Default 0 Rare Event

o MinCut 0 MinMax

4/ 01I )X Cancel

A new fault tree opens with a default OR gate as the top gate.

SPI REF. ItT-dlrNW F lt oX
Fi. Eu•t Insert View Hep

ANN ... _. IN Se

NEW-FT,
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5.5 Basic Event Symbols

The Graphical Toolbar symbol for a basic event is:

By clicking on this button, the cursor will change to the null cursor . The cursor will then

change to the boxed basic event symbol when placed over a gate. Use a left mouse
click to add the basic event under the gate. Once the basic event is added, the attributes of the
basic event can be changed to one of the various types of basic events described below.

5.5.1 Fault Tree Graphic and Logic Symbols for Basic Events

5.5.1.1 Basic Event

A basic event represents a fault such as a hardware failure, human error, or an adverse
condition. The standard PRA basic event shape of a circle signifies that the fault event does not
require further development. A box is available to provide an area that contains the description
of the basic event.

5.5.1.2 Stacked Basic Events

Stacked basic events consist of two or more basic events displayed in a fashion that represents
a "table" of basic events. SAPHIRE allows up to eight basic events to be stacked within one
group under a single gate. After that, an additional group of stacked basic events is created
under the same gate. The logic used by the stacked events is dictated by the gate it is
connected to in the fault tree. Note that the description for each basic event appears above its
name and double clicking on the basic event will bring up the basic event editor as discussed in
Section 4.
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B A SIC- E/EN TOP .t I .0e 400 I ý

5.5.1.3 Undeveloped Event

The undeveloped event denotes a basic event that is actually a more complex event that has
not been further developed by fault tree logic. SAPHIRE treats this event no differently than a
basic event.

5.5.1.4 House Event

The house event denotes a failure that is guaranteed to occur (TRUE) or never to occur
(FALSE). Even though any basic event in SAPHIRE can be a house event, the calculation type
dictates the analysis behavior (Section 4).

5.5.1.5 Undeveloped Transfer

The undeveloped transfer indicates that the event is complex enough to have its own fault tree
logic developed elsewhere; however, the event has been treated as a basic event in the present
fault tree.
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5.6 Logic Gate Symbols

Graphical toolbar symbols for different gate types with corresponding cursors.

AND Gate OR Gate N/M Gate Transfer Gate

liTRN

By clicking on an icon, the cursor will change to a null cursor . The cursor will change to
the boxed gate symbol that represents the gate selected when placed over a valid insertion
location (i.e. over a gate). Use a left mouse click to insert the gate. Once the gate is inserted
into the drawing it can be edited to one of the various types of gates described below.

Complements of gates, such as NAND and NOR, are first added as the standard gate, then
changed by right clicking and then clicking "complement" from the menu. Conversion of
complemented gates to non-complemented gates is discussed in the NAND and NOR gate
definitions below.

5.6.1 Fault Tree Graphic Symbols for Gates

5.6.1.1 AND Gate

All inputs to the AND gate must occur for failure to occur. Text symbols used to represent an
AND gate include n and *
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5.6.1.2 OR Gate

Any one input to the OR gate will cause failure to occur. Text symbols used to represent an OR

gate include u and +.

FJAULIUýý-TREEV

5.6.1.3 NIM Gate

This gate states that N of the M input events must occur for failure to occur. For a 2-of-3 gate,
any combination of 2 of the 3 input events must occur.

2 3

5.6.1.4 Transfer Gate

This gate is used to link logic structures together without introducing any new logic of its own.
The transfer gate indicates that logic is continued on a new page (or on the same page). The
transfer gate name is the same as the gate name where the logic continues. When transferring
to another page (a separate fault tree file), the gate being transferred to must be the top gate on
the page. (Note that a top gate name must be the same as the fault tree name. Thus, the
transfer gate name must be the same as the fault tree name.)

-Trardsfer Gd'e

FAULTTREE_12 ExtA

5.6.1.5 NOT AND (NAND) Gate

The output occurs if any one of the inputs does not occur (see example below). A NAND gate is
converted into regular (non-complemented) logic by first complementing each input (A - /A)
and then changing the gate to an OR gate. Note in SAPHIRE that the "/" indicates a
complemented event.
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'Complement of Gat& Name
D..escription.A Datey).

FAULT_-TEE_13

Equals

A B C /A /B /C

5.6.1.6 NOT OR (NOR) Gate

The output occurs if none of the inputs occur (see example below). A NOR gate is converted
into regular (non-complemented) logic by first complementing each input (A -- /A) and then
changing the gate to an AND gate. Note in SAPHIRE that the "V" indicates a complemented
event.

coinblenrent of:.Gate Name,.
Description (NOR Gate).

FA0GT_-TMEE'-14

Equals

A B C /A /B /C

Connecting lines are drawn automatically between the basic events and gates.

5.6.1.7 Inhibit Gate

The inhibit gate was a special type of AND gate available in SAPHIRE 7. This specific graphical
shape has been deprecated in SAPHIRE 8. Note though that any inhibit gates in a SAPHIRE 7
project is automatically converted into a respective AND gate in SAPHIRE 8 with the respective
conditioning event correctly modeled under the AND gate.

5.6.1.8 Deleting Logic Gates or Events

To delete a gate or event, right click the gate or event and choose the Delete pop-up menu
option. All of the "child" gates and events (those that are inputs to the selected item) are deleted
with the selected item.
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5.7 Fault Tree Main Menu

The fault tree main menu provides functions for editing and adjusting the view of the fault tree.

File .Edit Insert View Help 5.7.1 File

Save Save - Saves the fault tree as it is currently configured

Save As ...

View Expanded Model Types Save As... - Save the fault tree as it is currently configured as a
different name

Import Logic... Ctrl+I

Export Logic,,, View Expanded Model Types - Adds all of the different phases'

Export Image events on one fault tree for review, but not modification.

Page Setup,,, Import Logic - Load a fault tree file into the current fault tree

Print

Exit Export Logic - Save the current fault tree as a .ftl MAR-D file.

Export Image - Save the fault tree image as a .bmp or .wmf file.

Page Setup - Set up a page for printing the fault tree to

Print - Print the fault tree

Exit - Close the fault tree

5.7.2 Edit

Properties... Properties - Change properties such as the name, description, or the

undo AIt+BkSp flag set assigned to the fault tree

Cut Ctrl+X Undo - Removes the last action taken on the fault tree

Copy Ctrl+C

Paste Ctrl+V Cut - Cut the selected item from the fault tree and save to clipboard
Paste AsCopas nte APaste - Paste the item in the clipboard to the fault tree gate
Complement

5elect All Paste As - Paste the item as a different name

Complement - Treat the event as its probability complement

Select All - Does just that, selects all items

Move To Transfer - Choose a transfer gate to move the selected item to
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5.7.3 Insert

Choose a gate or basic event to insert and click on an existing gate to insert it into the fault tree.

A And Gate

Or Gate

, NofM Gate

UR Transfer

R Basic Event

5.7.4 View

Zoom In - Increases the size of the tree in relation to the window by
Zoom In one increment
Zoom Out

Fit in View Zoom Out - Decreases the size of the tree in relation to the window by
....... one increment

Box Size

E-i Stack Events Fit in View - Make the fault tree graphic fit in the fault tree window

Stack Transfers Box Size - Opens a selection for changing the gates and basic events
View Quick Edit I box size to small, medium or large

Show Notes

- Stack Events -Check to display the events as stacked under their gate

Stack Transfers - Check to stack transfers at the same level under a gate

View Quick Edit - Check to open the quick edit toolbar for use. Quick Edit allows editing basic
events and gate names, descriptions and gate types without having to open the basic event
editor.
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5.8 Zooming

To enlarge or shrink the view of the fault tree, use the zoom toolbar options, or choose the
equivalent option from the main menu.

Toolbar option Menu equivalent Function

[a View Zoom In Enlarge the scale of the drawing by a step.

F]View Zoom Out Reduce the scale of the drawing by a step.

(none) Enlarge or reduce the scale of the drawing to the
oo-,] step value selected combo box, where 100% is

considered normal.

View -> Fit In View Size the drawing so that the entire drawing is
visible in the window

Use the scroll bars to change the portion of the diagram displayed in the window.

5.9 Ending the Fault Tree Editing Session

To save the event tree, from the Fault Tree Editor menu bar choose File -- Save.

To save a duplicate of the tree, use File --> Save As and enter the name and (optional)
description of the event tree as directed.
Designate the event tree as a main or sub
tree. , • .... • *',
To exit without saving, from the Fault Tree Name: Tree Hierarchy

Editor menu bar choose File -4 Exit. Cc,#_______ t ®Main Tree

S)Subtree
Choose No to quit without saving. Description: "

A copy of the Containment Cooling System fault treel ]

Default Cutoff Value: Default Lq Set
O.OOOOE+00

Default Quantification Method

* Default ( Rare Event

(j) MinCut 0 MinMax

[ o 1 Canceli

A
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5.10 Example Fault Tree

Below, the DEMO project CCS Fault Tree is shown with basic events "stacked." Note the
shading between the basic events to help differentiate between events (e.g., C-CV-A and C-
MOV-A).

CcS Failsito SprayWater'into the
Containment

! I
•WetthPm T0 Pup- TrainsF ail o i nect

CC57 SUJppLy A. C~TA

...-.

ccsTran A Ftils..to Supiy l` w ccsýý Trai B Iast Suply' .

'"`-CCS-2TRAINA ,.ICSTI-B

F7_1l
1

6--B DEIZ(ýTE_-(ý
ccs Tra1n:A iu.mrn discharge.. C Tain are

C-OVk .bOOOE:;O3 . -c4NMOV-. 5..OOOOEý-Q3

= = 0 l~rIB o*-ive . 'rn'l
.Q: .G o ••.,;:;; I GEo o .•oL -..,;¢ 9 B :. .M3Is•O o~•ro

_rgdse erert~Erne~n~ i~s~ g~ierator'A':..:m rgencydiesel geneao p ..E lrecydlesel generatorB

© 00

Now, shown below is the same DEMO CCS Fault Tree ("medium-sized" gates) with basic
events shown "unstacked." Note how stacking (shown above) greatly increases the fault tree
readability.

irm !

l•?• .= ••"- • • , • I I.• .,- ' ,,• ..
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6. BUILDING EVENT TREES

This Chapter introduces event tree terminology and SAPHIRE event tree modeling conventions.
This section also covers how to enter an event tree into SAPHIRE using the graphical event tree
editor and also how to edit an existing event tree. It also shows how to customize the visual
display of the event trees.

Event Tree Definition:

Event-trees are logical representations of significant plant responses to initiating events with
each sequence resulting in either a safe condition (such as safe tshutdown) or an accident
condition (such as core darnage),.

6.1 Event Tree Development

Event trees are developed by starting with an initiating event and branching to the right as
various safety functions are questioned for success (up branch) or failure (down branch).
Event trees provide a traceable way to perform the following functions:

* Identify accident sequences
* Identify essential safety system functions
* Quantify sequence frequencies

Event Tree Development Process

WdiZ enti Z steriI Dikeleat trees...IIilwrcd rite I~ link to event trees
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6.2 Event Tree Terminology

Some key terms used in Event Tree development are:

" Initiating Event - An initiating event is an operational occurrence (such as a LOCA or
transient) which threatens fuel safety and may require safety system response to avoid core
damage.

* Top Event - Safety systems (or human actions) intended to respond to the initiating event.

* Branching - A branch underneath a top event indicates success with an up branch and
failure with a down branch.

* Pass - When there is no branching beneath a top event, then the top event is not relevant to
the particular sequence.

" Sequence - This is the branching path, from initiating event to end state, which is a unique
combination of system failures and/or successes.

" End State - This is a group of accident sequences which share certain characteristics, or
outcomes, that the analyst delineates. These may be related to ability to perform a safety
function or timing of functional failures.

6.3 SAPHIRE Event Tree Conventions

Conventions used in SAPHIRE Event Tree development include:

* Event Tree Names - Event tree names may be up to 24 characters. The event tree name
does not have to be the same as the initiating event name.

* Top Event Names - 24 characters allowed.

" Initiating Event - Only one initiating event allowed per event tree.

* OK, @, Success - If the end state column entry is OK, begins with @, or Success, then
logic for that sequence will not be developed, and the sequence will not be analyzed.

* Branch - SAPHIRE always uses success for the up branch and failure for the down branch.

" Transfer Trees - An event tree can branch to another event tree by using transfers. The
first top event in the transfer tree is ignored by the calling tree.

* Forbidden Characters - The symbols *, 7, \, @,/, and spaces are not allowed in naming

SAPH IRE event trees or top events.

An example event tree from the graphical editor is shown in Figure 5.
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Figure 5. Example graphical event tree

6.4 Beginning an Event Tree Editing Session

6.4.1 Adding a New Event Tree:

Double click "New Event Tree" from the Event Trees list on the List Panel, or choose File --
New -+ Event Tree.

An event tree editor window will open:

r . -.'b .- -mu-

Name: Tree Hierarchy

!® Main Tree

0 Subtree
Description:

New Event Tree

Group: Group Description:

IPROJECT ".. Project Event Tree Group

XCancel

Enter the information (e.g., name, description) on the form and click OK, an "empty tree" will
appear:
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I R Even Tre dto EIE (TEdt
File Edit Insert View Help

-- l --'oom9. j [ -!L..i zJ
Phase
LHýSU __ ________

-1 FcLseald

(PlesePHI) (Phase -PHI)' ,C(Phaese P-HI)

INIT-EV.AJ. -

2 • , . .

6.4.2 Opening an Existing Event Tree:

Double click on the desired event tree in the Event Tree List Panel, or right click and choose
Edit Logic from the pop-up menu.

6.5 Inserting Top Events

Insert top event to the left toolbar button

To add a top event to the left of an existing top event, choose the Insert Top to the left button.

Move the null cursor • over to the top event box, and the cursor will change to ' . A
left click will insert a new box with the description "New Top Event" and an arbitrary name to the
left of the initiating event box. Note that a top event cannot be inserted to the left of the initiating
event.

To add additional top events, continue to click on the initiator box or any top event to add
additional top events to the left of the clicked box.

Insert top event to the right toolbar button

To add a top event to the right of another top event, choose the Insert Top to the right button.

Move the null cursor • over to the top event box, and the cursor will change to . A
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left click will insert a new box with the description "New Top Event" and an arbitrary name to the
right of the initiating event box.

Select toolbar button

When finished adding top events, click on the hand toolbar button to leave Insert mode and
enter Select mode. Alternately, right click to exit the insertion cursor.

6.6 Modifying top events

To edit the name and description of a top event or initiating event, right click and choose the
Edit option. Or, if in Select mode - not Insert mode - double click a top event to edit. The Edit
Top Event window will be displayed.

EdtTp Even

Top Event jlodel Name:

[]
Top Event Description:

INew Top

* Top Event Name - The name of the top or initiating event (maximum of 24 alphanumeric
characters).

* Top Event Description - Brief description of the top (maximum of 120 alphanumeric upper
and lowercase characters).

Fill in the name and description for the selected Top Event. To assign a top event that already
exists in the project to the selected box, select the existing top from the combo box. The
corresponding description will be automatically filled in. Press OK to close the Edit window and
view the updated event tree drawing.

6.6.1 Deleting a top event

To delete a top event, right click the top and choose the Delete pop-up menu option. (The
Delete option will be grayed out if there are branches associated with the selected top.
Branches under a top must be removed before deleting the top event.)
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6.7 Editing Event Tree Branches

Adding up and down branches, adding descriptive text on branch lines and deleting are
covered.

6.7.1 Adding event tree branches

To add branches to an event tree, choose the Insert Up Branch or Insert Down Branch toolbar
button.

SInsert Up Branch toolbar button

D Insert Down Branch toolbar button

Select the branch point and the null cursor ) will change to the appropriate up

branch cursor S or down branch cursor , depending upon the toolbar button chosen.
A left mouse click will add a new branch in the tree above or below the selected branch.

TIP:

When a valid branch point is selected, the cursor will change to (arrow with page). Position

the cursor so that the very tip of the arrow is inside the branch point circle o.

6.7.2 Deleting branches

To delete an unwanted branch, right click on the unwanted branch point nO--and choose
Delete from the pop-up menu.

6.7.3 Adding text to a branch

To attach text to a branch, double click on the branch point• 0 -, or right click, and choose
Edit from the pop-up menu.
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Substfitute Model Name:

Branch Annotation:

Phase:

PHASE1

Enter the branch text in the Branch Annotation field and press OK. The text will display above
the branch point. The text will stay with the branch as the tree is resized and/or edited.

6.7.4 Expanding and Collapsing branches

To aid the development of larger trees, hide (collapse) portions of the event tree to shrink them.
The nodes will still exist, but will not be visible in the editor until they are expanded. This allows

a focus on a particular section of a tree. To collapse a node, while in Select mode (click Et

to get into Select mode if needed), click the 'Er symbol that immediately follows the node to
collapse. All branching that originates to the right of the node (including sequence/end state

information) will disappear, and in its place will appear -O El

6.8 Editing Sequence/End State Information

Each sequence path has some additional information that can help define it. This information
includes the name of the sequence, the end state of this sequence, its frequency, and a
comments field. If the sequence continues through another event tree then the end state field is
the name of the transfer tree.

6.8.1 Edit End-State Description

To enter additional information about a sequence, right click on a sequence box and choose the
Edit option. The Edit End-State Description dialog will be displayed.
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Edit End-Stat , eýDescriiption

End-State Name:

Sequence Name:

Frequency:

4.840E-002

Comments:

K 7o (X Cancel

Viewl Help

Zoom In

Zoom Out

Fit in View

Hide No6de

Box Size

EndState Names

W Frequencies

.omments,

End-State Name - The name of the sequence end state. This is limited
to 24 alphanumeric characters. If the pop-up menu option Use As
Transfer has been selected for this sequence, the name of the transfer
event tree is used.

Sequence Name - This is the informational name of the sequence. Sequence Names

SAPHIRE will not refer to the sequences elsewhere in the project using
this name - it only appears in the logic editor as descriptive information, and is therefore not
generally used.

Frequency - Contains the last known frequency for the sequence. SAPHIRE 8 does not
automatically update this field as the value becomes available.

Comments - Free-form comments up to the maximum limit of 24 alphanumeric characters.

6.8.2 View Sequence/End State Information

To view or hide each column of information: From the editor's main menu, toggle the check
marks for the following options:

* View - Show Sequence Name
" View - Show Frequency
* View - Show End-State
" View - Show Comment
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6.8.3 Modifying an End State to be a Transfer

In SAPHIRE, the end state of one event tree may be changed to be a transfer, where the
transfer goes to another event tree. To change and End State to a transfer, right click the end
state box, and select "Change to
Transfer." " I _ iijiP ..E ___ L ea

The name of the Transfer will appear sta', ...... End" Sate Frequency j"
.••. " ..-• m••%•.•.,•.• •'.ii;'•1 (Phase - PH1 ) (Phase - PH1)

in the transfer symbol on the event ', . (Pase-P•-) (Phse-P...

tree graphic. To change the name of
the transfer, double click on the .-.
transfer symbol and change the """ '..',i, SMALL-RELEASE 4.840E-002

"N a m e " fie ld . .. -. . .......... .... . ..............

" Disable End State :

Cut Ctrl +

copy C tri+C

Change to Transfer

6.8.4 Disabling an End State

In SAPH IRE 8, sequences with the end state name of OK or success are ignored (i.e., disabled)
during cut set solving and quantification. Also, sequences can be disabled by right-clicking an
end state and selecting the "Disable End State" option (as shown above). This option will insert
an "@" at the start of the end state name, telling SAPHIRE not to solve that sequence. Note
that when editing an end state, SAPH IRE does not allow the "@" to be typed into the name of
an End State. Also, the OK end state is already "disabled," so attempting to use the "Disable
End State" option does not modify that end state.
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6.9 Editing the Visual Display of Event Trees

6.9.1 Adjust the visual display of the event tree

The size of the top event boxes can be selected to be small, medium, or large by check marking
the desired size in the editor's main menu, View -> Box Size.

6.9.2 Zooming

To enlarge or shrink the view of the event tree, use the zoom toolbar options, or choose the
equivalent option from the main menu.

Toolbar
option

Menu equivalent

View - Zoom In

View - Zoom Out

Function

(none)

Enlarge the scale of the drawing by
a step.

Reduce the scale of the drawing by
a step.

Enlarge or reduce the scale of the
drawing to the step value selected
combo box, where 100% is
considered normal.

Size the drawing so that the entire
drawing is visible in the window

Zoom %
100 V

19
View -> Fit In
View

Use the scroll bars to change the portion of the diagram displayed in the window.

6.10 Ending the event tree editing session

To save the event tree, from the Event Tree Editor menu bar choose File -> Save.

To save a duplicate of the tree, use File -> Save As and enter the name and (optional)
description of the event tree as directed. Designate the event tree as a main or sub tree.
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Name: Tree Hierarchy

LOSPCOPY ® Main Tree

Q Subtree
Description:

A copy of the ross of Offsite Power Event Tree

Group: Group Description:

PROJECT v, [Project Evernt Tree Group

To exit without saving, from the Event Tree Editor menu bar choose File + Exit. Choose No to
quit without saving.

Event tree LOSP has changed. Save current changes?

Ve

TIP:

To rename an event tree or change.the description or main/sub tree designation without
exiting the editor, choose Edit -* Properties.
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7. SOLVING FAULT TREES

Generating cut sets, uncertainty and importance analysis are covered in this section.

7.1 GENERATING FAULT TREE CUT SETS

This section describes how to generate fault tree cut sets. Model preparation prior to generating
cut sets is discussed, and the various analysis and truncation options are described. Cut set
display features are also presented.

7.1.1 Prerequisites for Generating Fault Tree Cut Sets

Fault tree logic was created by using the fault tree graphics editor, or loaded into the database
via the MAR-D interface. Basic event data were added through the Edit Basic Event forms.

Fault tree transfers are properly modeled so that there are no logic loops in the fault trees, there
is only one top gate in each fault tree, and the naming of transfer gates and fault tree filenames
is consistent.

7.1.1.1 Logic Loop Example

DIESU
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The correct way to "break the loop" will depend on which system is being analyzed.

7.1.2 Menus and options for fault tree cut set generation

- File -View Bookmanrk~s

4 F juit T; ees

New faulIt tree

Publish Project Tools Help
andard... .. • i i

1 (03 II
[_!,unt@inmentCooIl
LtLiergericycoo

Use the mouse to select the Fault Tree(s) from the List Panel using the mouse.

Right-click to invoke the pop-up menu.

Select the Solve option.

olv e_"TTS1t
Settings Resolle

Cut Set Truncation Options

By Probability None

By Size

iD Solve using Flag Set

Threads to use on solve 1

Quantification Method

IProject Default

Solve For Model Types

IX RANDOM RANDOM FAILURE

Solution Steps
,FJ Solve for Cut Sets

1] Apply Post-processing Rules

E] Update I Quantify Cut Sets

u] Quantify Cut Sets

Copy Cut Sets to Nominal Case

Clear Current Case

I/ol X Cancel

- i_-
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This option uses the fault tree logic from all fault trees that link to the top gate in the system.
The fault tree probability is quantified using the minimal cut set upper bound (which is set as the
project default).

7.1.3 Truncation Parameters

Select the desired truncation parameters and solution steps on the dialog, and choose Solve to

begin generating cut sets.

" Cut Set Truncation - From this combo box, choose one of the following options:

o None - No truncation will be performed.
o Global - uses the cutoff value in the adjacent cut off field. This field defaults to

the value set in Project 4 User Settings 4 General Analysis4 Cut Set
Truncation 4 Fault Tree Value

o System - uses the cutoff value stored with the fault tree record (via the Edit 4
Fault Tree, Edit 4 Properties option).

* Size Truncation - This option is generally not used. (Option defaults to None). Available
options include:

o Size - Cut sets having more than specified in the adjacent text box will be
discarded.

o Zone - Cut sets having more Zone Flagged Events than specified in the adjacent
text box will not be retained.

o None - The number of events in a cut set will not affect whether the cut set is
retained or discarded.

7.1.4 Solution Steps

Check one or more of the following boxes to indicate which steps should be performed. Options
not available (i.e. no recovery rules have been set up) will be grayed out. The steps will be
performed in their logic order from top to bottom.

* Solve for Cut Sets - If this box is checked, the fault tree logic will be-solved for minimal cut
sets using the truncation options specified.

* Apply Recovery Rules - If this box is checked, any recovery rules associated with this fault
tree will automatically be applied after the fault tree cut sets have been generated.

* Update / Quantify Cut Sets - When this box is checked, cut sets will be re-quantified using
the truncation options specified. This option is useful for eliminating non-minimal cut sets
introduced when recovery rules have been applied, or to quickly re-quantify the cut sets
when basic event data have been altered
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* Clear Cut Set Partitions - If this box is checked, the user defined partitions are cleared.
Partitions are discussed in the advanced section of Fault Tree solving.

* Apply Partition Rules - Check this box to utilize user defined cut set partitions.

* Copy Cut Sets to Base Case - When this box is checked, cut sets will be saved as the
nominal case.

7.1.5 Solve Quantification Methods

When Solve is clicked, the quantification of the cut sets will be performed based on the
selections made in the Project 4 User Settings 4 General Analysis 4 Analysis Settings
Quantification Method selection as follows:

7.1.5.1 Minimal Cut Set Upper Bound Approximation

This calculation approximates the probability of the union of the minimal cut sets for the fault
trees. The equation for the minimal cut set upper bound is

"i

s (-l-1H-C,)

where

S = minimal cut set upper bound for the system unavailability,

C, = probability of the i'th cut set, and

m = the number of cut sets.

Example: If the cut sets for a system are A*B, C, D the system unavailability computed from the
minimal cut set upper bound approximation is X = 1 - (1 - A*B)(1 - C)(1 - D). Note that this
expression assumes that terms such as "C" represent the probability of basic event C, e.g.,
Pr(C).

7.1.5.2 Min Max Quantification

The Min-Max quantification option quantifies the current case cut sets using the exact
probability quantification algorithm. From the example above, the exact system unavailability is

X = (A + B + C) - (A * B + A * C + B * C) + (A * B * C),

with the number of passes in this example being 3, corresponding to the number of pairs of
parentheses.

7.1.5.3 Rare Event Approximation

This calculation simply sums each cut set as an approximation to the exact fault tree probability.
This calculation is generally not used.
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7.1.6 Displaying Fault Tree Cut Set Results

Highlight the fault tree in the List Panel that is to be viewed; right-click to invoke the pop-up
menu. Then select the View Cut Sets option.

7.1.7 Selecting Fault Tree Cut Sets to View

The fault tree cut sets and minimal cut set upper bound approximations of the fault tree failure
probability are now displayed.

To view the basic events in a cut set, click the "+" button for the cut set, or click the Expand All
Button to view the basic events for all cut sets at once.

To find out where the events in the cut set came from, highlight a cut set and click on the Path
button.

ration Sampl.Family - ... C
,o , - . '.. ' , . • . , . . • . -• , -

r':• '• ':;•""'i' 4 "'-."'. '..' '

2
3

•.4

+0

El*

Elf

IfJ

5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

_jjPrblFreq Total 2; j Cut Sets
2.120E-2 100 Displaying 15 of 15 Cut Sets.
2.000E-2 94.33 DG-B
1.OOOE-3 4.72 C-MOV-1

1.OOOE-4 0.47 C-MOV-B.DG-A
6.000E-5 0.28
3.000E-3 C-PUMP-B
2.000E-2 DG-A
2.500E-5 0.12 C-MOV-AC-MOV-B
1.500E-5 0.07 C-MOV-A.C-PUMP-B
1.500E-5 0.07 C-MOV-BC-PUMP-A
9.OOOE-6 0.04 C-PUMP-AC-PUMP-B
2.000E-6 0.01 C-CV-BDG-A
5.000E-7 < 0.01 C-CV-AC-MOV-B
5-OOOE-7 < 0.01 C-CV-BC-MOV-A
3.OOOE-7 < 0.01 C-CV-A.C-PUMP-B
3-OOOE-7 < 0.01 C-CV-B.C-PUMP-A
1.OOOE-7 < 0.01 TANK
1.OOOE-8 < 0.01 C-CV-A.C-CV-B

CCS Train B motor-driven pump
Emergency diesel generator A

Eii::] Eid ýs I ae oEnd5 StaeI

The Report button from the cut set screen allows a printed cut set report.

The Save End State button allows for storage of the list of cut sets in a user-defined end state.
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The Slice button allows a filter to the list of cut sets based upon user-specified criteria. For
example, if it was desired to show only cut sets that contained DG-A, select the Slice By Event
radio button, check the DG-A event, and press OK.

't....... Slice°Cut sets•'•°. . .. "- "•'....' ........."'"•:•• '• • •7• •'
.-.. f _P: -. ,, iý,_... . -•...

- ,-- -- ~ - Slie By.:ý
* ~.-*4~~*:fOCUbfD . ý)vf~i~ts OAttrbutes O Rules

Slice By Events

view Events from 1riginal Cut Sets v

O And (-,Or Events

Events Indude Type

El C-CV-A

El C-MOV-i

El C-MOV-A
El C-MOV-A
El C-PUMP-A

El C-PUMP-B

El DG-A Normal

l DG-6

El TANK

Regular Expression Event Property

~j~~A MarkAll VOK ) Cancel

* The Slice By Cutoff option allows a slice of the list of cut sets according to minimum
probability levels (e.g., top X%, top 10 cut sets).

* The Slice By Attributes option allows a slice of the list of cut sets matching a selected list
of attributes.

* The Slice By Rules option allows the creation of a rule that will slice the cut sets up into
specific groups.

When the slice criteria is applied by pressing the OK button, the cut set screen shows only the
cut sets that met the criteria. The tool bar area of the screen displays the total number of cut
sets that met the criteria, the probability/frequency for the selected cut sets, as well as the
original probability of the unsliced cut sets for comparison purposes. Click on the "Ffn" to expand
the basic events as noted above.
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The E button from the cut set screen allows toggling the displayed cut sets between the list
of cut sets that met the Slice criteria, and the ones that did not meet the criteria.

The effects of multiple slices are cumulative, so that further filtering of cut sets that have already
been sliced is possible. Use the combo box to select a snapshot of each filter that has been
previously applied.

7.2 Analyzing Fault Tree "Sub-trees"

To generate cut sets beginning with a gate below the top gate, all one needs to do is highlight
the sub-tree in the Fault Tree list pane, right click and solve as normal. The list pane can sort
by sub-trees by clicking on the pull down menu in the Fault Tree list pane and selecting Sub-
Trees, which in our example only includes CCS-TRAINS.
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SAHR [rjc:IDM DeonI ato Sampl, e Fa iy foler *C~p iI* i HEvl
.r:l .. ....... ... I.--- = ..L
-File- View B•ookmark~s

7 6nsic Evenrs

A Pm.ult Tr~ee.

Newfault tree

CCS-TRAINS

q ". 1 'h: , ee-;:

New event tree

LOSP

Publish Protect Tools Help

Stnda _ VI d

Both Pump trains fail t...

Mon TSree V

Loss of Offsite Power

~\ Search

S.,.- .. ~. -~ -

End States

New end state

LARGE-RELEASE

SMALL-RELEASE

In this example, cutoff by cut set probability is Global and we solve for the sub tree CCS-
TRAINS as illustrated in previous sections. The report is shown below:

Note that DG-B appears in several cut sets when only the CCS-TRAINS sub tree is analyzed.
This is because the starting gate is the CCS-TRAINS gate and DG-B is analyzed in the minimal
cut sets generated. When the CCS Fault Tree is analyzed, the CCS gate is the starting gate;
therefore DG-B appears as a "single" in the cut sets and all combinations of DG-B with other
basic events are non-minimal cut sets and they are eliminated.

Cut ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ H SesfrSC-RIN F Ctes
;i,:EM ,e6 jstratlenSample E-arily• •S'C• ahireB\Dmo •." - " § . -.

•MOTyp.•tRANOM7.... ". " ,-

.t kProblFeq _.Ttal 2 Cut Se- Its
7.89E4 100 Displaying 16 of 16 Cut Sets.

1 4.OOE-4 50.7 DG-A,DG-B
- 2 1.OOE4 12.7 C-MOV-ADG-8

3 1.OOE4 12.7 C-MOV-E,DG-A
4 6.OOE-5 7.6 C-PUMP-A,DG-B
5 6.00E-5 7.6 C-PUMP-B,DG-A

+ 6 2.50E-5 3.17 C-MOV-AC-MOV-B
: 7 1.50E-5 1 9 C-MOV-A,C-PUMP-B

a 1.50E-5 1.9 C-MOV-B,C-PUMP-A

*: 9 9.OOE-6 1.14 C-PUMP-A,C-PUMP-R
+ 10 Z.OE6 0.26 C-CV-A.DG-8

11 2.00E-6 0.25 C-CV-B,DG-A
÷ 12 5.00E-7 0.06 C-CV-A,C-MOV-8
+ 13 5.OOE-7 0.06 C-CV-B,C-MOV-A
- 14 3.OOE-7 0.04 C-CV-A,C-PUMP-B

15 3.00E-7 0.04 C-CV-B,C-PUMP-A
.s 16 1.00E8 <c001 C-CV-A,C-CV-8

Mission Time - 2. .4E+1 A
4 Sed - 0

rob~ in Cut Of f - 1.50E-8
-.s~\Size Cut Off -

•ir

SOriginal Co t Sets

I
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7.3 FAULT TREE UNCERTAINTY ANALYSIS

This section describes uncertainty analysis for fault trees. The concept of performing
uncertainty analysis via Monte Carlo or Latin Hypercube sampling is discussed. Uncertainty
analysis calculates the variability of a fault tree top event probability resulting from uncertainties
in the basic event probabilities. SAPHIRE 8 provides two uncertainty analysis techniques:

0

0

Monte Carlo sampling
Latin Hypercube sampling

7.3.1 Monte Carlo Sampling

Monte Carlo sampling is a fundamental approach. It makes repeated quantifications of the
system cut sets using each random variable sampled from the basic event uncertainty
distributions. Monte Carlo sampling requires more samples than Latin Hypercube sampling for
the same degree of accuracy.

7.3.2 Latin Hypercube Sampling

Latin Hypercube sampling is a stratified sampling technique, with the random variable
distributions divided into equal probability intervals. The probability is randomly selected from
within each interval. Latin Hypercube sampling may require fewer samples than simple Monte
Carlo for similar accuracy; however, it may take longer to generate a random value than for a
simple Monte Carlo sample.

7.3.3 Uncertainty Distributions for Basic Events

Basic event distribution types supported by SAPHIRE include:

Distribution Parameter

Beta B in Beta(a, b)

Chi-squared Degrees of freedom

Constrained Noninformative (none)

Dirichlet Beta value of success branch

Exponential (none)

Gamma r in f(r)

Histogram Histogram number

Lognormal Error factor

Maximum Entropy Lower and upper end point

Normal Standard deviation

Point Value (Use point estimate value only)
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Seismic Log Normal Beta r, Beta u

Uniform Upper end point

Triangular Mode, Upper end point

Correlation classes may be specified by the user to identify data (or other) dependencies for
basic events using data derived from the same data source. Events in the same correlation
class are 100% correlated.

7.3.4 Menus and Options for Performing Fault Tree Uncertainty Analysis

Use the mouse to select a fault tree from the List Panel.

Right-click to invoke the pop-up menu and select View Uncertainty.

The fault tree uncertainty screen will appear with the last calculated (if any) uncertainty results.

7` SAPHIRE [project: "DEMO - Demonstration Sample Family" folder: TASaphire
I

File 'View Bookmarks

W &Esjc Events

Fa ult Trees

New fault tree ...

ECS

Publish Project Tools Help

Standard v . ,~ _____ JL \Search
ManTrees J<

. 1

Nil Edit Logic
EmergencyCooli: Edit Cut Set Rules

S Solve

View Summary Results

View Cut Sets

View Importance Measures

I view uncertainty
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7.3.4.1 Uncertainty Calculation Values and Results

To (re)calculate the uncertainty values, enter the following options and press Calculate (as
shown in Figure 6).

" Input the Number of Samples. (A larger number of samples will provide more accurate
results but will require more computation time.)

" Enter a value for the random number generator seed or accept the default. Enter zero to
obtain a random seed from the system clock.

* Select one of the uncertainty method radio buttons, Monte Carlo or Latin Hypercube.

OPTIONAL:

To save intermediate sample results to a disk file for review, select an output format from the
Intermediate Values combo box, and provide an output file name.

Calculation Parameters Uncertainty Results

Number of Samples

Random # Seed

Uncertainty Method

0 Latin Hypercube

C) Monte Carlo

Intermediate Values

F36000

FNone ___

aluaeI I

Sample Size

Random # Seed

Events

Cutsets

Point Est.

Mean Val.

5th % Val.

Median Val.

95th % Val.

Min Sample Val.

Max Sample Val.

Standard Dev.

Skewness

Kurtosis

3000

12345

10

15

2.12E-02

2.19E-02

1.44E-03

8.79E-03

8.35E-02

I.62E-04

7.80E-01

4.31E-02

6.64E+00

7.29E+01

0.9:

0.8-

0.7-
;P0.6

.' 0.5-

0.4:

0.3-

0.2-

0.1

Cumulative Distribution

- --

----- -- -- --- ----

- . . .- . . . .- -. . .- -. . .- - - - - - -

. . . .. .- - -- -- - - - - - - -. . . . .I.. . . . . . • . . . . .

I1 C

5E-2 1 E-1 2E-1 2E-1
Probability Frequency

®o Cumulative E] Logarithmic Y axis

() Density [n Logarithmic X axis

3E-1

~sTable I X Close I

Figure 6. Uncertainty analysis dialog
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7.4 FAULT TREE IMPORTANCE ANALYSIS

This section describes the various fault tree importance measures available in SAPHIRE. Also,
the calculations behind the importance measures are discussed.

7.4.1 Fault Tree Importance Measures

Importance measures provide "reliability-worth" information about basic events appearing in the
cut sets for a fault tree. Components showing high relative importance may be candidates for
either (1) close monitoring to ensure that the component does not degrade over time or (2)
design changes to increase the component reliability.

Ratio, Interval and Uncertainty importances are calculated for the highlighted fault tree cut sets.

" Ratio Importance - Fussell-Vesely Importance, Risk Reduction Ratio, and Risk Increase
Ratio.

" Interval Importance - Birnbaum Importance, Risk Reduction Interval, Risk Increase Interval.

* Uncertainty Importance - This importance measure provides information about the
uncertainty of the component (i.e., those components that will contribute the largest
uncertainty to an uncertainty analysis of the selected fault tree cut sets).

7.4.2 Definitions of the Importance Measures

Available importance measures are Fussell-Vesely, Risk Reduction Ratio, Risk Reduction
Interval, Risk Increase Ratio, Risk Increase Interval, Birnbaum, and Uncertainty (Standard
Deviation).

7.4.2.1 Fussell-Vesely Importance (FV)

An indication of the fractional contribution of the basic event to the minimal cut set upper bound.
The equation for FV importance (of the i'th basic event) is

FV, = F(i)/F(x)

where

F(i) = minimal cut set upper bound (sequence frequency) evaluated for all cut sets
containing the i'th basic event

F(x) = minimal cut set upper bound (sequence frequency) evaluated with the basic event
probability at its mean value.

7.4.2.2 Risk Reduction Ratio (RRR) or Risk Reduction Interval (RRI)

An indication of how much the minimal cut set upper bound would decrease if the basic event
probability were reduced (to a probability of zero, i.e., it never fails).
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RRR = F(x)/F(0)

RRI = F(x) - F(0)

7.4.2.3 Risk Increase Ratio (RIR) or Risk Increase Interval (RI!)

An indication of how much the minimal cut set upper bound would increase if the basic event
probability were increased (to a probability of 1.0).

RIR = F(1)/F(x)

RII = F(1) - F(x)

where F(x) is the original minimal cut set upper bound

F(1) is the minimal cut set upper bound with the event probability set equal to 1.0.

7.4.2.4 Birnbaum Importance (B)

Indicates the sensitivity of the minimal cut set upper bound with respect to a change in the basic
event probability.

B = F(1) - F(0)

where F(1) is the minimal cut set upper bound with the event probability set equal to 1.0.

F(0) is the minimal cut set upper bound with the event probability set equal to 0.0.

7.4.2.5 Uncertainty Importance (Standard Deviation)

The uncertainty in each input parameter, as expressed through its probability distribution,
contributes to the uncertainty in the output parameter of interest (e.g., core damage frequency,
loss of mission). The uncertainty importance measure in SAPHIRE quantifies the contribution of
each individual basic event's uncertainty to this total output uncertainty. See Volume 2 of this
NUREG series for additional detail.

7.4.3 Importance Menus and Options Edit Logic

Edit Cut Set Rules

Highlight the fault tree in the List Panel; right click to invoke the Solve
pop-up menu. View Summary Results

Select View Importance Measures. View Cut Sets

View Uncertainty

Hide I Show

Set Bookmark

Goto Bookmark

Delete
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7.4.3.1 Viewing Importance Measures

After performing the steps in 7.3.3, the importance measures are now displayed.

im'portanice MWasures -CCS (FT)'
Point Est. L!-v RiR R

Plot Report

Name Co.

[] C-C'/-A 3

RV C-CV-8 4

RV C-tOV-1 I

21 C-MOV-A a

21 C-mOV-B 4

21 C-PUIrP-A 3

21 C-PUmP-B 4
Rv DG-A 3

RV DG-B 1

Rv TANK 1

ii B8 I Rn1 !n RRI :1 Unc (Std. Dev),

Prob.

1.000E-04

1.000E-04

1.OOOE-03

5.000E-03

5.000E-03

3.000E-03

3.000E-03

2.000E-02

2.000E-02

1.000E-07

FV

3.820E-05
1.325E-04

4.716E-02

1.910E-03

6.626E-03

1.146E-03

3.976E-03

7.640E-03

9.433E-01

4.716E-06

RIR

1.373E-00

2.289E-00

4.716E+01

1.371E000

2.283E-00

1.372E-00

2.285E-00

1.36,6E-00

4.716E+01

4.716E-01

RRR

1.000E+00

1.0000E00

1.048E+00

1.002E+00

1.007E÷00

1.001EE-00

1.004E+00

1.00 E-00
1.727E+01

1.O00E+00

Birnbaum

7.91 3E-3

2.733E-02

9.798E-01

7.913E-03

2.733E-02

7.913E-03

2.733E-02

7.914E-03

9.98SE-01

9.78BE-01

R11

7.912E-03
2.733E-02
9.78&E-01
7.873E-03
2.720E-02
7.889E-03
2.725E-02
7.755E-03

9.788E-01
9.788E-01

RRI

7.920E-07
2.750E-06

9.798E-04

3.964E-05

1.375E-04

2.379E-05

8.252E-05

1.586E-04

1.998E-02

9.789E-08

Uncertai..

5.932E-07

2.049E-06

1.241E-03

5.012E-05

1.731 E-04

3.007E-05

1.039E-04

3.907E-04

4.931E-02

7.338E-08

Description

CCS Train A pump di...

CCSTrain B pump di...

CCS suction isolatio...

CCS Train A pump di...

CCS Train B pump di...

CCS Train A motor-d.

CCS Train B motor-d..

Emergency diesel g...

Emergency diesel g...

RWST supply to the ...

X CloseEAl ckAl Sample

Click on any column header to sort the results in descending order for the selected importance
measure.

To perform uncertainty analysis for the importance measures, click the Sample button, enter the
uncertainty sampling options, and press OK. The uncertainty details for each importance type
are then available on their respective tab pages.

Choose Check All or click individual check boxes to select events to view on the Plot and
Report tabs which generates the report below:
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Imotac Mesue -- *(FT
Pahi Est. F-V E RIR 11 RR DO36 1 RU ! RPJ 1 Unc (Std. Do.)

Data 'Plot
FI rt____________

DEMO Importance Measures
2009_10-05

Demonstration Sample Family

Data

Name ;Point Est. ilean 5 5th 50th 95th Ilin -Max Description

,C-C.-A 3.82E-5 1.70E-4'2.15E-6 I.8E-5:4.04E-4 1.33E-7'7.55E-3 CCS TrainAptanpdischargecheckvahce

:C-CV-B 1.33E-4 2.55E-4 3.02E-5 O .8E-lE4 ;522E-4:9.5OE-6' .R78E-3 CCS Train Bpump discharge check vah-e

'C-MOV-I :4-72E-2 1.46E- 1 263E-3 5.15E-2 '399E-I 2.33E-4:9.5;3E-1 CCS suction isolation v'-aoe

'C-MOV-A :l.91E-3 1.30E-2 3.64E-5 1.35E-3'2.76E-2 1.03E-6:6.OSE-1 CCS Trai A-pump-dischargeisolationvalve-

:c-MOV-B !6-63E-3 1.70E-2 '5.32E-4 3.95E-3,3.55E-21-.78ER 5 '6-lIE-1 CCS Train B pump discharge isolation vals'e

ýC-PUMP-A!1115E-3 6.84E-3 ,.46E-5 O8.B0E-4il.53 ' I 16E-61ORE-1 CCSTrainAmotoe-drivetipump

JC-PU.P-B !3-98E-3 .9 29E-3 3.27E-4 2.43E-31.95E-2'3.95E-5 6.ORE-1 CCS Train B motor-dro.'en pump

FDG-A i7.64E-3 6.60E-3 11.01E-3 4.29E-3 1.32E-2 '1.77E-4 6.22E-2 Emergency diesel generator A

D-h - 19-43E-1 I8.12RE-12. 85E-1'8.60E-i I9.82E- 1;2. 10-2 I.o0E+Co Emergency diesel generator B

TANr - '4.72E-6 2__035.'4.E.-7 6.24.-6.14 70E- 8 4.S6.-R 5.99E-4 RWST supply to the injection and cooling systems'

Graph
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8. SOLVING EVENT TREES

This Chapter covers linking fault trees to event trees, generating sequence cut sets, sequence
cut set analysis, uncertainty and importance analysis.

8.1 Linking Event Tree Sequences

This section describes SAPHIRE event tree linking and process required to link event tree
sequences.

8.1.1 Linking Event Trees

"Linking" event trees is the process of generating sequence logic using the event tree graphical
files.

ILOSPI ECS ICOS I SEQ.# I
1 Tree Seq.# Logic

LOSP 2 ECS JCCS
2 LOSP 3 ECS CCS

-3

The linking set is performed automatically when the event tree is saved from the editor or can
be performed by invoking the pop-up menu by highlighting the event trees desired and right
clicking, then selecting the Link option.

8.2 Generating Event Tree Cut Sets

This section describes how to generate event tree cut sets. Model preparation prior to
generating cut sets is discussed, and the various analysis and truncation options are described.
Cut set display features are also presented.

8.2.1 Prerequisites for Generating Event Tree Cut Sets

0 Event tree logic was created by using the event tree graphical editor and saved.
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* Fault tree logic associated with the event tree logic was created using the fault tree
graphical editor and saved.

" Basic event data was added through the Modify 4 Basic Events option.

Note: Fault tree cut sets do not need to be generated prior to generating sequence cut sets.

8.2.2 Menus and Options for Event Tree Cut Set Generation

Highlight one or more event trees and/or sequences in the List Panel using the mouse. Right
click to invoke the pop-up menu and select the Solve option.

SPI........ ....ct; "DM -eosrtonSml aiy'fle;XýSpieMmV
File -View Bookmarks Publith Project Tools Help

& VIt n Tre....

T - = Ul'rr~es

New eventtee

Edit Logic

Edlt Lnkage Rule.,

EdO Cut Set Wdes
Ed, PHbte Rules

L~k

Vew Summarry ReAL

V ew -ut Sets
View Imrpotance M(

Vew_ LUttettoaey

HRde / 5hoe

Set Bookmark

Goto Bookmark

.elete

Open Windows
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8.2.3 Cut Set Generation Cutoff Values

;.,So,,,e,.,.t • ,,sJ ,O ,P,,-E , ..... .*. . ... !.7* .... *... ' , . •:K ,'I., r,I"--',, j
SettingsI W ýResults 5_

Cut Set Truncation Options

By Probability [Norml - 1.000E-15

By Size tioiiii 1 "

Solve using Flag Set

Threads to use on solve 1 -

Quantification Method

Project Default

Solution Steps

L] Solve for Cut Sets

M] Apply Post-processing Rules

r] Update / Quantify Cut Sets

rl Quantify Cut Sets

[] Clear Cut Set Partitions
"-O lAply Partition Rules

[ Copy Cut Sets to Nominal Case

[ Clear Current Case

-1
mu

Solve For Model Types

r ASP-CONDITION

ASP INITEVENT

FIRE

1W RANDOM

ASP CONDITION AS

ASP INITIATING EVI

FIRE

RANDOM FAILURE

/ xS; ancel 1

steps, and choose the Solve button toEnter the desired truncation parameters and solution
begin generating cut sets.

* Cut Set Truncation - From this combo box, choose one of the following options:

o None - No truncation will be performed.
o Normal - uses the initiating event frequency in determining the cut off truncation

value. This is the standard truncation option.
o Conditional - ignores the initiating event value (i.e., assumes it is 1.0) thereby

providing a conditional cutoff value (conditional upon the initiating event
occurring).

* Size Truncation - Typically not used.
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8.2.4 Solution Steps

Solve for Cut Sets - If this box is checked, sequence logic will be solved for minimal cut sets
using the truncation options specified.

Auto Apply Recovery Rules - If this box is checked, any recovery rules associated with the
sequence(s) will automatically be applied after the sequence(s) cut sets have been generated.
Generally, this box will be checked in parallel with Solve for Cut Sets.

Update / Quantify Cut Sets - When this box is checked, cut sets will be requantified using the
truncation options specified. This option is useful for eliminating non-minimal cut sets
introduced when recovery rules have been applied, or to quickly requantify the cut sets when
basic event data have been altered

8.2.4.1 Clear Partition Rules

This option provides a mechanism to remove end states from individual cut sets group that were
previously assigned with Apply Partition Rules. This option is not necessary when Solve for Cut
Sets has been checked, or for level 1 analysis.

8.2.4.2 Apply Partition Rules

This option provides a mechanism to group sequence cut sets into user specified end states
based upon partition rules. For level 1 analysis, this option is generally not used.

8.2.5 Displaying Event Tree Cut Set Results

Highlight the event trees or sequences to view in the List Panel. Edit Logic

Right-click to invoke the pop-up menu and select the View Cut
Sets option. Edit Linkage Rules

Edit Cut Set Rules
Edit Partition Rules

Link

5olve

View Summary Results

View~ Importance Measurý&
View Uncertainty

Hide / Show

5et Bookmark
Goto Bookmark

Delete
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8.2.5.1 Display Sequence Cut Sets

Once View Cut Sets is selected, as in the previous section, combined cut sets for the selected
event tree sequences and minimal cut set upper bound approximation of their frequency are
displayed.

To view the basic events in a cut set, click the E1 button for the cut set, or click the Expand All
Button to view the basic events for all cut sets at once. The basic events, their failure
probabilities and descriptions are now displayed.

J.

d)1

[+j

CO1

1
2
3
4

5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

5-012E-2
4-600E-2
2.300E-3
9.200E-4
2.300E-4
2_300E+0
2.000E-2
5.000E-3
2.300E-4
1-380E-4
1 380E-4
5-750E-5
4-600E-5
4-600E-5
3.450E-5
3.450E-5
2-070E-5
4.600E-6

Total X
1O0
91.77
4.59
1-84
0.46

0.46
0.28
0.28
0.11
0.09
0.09
0.07
0.07
0.04
0.01

Cut Sets

Displaying 28 of 28 Cut Sets.
LOSR.DG-A
LOSPE-MOV-1
LOSP,DG-A.DG-B
LOSP :3
LOSP
DG-B
E-MOV-A
LOSPC-MOV-B.DG-A
LOSPC-PUMP-BDG-A
LOSP.DG-B.E-PUMP-A
LOSP.E-MOV-AE-MOV'-B
LOSP.DG-BE-MOV-1
LOSP.C-MOV-1.DG-A
LOSPE-MOV-A,E-PUMP-B
LOSP.E-MOV-BE-PUMP-A
LOSP,E-PUMP-A,E-PUMP-B
LOSP.C-CV-B,DG-A

Loss ofOffsitePower
Emergency diesel generator B
ECS Train A pump discharge isolation valve

A,]

Sho En ta • No 0) Par'ttion defined 0 Sequence /

• [ Publish. ]ý I Save to End State ]•lj ~~

* The Report button from the cut set screen allows a printed cut set report.

* The Save End State button allows storage of the list of cut sets in a user-defined end state.

* The Slice button allows a filter to the list of cut sets based upon user-specified criteria.

* The Invert button allows a view of the inverse of the sliced cut sets.
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* The Show End States radio buttons add the Partition defined mapped end states for multiple
level phased analyses and show the end states of the Sequence for single phase models.

8.3 Additional Event Tree Sequence Cut Sets Analysis Features

In complex PRA models, it may be necessary to use special features prior to cut set generation
and/or after cut set generation.

* Prior to event tree sequence cut set generation:

" Flag Sets may be used to set House events or Process Flags on a sequence-by-sequence
basis.

" After event tree sequence cut set generation:

* Recover Cut Sets can be used as a rule-based automated way to add "recovery events" to
the cut sets. These rules are a mechanism of post-processing the cut set list.

8.4 Sequence Uncertainty Analysis

This section describes uncertainty analysis for event tree sequences. The concept of
performing uncertainty analysis via Monte Carlo or Latin Hypercube sampling is the same as
discussed in Section 7.3 Fault Tree Uncertainty Analysis.

Uncertainty analysis calculates the variability of the sequence frequency resulting from
uncertainties in the basic event probabilities and the initiating event frequency.

SAPHIRE provides two uncertainty analysis techniques:

" Simple Monte Carlo sampling
" Latin Hypercube sampling
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8.4.1 Menus and Options for Performing Sequence Uncertainty Analysis

Highlight the desired event tree(s) or sequences from the List Panel.

Right click to invoke the pop-up menu and select View
Uncertainty.

If more than one event tree or sequence was selected,
choose from the Group By Event Tree(s), Group, or
Single Sequence(s) submenu option to specify whether
the marked event trees/sequences are to be calculated
individually (one at a time), or as one or more groups.

The event tree/sequence uncertainty screen will appear
with the last calculated (if any) uncertainty results
graphed. If a single sequence or group was selected, a
column of result values will also be displayed (shown
below).

Edit Logic

Edit Linkage Rules

Edit Cut Set Rules

Edit Partition Rules

Link

Solve

View Summary Results

View Cut Sets
View Importance Measures

Single Sequence(s)
Hide / Show
Set Bookmark
Goto Bookmark

Delete

SUncertainty for: LOSP (ET,)

ldr.'r 0 95 -X Powdr:Event Tree - . *

elft:. . .

Calculation Parameters

Number of Samples -5000

Random# Seed 14321

Uncertainty Method

0 Latin Hypercube

() Monte Carlo

Uncertainty Results

Intermrediate Values I Saphire FormatI

Sample Size

Random # Seed

Events

Cutsets

Point Est.

Mean Val.

5th % Val.

Median VaL

95th % Val.

Min Sample Val.

Max Sample Val.

Standard Dev.

Skewness

Kurtosis

5000

4321

0

0

5.01_6E-02

4.506E-02

3.609E-04

8.188E-03

1.840E-01

1.795E-05

6.877E+00

1.708E-01

1.907E+01

6.042E+02

0.9-

0.8-

0.7-

,•0.6
Do.5 -

2 0.4-

0.3-

0.2-

0._1

Cumulative Distribution

---------- --------- -----------

---------- ---------- ------ -------------
------------------------- ----------------

---------- --------- - -------- ----------

---------- --------- ---------- ----------

---------- ------ ---------- ----------
---------------- -------------------------

---------- ----------
---------- ----------- ---------- -------

----------

Calculate

1E-4 1E-3 1E-2 1E-1
Probability Frequency

(o Cumulative E] Logarithmic Y axis

0 Density F/ Logarithrmic X axis

~sTable
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If Single Sequence(s) or multiple Group By Event Tree(s) was selected, a whisker plot
summarizing each item will be displayed (shown below). In the case of the DEMO model, the
Single Sequence(s) option will show the whisker plots below:

~Unrtdinty fr:-Sequence Grou *

MukpieSeu~tenes

Calculation Parameters

Number of Samples •.o00

Random# Seed 4321

Uncertainty Method

QLatin Hypercube

Monte Carlo

Intermediate Values [ Saphire Format

Uncertainty Graph

1.0E-1

1.0E-2

1.0E-3

1.0E-4

1.0E-5

-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

------- -- --- -- -- -- --

~eAs...

cL o•(3.

~ulate

~sTabIe

0 0-

F%ý Logarithmic Y axis
I

[x Clos]

8.4.2 Uncertainty Calculation Values

To (re)calculate the uncertainty values, enter the following options and press the Calculate
button.

* Number of Samples - Input the number of samples. (A larger number of samples will
provide more accurate results but will require more time).

* Random # Seed - Enter a value for the random number generator seed or accept the

default. Enter zero to obtain a random seed from the system clock.

* Uncertainty Method - Specify Monte Carlo or Latin Hypercube.

8.4.3 Uncertainty Results

Press the Results Table button to view individual results (if calculated) and collective results in
a tabular format.
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tiurmm~ayReýu~twts f-or G"roup E ' ILi¶~
8Vffim- KEN~. ~

Y~k~delTyp§9~*Default Columnns FSet FI~ad Data Source Curn ne J
C ASPCONDITION

flj ASP-INIT-EVENT General Uncertainty

r- FIRE 2] Description r# # of Cut Sets 2] Mesn [ 5th [] Std. Day.

ir- RANDOM 2] Point Estimate 2] Truncation Level M] Median [ 95th []Skewness

-] End State 2] Flag Set - Seed [D # Samples [ Kurtosis

Name Point E.tiln... End State Flag ,et I o Set Count Men ian P Trun. pon

r-1 Total 5 012E-02 28 0.O00 E-00 0.000Eý00 0.000E +00

E_1 LOSP 5.012E-02 28 0.000E,00 0.000E-00 0.000E000 Loss of Oftste Pow...

LOSP:2 4.840E-02 SMALL-RELEASE 11 4.745E-02 8.265E-03 1.000E-08

LOSP:3 1.760E-03 LARGE-RELEASE 17 3.614E-03 1.696E-04 1 OOOE-08

pE.A1Ipse Alsl

Uncertainty results (including graph) for each sequence when calculated individually can be also
be viewed without having to recalculate:

* Highlight the single sequence in the List Panel.
* Right-click to invoke the pop-up menu and select the View Uncertainty option.
• The individual sequence uncertainty previously calculated will be displayed and graphed.

Note:

GROUP uncertainty results are displayed only on the screen (as shown earlier in this
section), and are not saved for later display.
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8.5 Viewing Sequence Importance Measures

This section describes viewing importance measures for event tree sequences. A discussion of
each type of importance measure is provided in Section 7.4.2.

* Highlight the desired event tree(s) or sequences from the List Panel.

* Right click to invoke the pop-up menu and select View Importance Measures.

* If more than one event tree or sequence was selected, the importance measures will be
performed on the group automatically.

* Check the importance measure interested in and sort by any column by clicking on the
column header.

i~lmportane Measure - LOSP (E-T)" ' .. .. z .

Point Est. F-V

FData Plot

Name

[ C-CV-B

[ C-MOV-1

] C-MayV-A

nv C-,1MOV-B

7, C-PUMP-A

[] C-PUMP-B

[] DG-A

G DC-B

E E-CV-A

[] E-CV-B
F1 F-MOV-1

21 E-MOV-A

RV E-MOV-B

[] E-PUMP-A

[] E-PUMP-B

j] LOSP

71 TANK

RIR RRR

Report

Co.

2

3
1

2
6

4
3
6

6

4

20

*BB ýJ R11 RRI jUnc (Std. Dev);

Prob.

1.000E-04

1.0008-03
5.000E-03

5.000F-03
3.000E-03

3.0008-03

2.0008-02

2.000E-02

1.000E-04

1 O00E-04

1.000E-03

5.000E-03
5.000E-03

3.000E-03

3.000E-03

2.300E-00
1.000E-07

F'/ RIR

9.177E-05 1.8988+00

9.661E-04 1.9438-00

1.835E-06 1.0008E00

4.590E-03 1.194E-00

6.8838-07 1.000E+00

2.754E-03 1.895E+00

9.4398-01 4.589E.01

2.670E-02 2.272E-00

1.289E-04 2.2538-00

3.717E-05 1.363E.00

4.685E-02 4.589E801

6.4498-03 2.248E-00

1.8608-03 1.361E+00

3.869E-03 2.250E+00

1.116E-03 1.3628+00

1.000E+00 4 348E-01

4.589E-06 4.589E+01

RRR

1.000E+00

1.001E+00

1.000E800

1.005E-00

1.008E+00

1.003E+00

1.745E+01

1.027E800

1.0008+00

1.000E800

1.048E+00

1.006E+00

1.0028+00

1.004E+00

1.0018+00

1.900E838

1.0008+00

Birnbaum

4.5008-02

4.732E-02

1.800E-05

4.502E-02

1.125E-05

4.1501E-02

2.297E+00

6.505E-02

6.282E-02

1.819E-02

2.252E+00

6.285E-02

1.821E-02

6.284E-02

1.8208-02

2.179E-02

2.250E+00

R11

4.499E-02

4.7288-02

1.791 E-05

4.4798-02

1.122E-05

4.488E-02

2.2508+00

6.374E-02

6.282E-02

1.819E-0 2

2.250E+00

6.2538-02

1.8128-02

6.265E-02

1.815E-02

-2.833E-...

2.250E+00

RRI

4.500"8-06

4.7378-05

9.0008-08

2.2518-04

3.375E-08

1.3508-04

4.725E-02

1.3108-03

6.322E-06

1.8228-06

2.300E-03

3.1628-04

9.1218-05

1.897E-04

5.4718-05

5.01 28-02

2.250E-07

Uncertai...

3.374E-06

5.994E-05

1.140E-07

2.851E-04

4.2758-08

1.710E-04

1.134E-01

3.212E-03

4.71 08-06

1.3648-06

2.8538-03

3.9808-04

1.153E-04

2.388E-04

6.9168-05

1.2378-01

1.6878-07

Description

CCS Train B pu...

CCS suction isol...

CCS Train A pu...

CCSTrain B pu...

CCS Train A mot...

CCS Train B mot...

Emergency dies...

Emergency dies..

ECS Train A pu...

ECS Train B pum...

ECS suction isol...

ECS Train A pu...

ECS Train B pum...

ECS Train A mot...

ECS Train B mot...

Loes ofOffeiteP...

RWST supply toI

FXLo--ýý
~All ~c0AlI Sample ~h

Check the boxes of the events interested in and click the Plot button to see a graphical
representation of the uncertainty. This step will display the results shown in Figure 7.
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PitEt F-V RR RjRR OrB R11u RR I ~Uc td. oeii
Data I Plot Report

Importance Graph

1 .O E -O -- - - - - - - -- - - -- - - - - - - -- - - - - -- -- - - -- - - -- - - -- - - -- - - -- - - -- -- -

i.D E - . - - - ------- -------i .- ------- . . .- --

1 .o 4-2 - --- - -------• ------ ---------- ----. ----. . .. --.. .- . . . . .. . . .. .i. .. . ... . . . .- ---
1.0E-2 -

1.0E-3 -

IDOE-4 ax1 
----

1.0E-i -

I.E- ----- 4- - --- 4 - - 4- -- I- I - -

o < 4 in < M M M < M C Y.-
ý; a I -. 6 6 Cz. Cý. En z1 a

C? 0 0 0 2 7 in U 0 0 0 M M 0

I, C, LU LU .

F-jJ Logrithmic Axis Liix gCCo.e

Figure 7. Illustration of the uncertainty in importance measures

A report that combines the tabular and graphical results can be generated by clicking on the
Report tab.
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9. VIEWING CUT SETS

This section describes the cut set display feature that allows a "slice" of cut sets into different
lists based on user-defined sort criteria. The sliced lists may then be viewed or reported. The
cut set slicing features is available for fault tree., sequence, or end state cut sets.

9.1 The View Cut Sets Option

The view cut sets option is available in the
Fault Tree, Sequence, and End State list r eject "DEMO - Demo n st r a t j o n Sampt e IF a mily" f o Id el..'

m enus. File View. Bookmarks P"bi•sh prect Tools-Help'; 'B si v l blt " ; Ptd r el c 4o0He p -

"I F~lTrees !ainTrees

Highlight the desired fault tree, sequences, I Event Tree_ ._ i--rees

or end states, right click and select the New .osp Losofoffslo P

View Cut Sets option. 2 EGo ,CCS

ice Somrea~ ~s

As an example, view the cut sets for LOSP V- S R

sequence 3. It is assumed that cut sets ViewUncertainty

have already been generated (truncation of I Sow-or , j,

1.OE-10). GotoBOc~lmrk

.ý. General Malysis

From the LOSP sequence 3 cut sets, the
minimal cut set upper bound approximation
frequency is seen as 1.76E-3 and there are L.A.. ... A0-" .•,4
a total of 43 cut sets.

Options are available by choosing a radio button at the bottom of the page to display cut set end
states with partition definitions or to show the end state at the end of the sequence.

While one or more sequences or end states can be highlighted simultaneously to display their
respective cut sets (as ~ LS ~ ~ ~ "

a group), only a single .'.Cetas

fault tree can be... .* Ks:
selected to display its

cut sets. If multiple Originl _ _ ... . ....... . ..

sequences or end 10 Displaying 17 of 17 Cut Sets.staesar slete, ll •.1 9.200E-4 52.29 LOSP.DG-A.DG-B
states are selected, all 2 2.300E 4 13.07 LOSP DG-B E-MOV-A

the cut sets from the 3 2 300E-4 13.07 LOSP.C-MOV-B.DG-A
4 1 380E4 7.84 LOSP C-PUMP-B DG-A

highlighted sequences 1. 5 1.380E-4 7 84 LOSP,DG-B.E-PUMP-A
6 4 6005-5 2.61 LOSP.DG-B.E-MOV-1

or end states will be 7 4.600E-5 2 61 LOSPC-MOV-1.DG-A

8 4.600E-6 0 26 LOSP.C-CV-B.DG-A
displayed without 9 4 600E-6 0 26 LOSP.DG-B.E-CV-A

10 2.3005-6 0 13 LOSP.C-MOV-1 E-MOV-1
eliminating any non- 1 1 2 300E-7 0 01 LOSP.TANK

minimal cut sets for the 12 5.760E-8 < 0.01 LOSP.C-MOV-1.E-MOV-A.E-MOV-B
13 5 750E-8 < 0 01 LOSP.C-MOV-A.C-MOV-B E-MOV-1

group selected. 14 3.450E-8 < 0.01 LOSP.C-MOV-1.E-MOV-A.E-PUMP-B
15 3.460E-8 < 0.01 LOSP.C-MOV-1.E-MOV-B.E-PUMP-A
16 3.4505-8 < 0 01 LOSP.C-MOV-A.C-PUMP-B.E-MOV-1

17 3.450E-8 < 0.01 LOSP.C-MOV-B C-PUMP-AE-MOV-1

Show End States: ®No (D Partition defined ()Sequence
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9.2 The Event Slice Option

The event slice option is used to subdivide the cut sets ,_._______
into two lists. This option allows individual or Sc C

combinations of desired basic events to appear in the tuC b, t .be,
1'5ke By Events

"included in slice" list of cut sets.
View vEnts rrom FO-rwO 5ý
rUAnd (DOr Evets

With the LOSP sequence 3 cut sets displayed, select Eler's Cr-CVdudypeEvent in the "Slice By" box at the bottom of the cut set E c-,_-.-
[_1 c-Mov I

display window. A Slice Cut Sets window will be [] A

SC-MOV-8displayed. Select the Events radio button at the top of []C-PUM-A
da SEPeoMP-e

this form and a list of the basic events will display. Utilize DG-A N-ormal

taoDc-8 Nodcl ial
the selection processes found in the following sections to oE-C A

ti -CV-B

set up the slice and then click on OK to perform the slice. e ....... "

The Slice Cut Sets editor is very versatile in providing MA X

several ways to select events for slicing. The cut sets
displayed for selection are controlled by the View Events From drop-down menu.

* Original Cut Sets - This is the default setting and displays just the events from the original
solved cut sets for the fault tree, sequence or end state that is being viewed.

* Project - Includes all the events in the project.

* Current Slice - Shows the events that are part of the currently viewed slice.

Individual events can be selected from the list of basic events by clicking on the checkbox of
those of interest which enters a check in the box next to the event.

Batch selection of events is accomplished by using an expression in the textbox Regular

Expression then clicking MaskMark to place checkmarks in the checkboxes of the applicable
events. Use an asterisk "*." for wildcard searches.

* *PUMP would place a checkbox in all of the events with PUMP in them

• E-* would place a check in all checkboxes of events that start with "E-"

Use the buttons and as necessary.

Once the events are selected, Include Type chooses how to include the events.

* Normal - This is the default selection and will include cut sets where the event exists in any
manner, failed or complemented.

" Failure - This includes cut set where the basic event is failed.

* Success - This includes only the cut sets where the basic event is in its complemented
state, which typically is a success state in SAPHIRE.
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* NOT - This includes the cut sets where the basic event selected does not exist in any
manner.

The OR or AND criteria must be specified for the selected events by selecting the desired radio
button. For example, if it was desired to find cut sets that contain any of multiple events
selected, use the OR option. Alternatively, if it was desired to just include cut sets that contain
every one of the multiple events selected, use the AND option.

At this point, a list of the cut sets meeting the event slice criteria will be displayed along with the
quantified probability (or frequency), percent contribution to the total, and the number of cut sets
meeting the event slice criteria.

As an example, the results below are for a slice including events DG-A OR DG-B and shows
only the cut sets from LOSP sequence 3 that contain either of these basic events.

Expand the cut set by clicking on the ,T icon to the left of the cut set to view events in a single
cut set such as cut set #2 in the example above.

* The feEnd5sa°e 1option allows a copy of the on-screen list of cut sets directly to a user-
specified end state for further analysis or storage.

* Click on the button to perform a slice on the currently displayed slice.

* Use the ý option to show the cut sets that do not meet the current slice's criteria.
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* Use the drop down menu to quickly select a view of a slice, inverse, or the original cut sets.

Show End States ® No 0 Partition defined ' Sequence

Sl.Events Slice 1.76E-3

Click on the t button to view an html report of the cut sets.

Cut Set Report - LOSP-3 (ET) Demonstration Sample
Family in C:\Saphiree

Wemol

1111212009 2:08:23 PM Slice of - Cut Set Results

# PeOntF TOTAL% CUT SET

Total 1.76E-3 100 Dlsplaying 9 of 43 Cut Sets.
1 9.20E4 52.4 LOSP,DG-ADG-B

2.30E.4 13.1 LOSP.DGBE-.[OV-A

3 2.30E.4 13.1 LOSP.C-MO\-B,DG-A

4 1.38E-4 2-.86 LOSP,C-PLL[P-B,DG-A

5 1 38E-4 7.86 LOSP,DG B,E-PfltIP-A

6 4.60E-5 2.62 LOSP,DGB,E.*MOV 1

* 4.60E-3 2.62 LOSP,C--MON..1,DG-A
8 4.60E-6 026 LOSP.C-CV-BDG-A

9 4.60E-6 0.26 LOSP,DG-BECV-A

Model IV-ion 0. Model Date: Sofwa'M Version: Version
8,0.4.45

xg
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9.3 The Cutoff Slice Option

The cutoff slice option is used to display cut sets where truncation options will be used to parse
the overall list of cut sets into two smaller lists. With the LOSP sequence 3 cut sets displayed,

select 'to open the Slice Cut Sets editor, then select the Cutoff radio button.

I .r*ýjtFf Q Yeqtn. ,Attrlb/tes; 0Ruleq \
SSlclice By Cutoff

OTop 100 Cut Sets

®Top I O/o

0 Value >=

0 % Contribution

0 Size <=

,,/OI j ane

* The Top (Cut Sets) option will parse the overall list of cut sets down to only the X number of
cut sets specified (i.e., if 25 is typed into the field, then only the top 25 cut sets will be
displayed).

* The Top (%) option will parse the overall list of cut sets down to only the Y percent
contributing cut sets specified (i.e., if 90% is typed into the field, then only the top 90 percent
cut sets will be displayed).

" The Value >= option will parse the overall list of cut sets down to only those cut sets above
the specified truncation level (i.e., if 1 E-06 is typed into the field, then only those cut sets
above the truncation level of 1 E-06 will be displayed).

* The % Contribution option will parse the overall list of cut sets down to only those cut sets
that contribute Z percent to the overall probability (i.e., if 5% is typed into the field, then only
those cut sets that contribute at least 5% to the overall probability will be displayed).

* The Size <= option will parse the overall list of cut sets down to only those cut sets that have
less than or equal to the number of events entered into the text field.

With the desired cutoff option selected and the specific truncation level specified, select
10, KL
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The cut sets meeting the cutoff slice criteria are displayed along with the quantified probability
(or frequency), percent contribution to the total, and the number of cut sets meeting the cutoff
slice criteria. In this case the top 25 cut sets was selected.
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10. USING DATABASE FILES

This Chapter describes ways to transfer event tree, fault tree, or basic event information from
one project database to either a newly created project database or an existing project database.

10.1 Archive Project Utility

The archive project option is a simple way to perform a complete backup of a SAPHIRE project.
When a project is archived, the complete project as it is currently is stored as a .zip file in a
location of the user's choosing. This .zip file will open as a duplicate project in SAPHIRE just as
a .sra file does.

Although SAPHIRE saves its current state (opened with the .sra file) after each change of a
parameter, the archive .zip file takes a snapshot of the project at a point in time. Archiving is
useful to guard against project corruption or to share the project with others.

To create an archive .zip file:

* Close any open windows within the project
* Open main menu File -- Archive Project and choose a file name, location.
* Then click Save.

Acivea
Save in: I Demo _________ , ~F

I I•INIs
LD II.Mard

My Recent IDPublish
Documents IiýShared

IoTemp

L_,Workspaces

Desktop 4demo-archive.zip

My Documents

My Computer

My Network

File name: " Save

Save as type: SAPHIRE zip tiles Cancel
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10.2 Integrate Project Utility

Integrate Project provides comparison of the current project with another project and transfer of
selected items from the compared project to the current one.

To integrate a project:

" Open main menu File -- Integrate Project

" Choose the project either from a list of recently opened projects or browse for a file using
the Browse button (see Figure 8).

Inert Project

,?krtPoject C:Saphre T\Demo\

Compare Current Project "To

: .. .-. .. . . .. . •' . .. -•,

CASaphire 8WIANUALSMODELS%
CArSaphireBrDeroo\
C:Graphire B)BEDFORD%
C:rsaphire W\ESTI
ClSaphire SWICCORMICK%
C:\Saphire 8WIODARRES%
CiSaphire81DEMO-MtDEMO-M%

Integrate ~ Close, II .,I., 't I-. ;.I I I - ':: ;-" , r

ii,

Figure 8. First step of the Project Integration option
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* Click on the Integrate button to compare the files.

Baphire 8\Demo\ _:

Compare Current Project To

Basic Bronts I Erouse

Summary

Events not in current p

Name

MOV-CCF-6-4

MOV-CCF-6-5

MOV-CCF-6-6

2--- ZA-MOV-CC-02A01

-ZA-MO-CC-02Ao2

ZA-MOV-CC-03A01

1ZA-MOV-CC-03A02

ZA-MoV-CC-03A03

' ZA-MOV-CC-04A01

EF ZA-MOV-CC-04A02

2--1 ZA-MOV-CC-04A03

],JZA-Mov-CC-o4Ao4

11 Field attributes to display
roject (161) - Events not in comparison p

Is A

iTemplate?

False

False

False

False

Changed events (4)

roject (20) Identical events (0)

Is A A

False

False

False

False

False

False

False

False VI

I Update Current Project J
( hcA,, } nhckA,,l

Update Current Project X Close

* The report will show the differences between the two projects
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To transfer items from the compared project to the current project:

* As shown above, place check marks in the boxes next to Basic Events, Event Models, Fault
Trees, and Event Trees desired for import into the current project.

* Click on Update Current Project to start the import and a verification window will open.

Confirm~ Prjc§Udt

?cP,,: 7,7_ .. ,- ý.: . .. .. - .. ' . . .. .' 7• -- : _

'w, begadded tO the projdTDor overwrittdn:

Name Description Comments
B Basic Events

ZA-MOV-CC-02... Alpha Factor 02A01 for component... New
ZA-MOV-CC-02.. Alpha Factor 02A02 for component... New
ZA-MOV-CC-033... Alpha Factor 03A01 for component... New
ZA-MOV-CC-03... Alpha Factor 03A02 for component... New
ZA-MOV-CC-03... Alpha Factor 03A03 for component... New
ZA-MOV-CC-04... Alpha Factor 04A01 for component... New
ZA-MOV-CC-04... Alpha Factor 04A02 for component... New
ZA-MOV-CC-04... Alpha Factor 04Af3 for component... New
ZA-MOV-CC-04... Alpha Factor 04AD4 for component... New
ZA-MOV-CC-05... Alpha Factor 05A01 for component... New
ZA-MOV-CC-05... Alpha Factor 05A32 for component... New
ZA-MOV-CC-05... Alpha Factor 05AC3 for component... New
ZA-MOV-CC-05... Alpha Factor 05AD4 for component... New
ZA-MOV-CC-05... Alpha Factor 05AD5 for component... New
ZA-MOV-CC-06 . Alpha Factor 06A01 for component... New

ZA-MOV-CC-06... Alpha Factor01AD2 for component... New
ZA-MOV-CC-06... Alpha Factor 06A03 for component... New
ZA-MOV-CC-06... Alpha Factor 06AD4 for component.. New
ZA-MOV-CC-06... Alpha Factor 06A05 for component... New
ZA-MOV-CC-06... Alpha Factor 06A36 for component... New
ZA-MOV-CC-07... Alpha Factor 07A01 for component.. New
ZA-MOV-CC-07... Alpha Factor 07A02 for component... New
ZA-MOV-CC-07... Alpha Factor 07A03 for component... New

FePtom Update

V

X Cancel

11- ý., - -t-111 ý_ __ýVm

* After reviewing the items to be added either click on Perform Update to add them to the
current project or Cancel to exit.

10.3 The MAR-D Module

MAR-D provides another interface to load or extract data files that define the PRA database.
The files are in a "flat-file" or ASCII file format. This is the legacy module for transferring files
and is still fully supported in SAPHIRE 8.

Typical uses of MAR-D include:

* Transfer PRA information between data bases

o Extracting MAR-D files from one SAPHIRE project and loading them (via MAR-D)
into another SAPHIRE project. (The SAPHIRE project may be a new one or a
previously existing project.)
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* Import other PRA code information

o Formatting the model information from another PRA code to use MAR-D file
formats and creating a SAPHIRE project by loading the files via MAR-D.

* Edit PRA files using a text editor

o Extracting MAR-D files from a SAPHIRE project, editing the files to make
changes to the model or model descriptions, and loading those files (via MAR-D)
back into the SAPHIRE project.

" Archiving PRA files

o Saving the MAR-D files for long term storage in a text format rather than the
native binary SAPHIRE format.

10.3.1 MAR-D File Format

The MAR-D file text format and field descriptions are provided in Volume 7 of this NUREG
series. Some general MAR-D formatting rules are:

• Use UPPER CASE for event and model names, i.e., CCS, C-CV-A.

• Upper and lower case can be used for descriptive text fields.

* Entries longer than the allowed field length will be truncated.

* Commas are field delimiters in most formats; therefore, commas cannot be used in
descriptive text fields.

• Leading or trailing "empty" spaces are allowed.

* An "" denotes a comment field in most formats; however, "J "denotes a comment field in
rule files.

* A single line should not exceed 250 characters in length.

A ̂ EOS is used to signal the separation of MAR-D input contained in a single file. For

example, when fault tree logic for more than one fault tree is contained in a single file, the
AEOS signals that the data for the current fault tree is complete and that another fault tree

follows.

* File storage will create a .MARD file extension and a subfolder to the location the .MARD file
is stored (see Figure 9).
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Wr Mard

Backs : 7Search I-Folders

Address iC: \Saphire%\Dem•\Mard

Folders

mB fl SaphWeS

41 , CcfTests

CRUZIN

m J Demo
fl IN!s
.2 Mard

.3 DEMO Subs

t. Z: Publish

iý.ýf Shared

-l Temp

F Wokspaces
IA derno-archive~zip

,,e,-.

X Name-

A flDEMOSubs

- current-O.dat

Flcurrent-i.dat

Cl ERROR.LOG

CE' STSUPRES. LOG

Size Type

File Folder

8 KB DAT File

3 KB DAT File

2 KB MARD File

I KB Text Document

2 KB Text Document

Figure 9. MAR-D folder output structure and location

The subfolder will contain the individual file extensions listed in the tables below. This hierarchy
allows for easy loading and extraction of files.
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Key Mar-D File Descriptions and General Guidance for Usage

Project Information

Mar-D File Description Extension General Guidance

Project Names/Description

Project Attribute File

Project Textual Information

Project Recovery Rules

Project Partition Rules

Project System Recovery

.FAD

.FAA

.FAT

.FAY

.FAP

.FAS

Optional.

Descriptive, contains default mission time

Descriptive information only.

Needed if feature is used.

Needed if feature is used.

Needed if feature is used.

Fault Tree Information

Mar-D File Description Extension General Guidance

Fault Tree Name/Description

Fault Tree Logic

Fault Tree Text Information

Fault Tree Recovery Rules

.FTD

FTL

FTT

.FTY

Load prior to other fault tree/event tree files.

Contains the logic structure

Descriptive information only.

Needed if feature is used.
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Basic Event Information

Mar-D File Description Extension General Guidance

Basic Event Name/Description

Basic Event Rate Information

Basic Event Attribute Codes

Basic Event Transformations

Basic Event Compound

Basic Event Text

.BED

.BEI

.BEA

.BET

.BEC

.BEN

Load prior to other event information files.

Usually needed.

Needed if feature is used.

Needed if feature is used.

Needed if feature is used.

Needed if feature is used.

Event Tree Information

Mar-D File Description Extension General Guidance

Event Tree Name/Description.ETD

Event Tree Attributes ETA

Event Tree Graphics .ETG

Event Tree Rules .ETR

Event Tree Text Information ETT

Event Tree Recovery Rules .ETY

Event Tree Partition Rules .ETP

Load prior to other tree/sequence info.

Usually needed

Event tree logic structure

Needed if feature is used.

Descriptive information only.

Needed if feature is used.

Needed if feature is used.
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End State Information

Mar-D File Description Extension General Guidance

End State Name/Description .ESD

End State Text Information EST

End State Cut Sets .ENC

Load prior to other end state information.

Descriptive information only.

Not needed since SAPHIRE can re-solve.

Sequence Information

Mar-D File Description Extension General Guidance

Sequence Name/Description

Sequence Attributes

Sequence Text Information

Sequence Recovery Rules

Sequence Partition Rules

.SQD

.SQA

.SQT

SQY

.SQP

Load prior to other sequence information.

Needed to specify sequence-to-FLAG SETS

relationships (if used).

Descriptive information only.

Needed if feature is used.

Needed if feature is used.
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10.3.2 MAR-D Load and Extract Menus

The MAR-D menus are provided via the main
menu File --> Load/ Extract option.

The "Load" tab allows for loading MAR-D files.

" Click on "Open" to browse for files available
to load. The compatible files must have the
designated extension (.MARD for the new
format) and a subfolder such as with the
designated file extensions listed above (e.g.
.BEA, etc...). The format must conform to
MAR-D specification.

* Expand the item list as necessary and place
a check in the checkboxes of the available
information and the correct file extensions
located in the subfolder are automatically
selected for loading.

* Click "Process" to load the files.

Load/Extract Mý

Allow old formats

C:'•ephir eStD emlor dtDEMO MARD Open

[] Basic Events

[] Description

[ Attributes

[ Rate Info

[ Transformation

[ CompEvents

[ Categories

i [] Fault Trees

;D [] Event Trees

+0 Sequences

[] End States

[R Description

[ Information

[] Project

i

!

cIosek
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The "Extract" tab allows for saving MAR-D files
from the database to a storage drive.

* To extract information from SAPHIRE,
select the Extract tab then select what
information is to be extracted by checking
the checkboxes.

* Click "Save As" and select a filename and
location to save the files.

o The default name is usually the
project name and the MARD
extension.

o The default location is the
project \Mard subdirectory.

* Click "Process" and the files will be saved
with a root .MARD filename and a subfolder
named (filename)_Subs will be created with
all of the individual file extensions, as
described above.

Load/Extract

IC:Saphire80Democard DEMO-ALL MARD

0 Selected Items
(®) All Items

- Basic Events

8 23 Fault Trees

23 Event Trees

8 23 Sequences

8 End States

C- [] Project

23 Description

* 23 Attributes

113 Rules
23 Text

23 Change Sets

E E] Histograms
[ Slice Dels

* El Categories

[--ar E~~ in..r, L-JuJ

* When sharing the MAR-D information, it is necessary to share both the .MARD file and the
subfolder with the individual file extensions.
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11. MODEL TYPES

This section describes the use of SAPHIRE 8 Model Types.

11.1 Describing Model Types

SAPHIRE 8 can set up any number of model type analyses with the default being Random
(Level 1, internal events PRA). Examples of other models types include:

• SEISMIC (external events related to earthquakes or other ground disturbances).
* FIRE (external events related to fires).
* FLOOD (external events related to flooding).
* ASPINITEVENT (Accident sequence precursor related to initiating event assessments).
* ASPCONDITION (Accident sequence precursor related to condition assessments).

Note that Model Types have been designed to replace older (previously to SAPHIRE 8)
'analysis types."

To add or modify an existing model type select Project 4 Model Types to open the form below.

-7 - .N-

Project Model Types
Name ID Color Description

ASPCNDITION CND . ASP CONDITION ASSESSMENT

ASPINITEVENT INI ASP INITIATING EVENT ASSESSMENT
FIRE FIR FIRE
RANDOM g RANDOM FAILURE

WOK, I Cancel,

The default Analysis Type is set to RANDOM and it will be the only model type present when
starting a new project. The project must always have at least one model type. To add a model
type, select Add Model Type and click Go. This step will display the dialog shown in Figure 10.
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ModdV TyeEdif

Primary Color Stacked Color

Name: _ _ --

ID: NE

Description: iNew Model Type t

Figure 10. Editing a model type

Enter a name, ID and description for the model type then select a unique primary/stacked color
combination by using the slider arrow over the color bar and click OK.

The newly created model type will now be available when editing basic events and in analysis
options discussed later in this manual. Events can be assigned to multiple model types or just
one. If an event uses a model type, the event is prevented from deletion.

11.2 Using Model Types

Within an SAPHIRE project, individual basic events may be tied to a model type. A basic event
will be able to "cloned" so that one failure model is used during a model type while a different
failure model (including failure parameters) is used in a different model type. SAPHIRE will
automatically make these cloned events in the database at the time the model type information
is assigned to the basic event. The naming convention for these events will use the nominal
basic event name (up to 20 characters) and then append it with a user-defined delimiter (for
example, either "-" or "_") and then the model type ID (up to 3 characters).

When editing a basic event, the dialog will have a "Applicability" option. The model type
applicability attributes will define the event's specific instance to be used for each model type.
The available model types will be user defined (as discussed in Section 11.1).
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- ~ 71 rre,'mni .i 11 ,-- W F 0~~1r1 J ~ ~ A
• LUlL II4Slf. LV•I|IL - 'k.q,'l.*,u-L;l -ID

. ~ ~- ~

CCS-CKV-CC-1B -LProbability = 1.,9Et-

CCS Train 1 B pump discharge check valve I

2.ffpp" A r V.. uTV .. otAssigned .

Failure Model Attributes

Model Type Apphcability List.

ModelType
LIFIRE

LI FLOOD

F"] FULLPOWER

E] SEISMIC 1

: SEISMIC2

ISESMIC3

pNotes .Summary

Phase Applicability List:

Pha•se.
-] PHASE 1

5weo Iks New. 0~ K ane

Within a SAPHIRE project, event trees will be associated with one or more model type. These
assignments will be made via the applicability modification for initiator basic events. Note that
an initiating event may be assigned to two model types. For example, a seismic event tree
initiating event will be assigned to the seismic model type, thereby allowing seismic events to
appear in its cut sets. However, one may wish to assign the seismic event tree initiating event
to the "full power internal events" model since components may still fail due to "random" failures
in addition to the seismic-induced failures. Conversely, if a basic event is applicable only to the
seismic model type, it should not appear in the cut sets related to non-seismic initiating events.
Thus, any event trees that have initiators that do not have the seismic applicability set will not
generate seismic-related basic events.

When solving for cut sets, the Model Type(s) to be solved should be indicated on the solve
screen (upper right) as indicated in Figure 11.
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tStlve CutSe t'for LOSP (ET)

Settings] Results

Cut Set Truncation Options

By Probability Normal

By Size EEone I-

H Solve using Flag Set

Threads to use on solve 1 -,

Solve For Model Types

E ASP-CONDITION ASP CONDITION AS

I ASP INITEVENT ASP INITIATING EVE

(k FIRE FIRE

[ RANDOM RANDOM FAILURE

1.OBOE-t5

Quantification Method

Project Default

Solution Steps

W] Solve for Cut Sets

D] Apply Post-processing Rules

W] Update d Quantify Cut Sets

H Quantify Cut Sets

El Clear Cut Set Partitions

-11iilL

Appl, Partition Rule!

E] Copy Cut Sets to Nominal Case

Ei Clear Current Case

[41 o;le Cancel

Figure 11. Solve cut sets screen to indicate model type
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12. FLAG SETS

Flag Sets are a special type of Change Set. Flag Sets are created, modified, and stored in
SAPHIRE under the Project + Flag Sets option.

" Flag Sets can only contain individually specified types of changes. No "Class Changes" are
allowed in a Flag Set.

* Flag Sets are used to indicate modifications to particular events on a sequence-by-
sequence basis (or fault tree logic).

This example shows that the LOP house event is turned on (TRUE) for sequences 3 and 4. For
sequences 1 and 2, the LOP house event is left off (FALSE). The setting of the house event is
dependent upon the success or failure of recovering offsite ac power.

LOOP LOOP AFW
Rec.

-1i LOP =FALSE (No Fbg Sd Need4d

- 2 LOP =FALSE (NW fat SdMaeded4

- 3 FLAGSP-7-1 -*LOP-mTRUE

- 4 FLAOSEN -* LOP m RUJE

LOP
(house
event)

Flag Sets can only contain either house flag changes to the calculation type or process type
changes. Consequently, the allowable changes that can be made in a Flag Set are:

Type of change Allowable values

Calculation type T (TRUE) F (FALSE) I
(IGNORE)

Process Flag X Y W I

Note that Flag Sets cannot be used to change a probability of failure (e.g., change the
probability from 2E-3 to 1 E-1) for events.
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12.1 Making a Flag Set

Enter the Project 4 Flag Sets option to open the Flag Set List window.

To create a Flag Set, highlight Add Flag Set in the pull down menu, click Go and enter the Flag
Set name and description. Once Flag Sets are created, they can be modified or deleted
through the Flag Set List window in the same manner.

Flag~~~U Se*dio rmrnt

Des tio -EW FLAG SET DESCRIPTION

Singles

IEvent Property Value Event Property
S -,'.r. -. '-'. CC. Irvin =.p nr, .l•ic rge ,#,e,.. '..'l'.el _ C-CV-A

Gi Modelrype PAIII)POi El Modeffype
lJ•e. TePIplate N.31I-t :igne,: E] Process Fl

Descrll:4ion [ Failure Mol

C'vc,.l.slerl Prclh.dry 1 ['! .04

Proce-nn Figg F -ilrne 'ntern L,,ic I Su:cee ...

Failure Model F .uIlUr e Pr,:,b ,rll'[ (I1
[Bj Prrh l v 11A, . F-t4

Uj!Ir iiertvin', ,inrin: Lc ' In

IS,. Eror F .. Pr-nE+il

'O l• i,: n n-.nz"• I

- '-

Values to be Applied

ag

del

New Value

Fuile, /.tm Logic I . el ..

S , I f, Auto Adjust Nodes I , . .. anel J

With the Flag Set Editor now active, drag and drop the desired Basic Events into the Flag Set
and change the desired Set Values.

As shown in the figure, a Flag Set is being created in this example. C-CV-A has had its Set
Value changed to House = 1 (T). Values are changed simply by clicking on the New Value and
choosing from a drop down menu. In this illustration, DG-B is currently being dragged to the
Flag Set Editor. Note the cursor shape changes from an arrow to a page with arrow when a
drag and drop operation is being performed.

To remove an event from the Flag Set, highlight the event and click on the button Remove
Event.
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CCS ContainmentCooli E; ModelType RAJIDiOI a ModelType

ECS EmergencyCoolin. levT e', r-.1:...le-t T E] Process Flag F rs = '.:,r, Lor.: I

w "dolrt.: Failure Model IHouse event true with prok*

Flo .He F ro F i.,-: S ,,l' • 1- I -I

I Event Trees I-an TreeF-ilur Model FvI'e F I

New event tree ... I ' 'oo' ,.: 1 JiLE.C1
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'10-.. Etr,:~ F ::. IJFE+O0

". Workspac es †

C, General Analysis

" Open Windows

NEW FLAG SET (CngSet)
NEW FLAG SET (ChgSet Edit)

Flag Sets

Ross: C~l~~ [2 Auto Adylol Nodes, K os

12.2 Using a Flag Set

There are two ways to use a Flag Set after creation. One is to assign Flag Sets directly to
sequences (highlight a sequence, right click, and select Properties). The other way to use flag
sets is to use a Dynamic Flag Set assigned to sequences based on Event Tree rules.

"Dynamic" Flag Sets are a special type of Flag Set that is assigned to sequences by the use of
event tree rules. In other words, they are rule-based flag sets. A Dynamic Flag Set is assigned
to a sequence if the sequence meets the search criteria contained in the rule.

Advantages of "Dynamic" Flag Sets are:

" Given a change in the event tree logic, the Dynamic Flag Set will automatically assign itself
to the sequence that meets the search criteria contained in the rule.

* For example, if the rule assigns a Flag Set to sequence LOOP 05 and the event tree logic
changes to make this sequence LOOP 08, then the Flag Set will automatically be assigned
to LOOP 08 once the event tree sequences are regenerated.

* Dynamic Flag Sets are created and assigned to the sequences every time the event tree
sequence logic is generated.

El.
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13. THE SAPHIRE RULES EDITORS

The following rules editors are available in SAPHIRE:

0 Project Level

0

0

0

End State Partition
Fault Tree Post Processing
Event Tree Post Processing

* Event Tree Level

0

0

0

Linkage
Cut Set Post Processing
Partition

* Fault Tree Level

o Cut Set Post Processing

The default configuration for the rules editor is shown below. The editing pane is numbered and
when script is entered, the editor automatically displays comments in blue and functions are
bolded. A function pane to the right includes functions used in the particular editor's context.

r di~~LI.JU t ETOIU r Linkag Ru les -AM L

000 -00,

010 1 o
I,,o Not Compiled

I The "if-then" Rule Structure:

2 This rule replaces C with C-SYS

I when A and B are both failed.
4I (Only sequences 6 and 7 are affected

I by this rule)
6

7 If A o B then
a /C = C-SYS;

9 C = C-SYS;

10 endif

, . I>

Functions "
Always
EndRuleGroup
Endstate
Event
Eventree
False
Flag
Init
Node
Phase
SeqTransfer
Sequence
Skip
SkipSequence
SkipSystem
System
True

...........
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The rules editor toolbar contains the following items:

1o, 0pilSave Compile

Undo or Redo action Find, Find Next, and Find Previous

AI.. i.S...rE Replace 1,. Comment/Un-Comment highlighted block

The rules editor menu bar includes the following options:

* File - The file drop down menu allows the user to compile, import or export text, and save or
both save and exit the rule editor. A check of the script status is performed on an exit of the
rule editor. If there is a problem found (i.e. script is not compiled or has errors in the
compile) the user is prompted to optionally fix the problem without exiting the editor.

* Edit - The edit drop down menu allows the user to undo, redo, cut, copy, paste insert
indents or spaces, comment or uncomment any portions of the existing rules,

* Search - The search drop down menu allows the user the ability to search the rules, find the
next or previous, or replaces character strings.

* View - The view drop down menu is used in concurrence with Options 4 Show Item Lists
and will show or hide items in the list pane opened to the left of the editing pane.

* Options - The options drop down menu controls what panes are visible (Show Function List
and Show Item List), what is displayed in the list pane (Header and Description), and can
save the current configuration as the default configuration for the rules editors in the project.

The following image shows the rules editor including the list pane.
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New basic event

IE-I

vFALSE" System Generated..

sINIT>

CPASSn System Generated...

-TRUE- System Generated...

Fault Trees MM,n Tres V

New fault tree

A

ATOP

B

B-FT

BTOP

BTOP1

BTOP2
BTOP3

s Event Trees M-i .: Ai
New eventtree

[- IE-1 IE-1

'Norkspaces

o Open Windows

File Edit Search •.'Lek Options

11I RULES FOR EVENT TREE IE-1 Functions

2I Always
3 I - rule for a M2-spl2t branch EndRuleGoupEndutate
4 Note: DO NOT speczfy "/ATOP" Event

5 Eventree
6 if always then False
7 /A = ATOP;
8 A = ATOP;

9 endif
18

10 I A rule for imultiple-spl2t bra.ic22
12 1

13 :f always then
14 /B = B-FT;
is B[1) = BTOPI;
16 B[2] = BTOP2;
17 B[3) = BTOP3;
18 endif

Flag
Init
Node
Phase
SeqTiansfer
Sequence
Skip
SkipSequence
SkipSysem
System
True

1. __ . 4

L

Items can be dragged and dropped to the editing pane from the main list pane outside of the
editor, the list pane within the editor, and the function pane within the editor. Items can be
inserted where the cursor is in the editing pane by double-clicking on a list item or function
within the editor. Double-clicking on a main list item outside the editor opens that list item for
editing.

Note:

Functions are not case sensitive, (i.e. AddEvent is the same as addevent) but
variables are case sensitive (DG-A is different than DG-a).
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13.1 LINKING EVENT TREES

This section introduces the edit linkage rules editor used to link event tree sequences. This rule
editor allows for the creation of rules that affect sequence generation. Typically, these rules are
used to replace the default fault trees with either a substituted fault tree or a "split-fraction" event
based on logical conditions that are specified in the rules.

"Linking" event trees is the process of generating sequence logic using the event tree graphical
files.

ILOSP I ECS I CoS I $EQ. #*
Tree Seq.#

LOSP 2
LOSP 3

Logic

ECS ICCS
ECS CCS

13.1.1 Menus and Options for Linking Event Tree Sequences

Linking is performed automatically when the event tree is saved from the editor or it can be
initiated by right clicking on the event tree in the list window and selecting "Link".

If there are no "link rules" defined for the event tree, SAPHIRE simply constructs the sequence
logic based upon the top events identified on the event tree graphic (as shown above). But,
event tree linking rules allow us to control the logic for each sequence based upon predefined
rules.

Rules editors provided for event trees in SAPHIRE are accessible by right clicking on the Event
Tree name in the Event Tree list window. Select Edit Linkage Rules to open the linkage rules
editor. The cut set and partition editors are not discussed in this section. The linkage rules
editor allows rules to be written that are used when sequence logic is generated.

These rules allow the user to replace one or more top events with a substituted top event based
on the logical conditions dictated by the rule.

These rules also allow the user to assign flag sets to sequences based on the logical conditions
dictated by the rule.
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13.1.2 Link Event Trees Rules Nomenclature and Structure

This rule editor is used when the "Link Trees" operation is performed when the event tree is
saved from the event tree editor and the sequence logic is being created. If linking rules exist,
the rule searches the event tree logic for the search criteria specified in the rule and replaces
the default top event (just in the sequence logic, not on the graphic) by a new top event.

Symbols

I Denotes a comment line - Operator for "not present"

* Logical AND operator + Logical OR operator

Complement ( ) For grouping terms

End of replacement line

?? Wildcard of length in string of"?", (in this case 2)

Search Criteria

Examples are for an event tree with initiating event IE and top events A, B, and C.

init(IE) Initiating event with the name IE

A Failure of top event or fault tree A

/A Success of top event or fault tree A (/ indicates complement)

-A Failure of A not present (- indicates something is not present)

-(/A + A) Success of A and failure of A not present (can be used to test for a "pass"
condition)

A * B Failure of A and of B occurs

(A + B) * C Failure of A or B occurs and failure of C occurs always. This pre-
defined macro name means the criteria is always met.

To help in understanding the rules, we provide several examples.
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13.1.3 Linking Rule Structure (Example I - If -Then)

I The "if-then" Rule Structure:

I This rule replaces C with C-SYS

I when A and B are both failed.

I (Only sequences 6 and 7 are affected 2

[by this rule) 3

4

IfA* Bthen 5

/C = c-SYS; =s

.7C = C-SYS; c-sYs

endif

IMPORTANT NOTES AND REMINDERS:

Each replacement line must end with a semicolon.

There is no limit to the number of replacement lines that can be used in a rule.

In the ELSIF rule structure, only the first substitution that applies for every applicable branch is
made. Subsequent possible substitutions are ignored.

In fact, the "Event Tree Linking" rules as a whole work this way because only the first
substitution for a branch is made. In other words, after a substitution has been assigned, no
other rule will overwrite the substitution (this is by design). Consequently, the rules are set up
such that the most restrictive (or, perhaps, most descriptive) rules will be evaluated first.
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13.1.4 Linking Rule Structure (Example 2 - if-then-elsif)

I The "if-then-elsif' Structure:

IThis rule replaces C with C-AB if A and B are I E. A B C

I failed, and replaces C with C-B if only B is
failed. 1
if A* B then

/C = C-AB; C 2

C = C-AB;r 3

elsif B then 4
/C = C-B; F
C = C-B;

endif ! 6

C-AB

13.1.5 Linking Rule Structure (Example 3
- if-then-elsif-else)

I The "if-then-elsif-else" Structure:

I This rule: IE A B CA
I Replaces C with C-NA when A is successful

I Replaces C with C-NB if B is successful 1
Replaces C with C-XX in any other case 2

if/A then NA

/C = C-NA; C.NA 3
C = C-NA; 4

elsif /B then - 5

/C = C-NB; C-NB

C = C-NB;

else C-x
/C = C-XX;

C = C-XX;

endif
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13.1.6 Linking Rule Structure (Example 4- always)

The "if-always" Rule Structure:

This rule replaces every occurrence IE A B C

of C with C-SYS.

(Sequences 2 through 7 are r

affected)

if always then C--'-

/C = C-SYS; c-sYS

C = C-SYS;
C-SYS

endif

13.1.7 Linking Rule Structure (Example 5 - If -Then with wildcards)

The "if-then" Rule Structure using

, wildcards: IE A B C

I This rule replaces C with C-SYS

jwhen the initiating event occurs. 2

S(Sequences 3, 5 and 7 are affected) 3C-SYS3

if "??" then 4

C = C-SYS; 5
C-SYS

endif 6

I The "??" finds the initiating event, 7
c-sYs

J but will key on any top of exactly

I two characters in length.
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13.2 Linking Rules "Macro" Structures

Macros can streamline the development of complex rules. A macro is simply a statement to
define a search criterion and assign a name to that search criterion. Examples are provided
below.

13.2.1 Linking Rule Structure (Example
6 - macros)

IE A B C

Define a macro named AB-FAIL

AB-FAIL = A * B;

Use the macro in a rule

if AB-FAIL then

2

3

4

5

EY 6

C-SYS

/C = C-SYS;

C = C-SYS;

endif

" If creating a rule where the events in the macro do not occur, use the - (i.e., not present)
symbol.

" If looking for success events, do not "complement" the macro. Instead, complement the
events of interest. For example, if looking for success of A, use A-MACRO = /A;. Do not
try A-MACRO = A; if /A-MACRO then...
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13.2.2 Linking Rule Structure (Example 7 -
not found -)

Using -macro as the search criteria:

The rule applies when both A and B

have not failed.

Define a macro named AB-FAIL

AB-FAIL = A * B;

Use the macro in a rule

if -AB-FAIL then

/C = C-SYS;

C = C-SYS;

endif

IE Aj
1

7

13.2.3 Linking Rule Structure (Example 8 - ignoring sequences via the SKIP
keyword)

I The "Skip" Structure:

I This rule provides the ability to "skip"
sequences

in the event tree logic.

This rule "skips" C given the failure of B. (The

sequences that meet the rule logic are

not generated when the rule is applied,
however,

I the sequencel names (numbers) are left

I unchanged. Therefore, no sequence

cut sets can be generated for skipped
sequences.)

1E AI B C

1

2

3

4

5
6

7

if B then

/C = Skip(C);

C = Skip(C);

endif
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For this rule only sequences 1, 4, and 5 will be generated, since all sequences where B fails
have been skipped.

13.3 Changing Transfers Trees using Link Rules

The Link Rules may also be used to control the transfer process from one event tree to a sub
tree. This ability brings in the use of a new keyword, eventreeo. See the example below.

13.3.1 Linking Rule Structure (Example 9 - changing the transfer tree via

EVENTREE)

I This rule is for a transfer tree named SHARED. The SHARED event tree is transferred to

by two different event trees, each having a unique initiating event. The first event tree has

initiating event IE-A, and after it transfers to SHARED, it should transfer to an event tree

named A-PRT. The second event tree has initiating event IE-B, and after it transfers

to SHARED, it should transfer to an event tree named B-PRT.

The transfer name on the SHARED event tree graphic is A-PRT. This rule

changes the specified transfer event tree to B-PRT when the initiator is IE-B.

if init(IE-B) then

eventree(A-PRT) = eventree(B-PRT);

endif I E-A A B

1 SHARED.ETG
21 I A

SHARED

IE-B C D A-PR T

1 A-PRT is changed
to B-PRT when arriving

2 from the "B" event tree

SHARED/
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13.4 Event Tree Linking Rule Keywords and Nomenclature

Each of the "rules" in SAPHIRE (linking, recovery, and partition) has their own nomenclature.
The table below lists the keywords available for linking rules.

Keyword or Definition Example Usage
symbol

Keyword that indicates a search if "search criteria" then

if then criterion is being specified. perform some action on the sequence;

endif

Keyword that indicates the end if "search criteria" then

Endif of a particular rule. perform some action on the sequence;

endif

Keyword that specifies some if "search criteria" then
action to be taken if all theElse search criteria are not met. The perform some action on the sequence;

else should be the last
condition in the event tree

linking rule. perform some other action on the sequence if
search criteria not met;

endif

Keyword that specifies an if "search criteria" then

Elsif alternative search criteria. Any perform some action on the sequence;number of elsifs can be used
within an event tree linking rule. elsif "2nd search criteria" then

perform some other action on the sequence;

elsif "3rd search criteria" then

perform some other action on the sequence;

endif

Keyword that indicates every if always then

always fault tree top event satisfies the perform some action on the sequence;
search criteria.

endif

Keyword used in the search if init(INITIATOR-NAME) * "other search criteria if
criteria to indicate that the needed" thensequence logic has a particular perform some action on the sequence;

initiating event.
endif
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Keyword or Definition Example Usage
symbol

End_Rule_Group Provides a break from one rule
group to the next rule group in
layered rules.

Symbol used in the search if (-SEARCH-CRITERIA) * "other search criteria
criteria to indicate that a if needed" then
particular top event will not be
in the sequence logic that is

being tested. The search criteria will be satisfied for all
sequences that do not contain SEARCH-
CRITERIA (and also contains the optional "other
search criteria"). SEARCH-CRITERIA may be
an initiating event, top event, or macro.

Symbol used to represent a if (/TOP EVENT) * "other search criteria" then
complemented event (i.e., the
success of a fault tree).

The search criteria will be satisfied for all
sequences that contain the complement of TOP
EVENT (and also contains the optional "other
search criteria").

Symbol used to represent a I Place comments here!
comment contained in the rules.
Everything on a line to the right
of this symbol will be ignored by I Note that blank lines are also permissible!
the rule compiler.

Symbol to indicate the end of a usage for a macro command
macro line or a line thatmaodifinesor te sene logic . MACRO-NAME = "search criteria";modifies the sequence logic

being evaluated. usage for a sequence modification line

FT = FT-1;

Symbol to indicate the logical if SEARCH-CRITERIA1 * SEARCH-CRITERIA2
AND command. then

The search criteria will be satisfied for all top
events that match SEARCH-CRITERIA1 and
SEARCH-CRITERIA2. The SEARCH-
CRITERIA# may be an initiating event, macro, or
top event.
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Keyword or Definition Example Usage
symbol

Symbol to indicate the logical if SEARCH-CRITERIA1 + SEARCH-CRITERIA2
OR command. then

The search criteria will be satisfied for all top
events that match either SEARCH-CRITERIA1 or
SEARCH-CRITERIA2. The SEARCH-
CRITERIA# may be an initiating event, macro, or
top event.

Symbols to indicate a specific if (A + B) * (C + D) then
( ) grouping of items.

The search criteria above would return all top
events that contain:

[A * C], [A * D], [B * C], or [B * D].

Keyword to indicate the if "search criteria" then
substitution of one event tree
top (i.e., fault tree) for another
event, endif

endstate Keyword to assign a sequence If "search criteria" then
(based upon sequence logic) to eventree(ET-NAME) = endstate(ES-NAME);
a particular end state.

endif

Keyword to indicate a change in if "search criteria" then

eventree() the sequence transfer name. eventree(ORIG-TRAN) = eventree(NEW-
TRAN);

endif

Keyword to indicate that a if "search criteria" then

Skip() sequence meeting the search ET-FT = Skip(ET-FT);
criteria will be "skipped" (i.e.,
not generated and will not show endif
up in the database).

SkipSequence Keywords with the same

SkipSystem function as Skip(), however it
provides further delineation
between sequence and system
with the use of categories.

Keyword to indicate the number if "search criteria" then
of the event tree branch for
multiple-split branch points.
The first branch under the top ET-FT[1] = NEW-TREE-NAME2;
branch is designated as 1. The ET-FT[2] = NEW-TREE-NAME3;
second is designated as 2, etc.
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Keyword or Definition Example Usage
symbol

endif

A macro is a user-definable MACRO-NAME = SEARCH-CRITERIA;
MACRO keyword that specifies search if MACRO-NAME then

criteria. The macro name must
be all upper-case, must be 24 perform some action on each sequence;
characters or less, and must endif
not include any of the restricted
characters (e.g., a space, *, ?, \,
/). The macro line can wrap IMacros are only applicable in the particular Irule
around to more than one line, set where they appear. In other words,
but must end with a semicolon.

I can not define a macro in event tree

I"A" and expect to use it in event tree "B."

13.5 Rules for Binary and Multiple-Split Branches

Event tree branches are normally binary (one up, indicating success, and one down, indicating
failure). But, in general, there may be more than two "splits" underneath a single top event.

SAPHIRE addresses multiple branches by way of the event tree link rules. Several important
modeling conventions are provided in the following example. The nomenclature for specifying a
specific event tree branch under a top event is demonstrated.

* For binary branching, the success branch for a top is denoted with the complement symbol
"P'. SAPHIRE computes the probability for/A as P(/A) = 1 - P(A).

* For multiple-split branching, the failed branches are designated with the top event name and
the branch number in brackets.
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The success branch (the uppermost one) is assigned index [0], but is indicated by using the "/"
nomenclature (see above). Then, the next branch (below the success branch) is assigned
index [1], the next branch index [2], etc.

RULES FOR EVENT TREE IE-1

A rule for a 2-split branch

Note: DO NOT specify "/ATOP" IE-1 A B

if always then /ATOP

/A = ATOP;

A = ATOP; /B-FT

endif 2

BTOP1
A rule for multiple-split branchI ATOP

ATOPBTOP24

if always then 4

/B = B-FT; BTOP3
5

B[1] = BTOP1;

B[2] = BTOP2;
B[3] = BTOP3;

endif

If a logic report is printed to the screen during the link process (Right Click on Event Tree IE-1 in
list window select Link, and then check the "Create Report" box before clicking on OK) it will
look like:
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Evn Tre Likig eslt
Message Event Tree Sequence Action Top Top Top Top End State Flag Set Description

Event Tree Name: IE-1 5 A S
substitutes ATOP

4 A B
substitutes ATOP BTOP3

3 A B
substitutes ATOP BTOP2

2 A JB
substitutes ATOP /S-FT

1 IA
substrtutes IATOP

Saved Sequences: 5 Val...

TOTALS = Saved Sequences:
2009/10/27 Page # 11:29:36

Model Re...

Elapsed Time: 00:00 00.094 Reor [ 7lse.

For multiple-split branches, it may be desirable to construct a fault tree with the name that
corresponds to the substituted success branch name (in our case, B-FT).

The "success branch" fault tree would consist of the failed systems, BTOP1, BTOP2, and
BTOP3 "ORed" together. Remember that SAPHIRE will automatically complement the fault
tree when it solves the success branch (i.e., the uppermost branch).

To include a complemented event in event tree cut sets, specify the Y Process Flag (in the
Modify 4 Basic Events option) for the applicable top event. In this example, set the Y Process
Flag for ATOP and B-FT.

Then, to use the correct probability for this "success branch" fault tree:

" Set the B-FT event to a calculation type of "S" in order to tell SAPHIRE to use the fault tree
cut sets for the event probability.

* Solve the fault tree (B-FT) prior to the sequence analysis.
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14. POST-PROCESSING RULES

This section presents the post-processing rules editors. These editors allow for the creation of
rules that affect existing cut sets in a "post-processing" fashion. The rule-based editors are
available for both fault tree and sequence cut sets.

14.1 Post-Processing Rules Editor Introduction

Project level post-processing rules applied to all event trees and fault trees are accessed from
the main screen top menu bar Project 4 Edit Rules 4 ET (Post Processing) or FT (Post
Processing). Rules applied to individual event trees and fault trees are accessed by right
clicking on the appropriate tree and selecting Edit Cut Set Rules. The SAPHIRE post-
processing rules are "free-form" logic rules that allow for the alteration or deletion of fault tree or
sequence cut sets.

The Post-processing Rules can be used for probabilistic risk assessment techniques such as:

* The automated inclusion of sequence recovery events
* The inclusion of common-cause failure cut sets
• The elimination of mutually-exclusive events (e.g., impossible combinations of events).

The rules follow a format similar to the structure that is found in traditional programming

languages (e.g., BASIC or PASCAL). As such, the ability exists to define "macros" and
"if.. then" type of structures.

The post-processing rules may be developed for a particular fault tree; all fault trees, a particular

sequence, a single event tree, or all sequences.

Item Menu Path Name of rule(s)

Specific fault tree Fault Tree 4 Edit Cut Set Rules "Fault Tree" Rule Level

All fault trees Project 4 Edit Rules 4 FT "Project" Rule Level

Single event tree Event Tree 4 Edit Cut Set Rules "Event Tree" Rule Level

All sequences Project 4 Edit Rules 4 ET "Project" Rule Level

The rules are entered in a free-form text editor within SAPHIRE. Note: The rules can be
exported and loaded through MAR-D. Use of the post-processing rules could result in non-
minimal cut sets. Thus, the typical steps in performing an analysis using the post-processing
rules are:

* Finalize logic models and data changes by saving any modified trees

* Solve fault tree or sequence cut sets
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* Apply post-processing rules to applicable fault trees or sequences
* Perform a Cut Set Update to fault tree or sequence cut sets
" Perform Uncertainty analysis
" Display or report results

14.2 Post-processing Rules Nomenclature and Structure

These examples apply to all the post-processing rules editors. This rule editor searches
existing fault tree or sequence cut sets for cut sets matching the search criteria defined in the
rule. The rule is used to modify the cut sets matching the search criteria.

Symbols

Denotes a comment line Operator for "not present"

* Logical AND operator + Logical OR operator

Complement ( ) Parentheses

Search Criteria Meaning of the Search Criteria

X Basic event ) appears in the cut set

~X Basic event X does not occur in the cut set

/X Success of basic event X appears in the cut set

X * Y Both basic events X and Y appear in the cut set

X + Y Either basic event X or Y appear in the cut set

X*(Y + Z) Either X and Y or X and Z appear in cut set in the cut set

~X*Y Basic event Y does appear and basic event X does not appear

always This pre-defined macro-name means the criteria is always met.

system(ECS) Fault tree top event with name ECS

To help in understanding the post-processing, several examples are provided.
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14.2.1 Post-processing Rule Structure (Example 1 - if-then)

The "if-then" Rule Structure:

I This rule adds a recovery action BUSREC when electric bus B or C is failed

if EL-BUS-B + EL-BUS-C then

recovery = BUSREC; IThis keyword line must end with a semicolon.

endif

14.2.2 Post-processing Rule Structure (Example 2 - if-then-elsif)

The "if-then-elsif' Structure:

This rule deletes the cut set if both diesel generators are out for maintenance.

I If the two DGs fail randomly, add a common cause event.

if (DG-1-MAINT * DG-2-MAINT) then

DeleteRoot;

elsif (DG-1-RAND * DG-2-RAND) then

I Copy the original cut set, remove the two failure events, then add CC

CopyRoot;

DeleteEvent = DG-1-RAND;

DeleteEvent = DG-2-RAND;

AddEvent = DG-CCF-1AND2;

Endif
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14.2.3 Post-processing Rule Structure (Example 3 - appending recovery actions)

The example below shows how the post-processing rules could be used to include recovery
actions on specific cut sets.

I The rule attaches the recovery action NRAC-12HR to every cut set for a particular sequence.

I This rule would probably be typed into the event tree sequence rule editor for the sequence of

interest. A rule to apply NRAC-12HR recovery event to all cut sets in the sequence.

if always then

recovery = NRAC-12HR;

endif

14.2.4 Post-processing Rule Structure (Example 4 - mutually exclusive event
removal)

The example below shows how the rules could be used to completely remove a particular cut
set from the cut set list. There may be instances where a cut set should be removed because
the combination of basic events should not occur (e.g., two diesel generators out for
maintenance at the same time).

I This rule could be placed in either (or both) the fault tree project rules or the event tree project

I rules. Define a macro to get those cut sets that have combinations of two motor

I driven pumps out for maintenance.

PUMPS-IN-MAINT = MDP-A-MAINT * MDP-B-MAINT;

I Search for the maintenance events and then delete cut set.

if PUMPS-IN-MAINT then

Delete the cut set

DeleteRoot;

endif
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14.2.5 Post-processing Rule Structure (Example 5 - including common-cause
failure events)

The example below shows how the rules could be used to add common-cause events to the cut
sets. The usefulness of the Post-processing Rules for common-cause failure modeling is
limited by the fact that the cut sets containing the independent random failures must exist for the
search criteria to work.

If a probability truncation is specified when generating fault tree or sequence cut sets, the
independent failure cut sets may be truncated.

I The search criterion identifies the failure combination of two auxiliary feedwater pumps.

If these two basic events are found in a cut set then a new cut set will be created that

I replaces the independent failures of the two pumps with a single common-cause basic event.

I This rule could be in either (or both) the fault tree project rules or the event tree project rules.

I Define macro to pick up cut sets that have combinations of AFW-PUMP-A and AFW-PUMP-B.

CCF-AFW-PUMPS = AFW-PUMP-A * AFW-PUMP-B;

I Search for the AFW pump basic events and make a new cut set with the CCF event.

if CCF-AFW-PUMPS then

I First make a copy of the original cut set

CopyRoot;

I Now remove the two independent failure events

DeleteEvent = AFW-PUMP-A;

DeleteEvent = AFW-PUMP-B

I Now add the CCF event

AddEvent = AFW-PUMP-CCF;

endif
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14.2.6 Post-processing Rule Structure (Example 6 - use of top events)

The example below shows how the rules could be used to search top events and apply recovery
basic events.

I The search criterion identifies the failure of top event CCS and applies a

recovery event to all cut sets in the sequence(s).

if system(CCS) then

recovery = recover-CCS;

endif

14.3 Post-processing Rule Keywords and Nomenclature

Each of the "rules" in SAPHIRE (linking, recovery, and partition) has their own nomenclature.
The table below lists the keywords available for Post-processing Rules.

Keyword or Definition Usage
symbol

Keyword that indicates search criteria if "search criteria" then

if then is being specified. perform some action on each cut set;

endif

Keyword that indicates the end of a if "search criteria" then

endif particular rule. perform some action on each cut set;

endif

Keyword that specifies some action to if "search criteria" then

else be taken if all the search criteria arenot met. The else should be the last perform some action on each cut set;
condition in the recovery rule. else

perform some other action on each cut set

not meeting the search criteria

endif

Keyword that specifies an alternative if "search criteria" then

elsif search criteria. Any number of elsifs perform some action on each cut set;can be used within a recovery rule.
elsif "2nd search criteria" then

perform some other action on each cut
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Keyword or Definition Usage
symbol

set,

elsif "3rd search criteria" then

perform some other action on each cut
set;

endif

Keyword that indicates that every cut if always then
set that is being evaluated satisfiesalways the search criteria. perform some action on each cut set,

endif

Keyword used in the search criteria to if init(INITIATOR-NAME) * "other search

init( indicate that a sequence cut set has a criteria if needed" then
particular initiating event, perform some action on each cut set,

endif

Symbol used in the search criteria to if (-SEARCH-CRITERIA) * "other search
indicate that a particular event will not criteria if needed" then
be in the cut set that is being
evaluated.

The search criteria will be satisfied for all cut
sets that do not contain SEARCH-CRITERIA
(and also contains the optional "other search
criteria"). SEARCH-CRITERIA may be an
initiating event, basic event, macro, or logic
expression.

Symbol used to represent a if (/BASIC-EVENT) * "other search criteria"
complemented event (i.e., the success then
of a failure basic event).

The search criteria will be satisfied for all cut
sets that contain the complement of BASIC-
EVENT (and also contains the optional
"other search criteria").

Symbol used to represent a comment Place comments here!
contained in the rules. Everything on
a line to the right of this symbol will be
ignored by the rule compiler. I Note that blank lines are also permissible!

Symbol to indicate the end of a macro I usage for a macro command
line or a line that modifies the cut set MACRO-NAME = "search criteria"
being evaluated.

I usage for a cut set modification line

recovery = RECOVERY-EVENT;
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Keyword or Definition Usage
symbol

Symbol to indicate the logical AND if SEARCH-CRITERIA1 * SEARCH-
• command. CRITERIA2 then

The search criteria will be satisfied for all cut
sets that match SEARCH-CRITERIA1 and
SEARCH-CRITERIA2. The SEARCH-
CRITERIA# may be an initiating event, basic
event, macro, or logic expression.

Symbol to indicate the logical OR if SEARCH-CRITERIA1 + SEARCH-
command. CRITERIA2 then

The search criteria will be satisfied for all cut
sets that match either SEARCH-CRITERIA1
or SEARCH-CRITERIA2. The SEARCH-
CRITERIA# may be an initiating event, basic
event, macro, or logic expression.

Symbols to indicate a specific if (A + B) * (C + D) then
( ) grouping of items.

The search criteria above would return all
cut sets that contain:

[A * C], [A * D], [B * C], or [B * D].

system() Keyword used in the search criteria to if system(ECS) then
indicate that a fault tree contributes to
the existence of the cut set that is perform some action on each cut set
being evaluated. endif

Keyword that indicates that a recovery if "search criteria" then
Recovery = event is going to be added to the cut recovery = NAME-OF-RECOVERY;set being evaluated (SAPHIRE keeps

record of all recovery events), endif

Keyword that indicates that an event if "search criteria" then
AddEvent = will be added to the cut set being AddEvent = EVENT-NAME;

evaluated.
endif

Keyword that indicates that an event if "search criteria" then

DeleteEvent= will be deleted from the cut set being DeleteEvent = EVENT-NAME;
evaluated.

endif

Keyword that indicates that a new, if "search criteria" then

NewCutset; empty cut set will be added to the list NewCutset;
of cut sets. This new cut set then
becomes the cut set that is being now make additions to the empty cut set...
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Keyword or Definition Usage
symbol

evaluated. endif

Keyword that indicates that the if "search criteria" then

DeleteRoot; original cut set (i.e., that cut set that DeleteRoot;satisfied the search criteria) will be
deleted. endif

Keyword that indicates that the cut set if "search criteria" then

CopyCutset; being evaluated will be copied and CopyCutset;
added to the list of cut sets. This
copied cut set then becomes the cut now make modification to a copy of the cut
set that is being evaluated, set...

endif

Keyword that indicates that the if "search criteria" then

CopyRoot; original cut set (i.e., that cut set that CopyRoot;
satisfied the search criteria) will be
copied. This copied cut set will then now make modifications to a copy of the
become the cut set that is being original cut set...
evaluated. endif

A macro is a user-definable keyword MACRO-NAME = SEARCH-CRITERIA;
MACRO that specifies search criteria. The if MACRO-NAME "and other search criteria"

macro name must be all upper-case, then
must be 16 characters or less, and
must not include any of the restricted perform some action on each cut set...;
characters (e.g., a space, *, ?, \, /). endif
The macro line can wrap around to
more than one line, but must end with
a semicolon. IMacros are only applicable in the 1particular

rule they are entered into

14.4 Fault Tree Post-processing Rules

To create or edit FAULT TREE Post-processing Rules on an individual fault tree, right-click on
the fault tree desired in the in the fault tree list and select Edit Post-Processing Rules.

To create or edit Fault Tree Post-processing Rules on all fault trees in the project, from the main
menu, select Project 4 Edit Rules 4 FT (Post Processing).
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Fault Tree Post-processing Rules are applied as a default if rules exist for the selected fault tree
or group of fault trees. When solving a fault tree or group of fault trees, right click the tree or
highlighted group of trees in the Fault Tree list window and select Solve. A check mark should
appear in the Apply Post-processing Rules checkbox. Only uncheck the box to omit using the
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post-processing rules.

14.5 Event Tree Sequence Post-processing Rules

To create or edit EVENT TREE Post-processing Rules on an individual event tree, right-click on
the event tree desired in the event tree list and select Edit Post-processing Rules.

To create or edit Event Tree Post-processing Rules on all event trees in the project, from the
main menu, select Project -4 Edit Rules -- ET (Post Processing).

Event Tree Post-processing Rules are applied as a default if rules exist for the selected event
tree or group of event trees. When solving an event tree or group of event trees right click the
tree or highlighted group of trees in the Event Tree list window and select Solve. A check mark
should appear in the Apply Post-processing Rules checkbox. Only uncheck the box to omit the
Post-processing rules.
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15. END STATE ANALYSIS

This section describes the end state analysis features in SAPHIRE. Cut sets derived by
analyzing event tree sequences can be grouped into end states by specifying the sequence end
state on the event tree or by developing end state partitioning rules. Both approaches are
described in this section.

15.1 End State Analysis Approaches

End state analysis is simply the grouping of cut sets generated from event tree sequences in
ways that are useful to the analyst. Cut sets grouped by end state can be conveniently
displayed and reported, and end state uncertainty analysis can be performed. There are two
basic approaches provided in SAPHIRE to group cut sets into end states:

" End state analysis by specifying sequence end states - In this approach, the end state is
specified for each event tree sequence in the graphical file.

* End state analysis using partitioning rules - in this approach, user-defined rules are used to
assign end states. Features include:

o Application of rules to the entire database project, event trees, and/or sequences.
o Cut sets from the same sequence can be grouped into separate end states.
o End state names can be creating using a "layering process" that allows character

substitutions.

15.2 End States by Specifying Sequence End States

Two accident end states (SMALLRELEASE and LARGERELEASE) are specified on the
LOSP event tree. Note that OK end states are ignored.

APIREEetTrs itoiL SP (ET E d1t)
Fh Edt Insert V He

Loss of ffsitiPower Einsr6genc ifolingSsten" ContaiinrnentCoolingSysternm " # . . . dstate "
-. •. . . . . . • . .. .. . . . ('Ph'ase .PHI) .

LOSP . . ECs . , CCS .

0 - 110Cr

'2 lS !:LRE IL ASE

0 -................ .......... ...."
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The end states specified in the "End-State" column automatically become end states in the
database. To edit the description of an end state from the main screen, double click on an end
state in the End State list. More detailed editing can be accomplished in the Event Tree editor
by right clicking on the sequence end state and selecting Edit.

Cross reference an end state by highlighting the end state and using the main menu Tools 4
Cross References to list the event tree sequences that are grouped into the highlighted end
state.

15.3 Gather End State Cut Sets

Steps to gather End State Cut Sets:

" Sequence cut sets must be generated (highlight all Event Trees then right click on the
highlighted list and select the Solve option).

* Gather end state cut sets by highlighting all the End States of interest in the End States
list panel, right click on the highlighted list and select Gather (if not visible, use the main
toolbar View 4' End States to see the End States list panel).

15.3.1 Options to Gather End States Cut Sets

Performing the gather steps above opens the Solve Cut Sets form (Figure 12).

•I SoIve cut Sets for LARGE-RELEASE ES) "....... [ES)':"
Settings eu.

Cut Set Truncation Options Solve For Model Types
By Probability Normal - 1.OOOE-15 , ASP_CONDITION ASP CONDITION AS

By Size Non v .. ASP_ INIT EVENT ASP INITIATING EVi

r•,- FIRE FIRE

Quantification Method [i RANDOM RANDOM FAILURE

Project Default -

Gather By .0. Sequence End State

. . . Pa .tni.n

Solution Steps

[ Gather Cut Sets

[ Update I Quantity Cut Sets

[] Quantity Cut Sets

r] Copy Cut Sets to Nominal Case

_] Clear Current Case

S e Cance'l '

Figure 12. Solving end state cut sets dialog
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15.3.2 Gather Cut Sets

This option gathers existing cut sets (generated from the event tree sequences). The end state
frequency is quantified using the minimal cut set upper bound approximation. (Non-minimal cut
sets are eliminated within each end state.)

15.3.3 Update / Quantify Cut Sets

This option uses the existing end state cut sets and requantifies the end state frequencies using
the minimal cut set upper bound approximation (or rare event). This option is designed to
quickly requantify the cut sets when data changes have been made.

15.3.4 Clear Cut Set Partitions

This option is used to clear any existing partitions in the Event Tree sequence solving that
affects the end states.

15.3.5 Apply Partition Rules

This option is used to modify end states based on rules in the Event Tree sequence solving.

15.3.6 Copy Cut Sets to Base Case

Check this box to update the base case with the results of the solution.

15.3.7 Cut Set Truncation

Choose between None, normal (1E-12) or choose Normal and manually set the truncation value
in the textbox. The cut sets below the selected value will not be retained.

* Size Truncation - From the dropdown menu,

* Size eliminates cut sets having more events than specified value textbox to the right of Size
Truncation.

* None and the number of events in a cut set will not affect whether the cut set is kept or
discarded.

* Zone eliminates cut sets having more events with the Process Flag = Z than specified in the
value textbox.

15.3.8 Gather By

Sequence End State - Activate this radio button to gather the end states specified on the event
tree sequences (e.g., via the graphics).
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By Cut Set Partition - Activate this radio button to gather the end states created when end state
partitioning rules were applied.

15.3.9 Solve For Model Types

Check marks should be in the model types of interest.

15.4 Description of End States list menu options

The list menu for End States is accessed by right clicking on highlighted end state(s) of interest:

SPI R [p -eontato
Cite. e~ee~ ~r~ark~ P~~Nirh Prnied Tnd~ Hab,

W. .~is . •~- t . .. .i.• .

New basic event.. 7

C-CVOA CO Train A p.

C-CV-B CCS Train B pu..

C-MOV-1 CC$ suctEon is..

New fault tree,...

CCS ContainmentCaoli..

ECS EmergencyCoolin...

a E.ne,, ~ ~ Tr-e. ..

New event tree..
LOSP Loss of Offsite Po.

End ntates

New end state .

LARGE-RELEASE
• " • Gather

View Summary Results
i •'r V nmPin3tance'Wasares

pq General Anal, View Uncertaity

de • Show

Set Bookmark
Goto Bookrairk ,

.. . . '- Delete
Open Win_

15.4.1 Gather

As discussed above; this option gathers existing cut sets (generated from the event tree
sequences). The end state frequency is quantified using the minimal cut set upper bound
approximation. (Non-minimal cut sets are eliminated within each end state.)

15.4.2 View Summary Results

This option opens a results form for the chosen end state(s) which includes Point estimates and
uncertainty.
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15.4.3 View Importance Measures

This option allows Monte Carlo or Latin Hypercube samples calculation and view of importance
measures for a single or group of end states.

15.4.4 View Uncertainty

This option allows Monte Carlo or Latin Hypercube samples calculation and view of uncertainty
analysis for a single or group of end states.

15.4.5 View Cut Sets

This option displays the chosen end state(s) cut sets as illustrated below:

WC

ir~olte t~C 1sa M etaton'SýarFnplraiy

_. 
..

[Current Case V

[Expand All 1 ___

Original _ _ _
tL-- -Pib/Freq Total 2

1 760E-3 100

Lwj 1 9.200E-4 62.29
w, 2 2 300E-4 13.07

§fI 3 2.300E-4 13.07
: 4 1 380E-4 7 84

5 1 380E-4 7.84
6 4.600E-6 2.61

i 7 4.600E-5 2.61
1:1. 8 4.600E-6 0.26
:-1 9 4.600E-6 0 26
.+ 10 2.300E-6 0 13
:± 11 2.300E-7 0 01
n,. 12 5.750E-8 < 0.01
i 13 5.750E-8 < 0.01

T  
14 3 450E-8 < 0.01

411 16 3 460E-8 < 0.01
=- 16 3.450E-8 < 0 01
4-. 17 3 450E-8 < 0 01

I Cut Sets - I- -

Displaying 17 of 17 Cut Sets.
LOSPDG-A.DG-B
LOSP,DG-B.E-MOV-A
LOSP.C-MOV-BDG-A
LOSPC-PUMP-B.DG-A
LOSP.DG-B.E-PUMP-A
LOSP.DG-B.E-MOV-1
LOSPC-MCV-1 DG-A
LOSP.C-CV-B.DG-A
LOSP.DG-BE-CV-A
LOSP,C-MOV-1.E-MOV-1
LOSP.TANK
LOSPC-MOV-1,E-MOV-A.E-MOV-B
LOSP.C-MOV-A C-MOV-B E-MOV-1
LDSP.C-MOV-1 .E-MOV-A.E-PUMP-B
LOSP.C-MOV-1 .E-MOV-B.E-PUMP-A
LOSP.C-MOV-A C-PUMP-B.E-MOV-1
LOSP.C-MOV-B.C-PUMP-A.E-MOV-1

fl Show Origin

Z§E av ondtt]Xds

The minimal cut set upper bound approximation frequency of the end state and the end state
cut sets are now displayed.

The cut sets can be expanded to show basic information and the path by individually clicking on
the "+" to the left of the numbered cut set or view all cut sets as expanded by clicking on Expand
All. To show the origin, activate the Show Origin checkbox.

End state cut sets can be reported by clicking the Reports button.
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Click on Slice to slice the end state cut sets by Cutoff, Events, Attributes or Rules using the form
and functions described in Section 9, Viewing Cut Sets.

15.5 End States via Partition Rules

Partition rules are applied either:

" Globally to all event trees by using the End State Partition editor under Project 4 Edit
Rules 4 End State Partition.

" To an individual event tree by right clicking on the event tree in the Event Tree list and
selecting Edit Partition Rules.

15.6 End State Partitioning Rules Nomenclature and Structure

The rule structure and nomenclature for the partitioning rules are similar to the "Link Event Tree"
rules. The partitioning rule editor tests the existing sequence cut sets for the presence or
absence of specific combinations of basic events or initiating events, and assigns characters in
the end state name when the criteria are met. This allows end state names to be built as the
rules are applied.

Symbols

I Denotes a comment line Operator for "not present"

* Logical AND operator + Logical OR operator

Complement ( ) Grouping terms

Search Criteria Meaning of the Search Criteria

DG-A Basic event DG-A (failure)

-DG-A Failure of DG-A is not present in the cut set

/DG-A Complemented basic event DG-A (success)

init(LOSP) Initiating event with the name LOSP

system(ECS) Fault tree top event with name ECS

To help better understand the end state rules, several examples will be presented.
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15.6.1 Partition Rule Structure (Example 1 - if-then)

I The "if-then" Rule Structure:

This rule adds -SBO as characters 4 through 7 of the end state name

when both DG-A and DG-B are present in the cut sets.

I The ??? are placeholders in the end state name. (The end state

I name is initially blank.)

if DG-A * DG-B then

partition = "???-SBO";

endif

I Note that the partition statement must end with a semicolon.

The end state name must be <= 24 characters.

I The end state characters are enclosed in quotation marks

15.6.2 Partition Rule Structure (Example 2 - if-always)

The "if-always" Rule Structure:

I This rule adds END as the first 3 characters in every cut set.

if always then

partition = "END";

endif
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15.6.3 Partition Rule Structure (Example 3 - if-then-elsif)

The "if-then-elsif" Structure:

This rule adds characters 4 through 7 to the end state name.

When both DG-A and DG-B are failed, -SBO is added.

When DG-A is failed (but not DG-B), characters -DGA are added.

When DG-B is failed (but not DG-A), characters -DGB are added.

if DG-A * DG-B then

partition = "???-SBO";

elsif DG-A then

partition = "???-DGA";

elsif DG-B then

partition = "???-DGB";

endif
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15.6.4 Partition Rule Structure (Example 4 - if-then-elsif-else)

I The "if-then-elsif-else" Structure:

if DG-A * DG-B then

partition = "???-SBO";

elsif DG-A then

partition = "???-DGA";

elsif DG-B then

partition = "???-DGB";

else

partition = "???-FLW";

endif

I Note that the cut sets that do not contain DG-A or DG-B are assigned to the

???-FLW endstate by the else statement, since they do not meet the search criteria.

15.6.5 Partition Rule Structure (Example 5 - Macros)

Macros can be used to streamline complex rules. A macro is simply a user-defined keyword
that specifies a search criterion that can be used in the rule instead of the individual events (i.e.,
search criterion). An example is provided below.

I Define a macro named ALL-DGS

ALL-DGS = DG-A * DG-B;

I Use the macro in a rule

if ALL-DGS then

partition = "???-SBO";

endif
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15.6.6 Partition Rule Structure (Example 6 - Macros and -)

When creating a rule that indicates that events in the macro do not occur, use the - (not
present) symbol. (Note, do not "complement" a macro.)

Using -macro as the search criteria:

I The rule applies when failure of both DG-A and DG-B is not in the cut set.

if -(ALL-DGS) then

partition = "???-TRS";

endif

15.6.7 Partition Rule Structure (Example 7 - Current Partition)

The "Current Partition" Rule Structure:

The "current partition" rule structure uses the end state created by a partition

rule to create a different end state using only those basic events currently found

in the current end state. (This rule makes two end states; one end state

containing all of the basic events that meet the search criteria of the second rule

and a second end state with those basic events that do not meet the search

criteria of the second rule. This rule can use wildcards as part of its search criteria.

This rule creates an end state containing all cut sets with the basic event C-MOV-1.

The rule then creates a new (second) end state using only the current end state cut sets,

which contains only those cut sets that contain either E-MOV-A or E-MOV-B.

if C-MOV-1 then

partition = "CMOVI";

endif

if CurrentPart(C????) * (E-MOV-A + E-MOV-B) then

partition = "C-E-MOVS";

endif
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15.6.8 Partition Rule Structure (Example 8 - Global Partition)

The "GlobalPartition" Rule Structure:

This rule globally partitions all cut sets in a sequence to an end state.

This option is activated by using the keyword "GlobalPartition" instead

of the normal "partition" keyword.

This partition rule is much faster at gathering cut sets than using

the normal "partition" rule. This rule is geared more for

gathering cut sets based upon sequence logic than on

individual basic events.

The "GlobalPartition" rule structure is the same as for "partitioning" rules.

This example "GlobalPartition" rule will gather all sequence cut sets that

pertain to specified sequence logic.

Cut sets will be put into an endstate called CD-SEQ2 if they are found in

sequences that contain the following sequence logic

LOSP* ECS*/CCS.

I Cut sets will be put into an endstate called CD-SEQ3 if they are found in

I sequences that contain the following sequence logic

I LOSP* ECS * CCS.

if INIT(LOSP) * SYSTEM(ECS) * SYSTEM(/CCS) then

GlobalPartition = "CD-SEQ2";

elsif INIT(LOSP) * SYSTEM(ECS) * SYSTEM(CCS) then

GlobalPartition = "CD-SEQ3";

endif
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Note:

Global Partitioning is designed for rapidly partitioning cut sets into end states based upon
sequence logic. Since individual cut sets are not searched, the Global Partitioning rule is
much faster at gathering cut sets than the other partitioning methods.

The Global Partition rule loads all of the sequence cut sets into the end state in a single pass
instead of evaluating each cut set. Consequently, it is recommended to "global partition" based
upon initiators or system top events.

If a "global partition" is performed on basic events, all cut sets listed after the basic event's cut
set will be partitioned into the end state.

15.6.9 Partition Rule Structure (Example 9 - Global Partition and Transfer)

Global Partition rules should not be mixed with normal "Partitioning" rules. Global Partition rules
are geared more for Level 2 studies since the end state that is created is also an event tree with
the same name. The event tree that is created uses the end state frequency as its initiating
event frequency and then transfers to a Level 2 event tree. This "end state event tree" can be
looked at as an event tree which transfers Level 1 information to Level 2 event trees.

The "Global Partition" rule to transfer the end state frequency to be used

by a Level 2 event tree.

This rule creates an end state event tree to be used by a Level 2 event tree

(which is already created).

LEVEL2TREENAME can be viewed as a Level 2 event tree name. This tree

will use the end state frequency gathered in the end state CD-SEQ3 as

its initiating event frequency.

if init(LOSP) * SYSTEM(ECS) * SYSTEM(CCS) then

GlobalPartition = "CD-SEQ3";

transfer = LEVEL2TREENAME;

endif
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15.7 Partition Rule Keywords and Nomenclature

Each of the "rules" in SAPHIRE (linking, recovery, and partition) has their own nomenclature.
The table below lists the keywords available for partition rules.

Keyword or Definition Usage
symbol

Keyword that indicates search if "search criteria" then

if then criteria is being specified. perform some action on each cut set;

endif

Keyword that indicates the end of a if "search criteria" then

endif particular rule. perform some action on each cut set;

endif

Keyword that specifies some action if "search criteria" then

else to be taken if all the search criteriaareotmtlTeelesoudbete perform some action on each cut set;are not met. The else should be the

last condition in the recovery rule. else

perform action on each cut set if

search criteria not met;

endif

Keyword that specifies an if "search criteria" then

elsif alternative search criteria. Any perform some action on each cut set;number of elsifs can be used within
a recovery rule. elsif "2nd search criteria" then

perform action on each cut set;

elsif "3rd search criteria" then

perform action on each cut set;

endif

Keyword that indicates that every if always then

always cut set that is being evaluated perform some action on each cut set;satisfies the search criteria.
endif

Keyword used in the search criteria if init(INITIATOR-NAME) * "other search

init( to indicate that a sequence cut set criteria if needed" then
has a particular initiating event. perform some action on each cut set;

endif

Keyword used in the search criteria if system(TOP EVENT) * "other search
to indicate that the sequence logic criteria if needed" thencontains the particular top event. perform action on each sequence;
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Keyword or Definition Usage
symbol

endif

Symbol used in the search criteria to if (-SEARCH-CRITERIA) * "other search
indicate that a particular event will criteria if needed" then
not be in the cut set that is being
evaluated.

The search criteria will be satisfied for all cut
sets that do not contain SEARCH-CRITERIA
(and also contains the optional "other search
criteria").

Symbol used to represent a if (/BASIC-EVENT) * "other search criteria"
complemented event (i.e., the then
success of a system or basic event). The search criteria will be satisfied for all cut

sets that contain the complement of BASIC-
EVENT (and also contains the optional
"other search criteria").

Symbol used to represent a I Place comments here!
comment contained in the rules.
Everything on a line to the right of
this symbol will be ignored. I Note that blank lines are also permissible!

Symbol to indicate the end of a I usage for a macro command
macro line or a line that modifies the MACRO-NAME = "search criteria"
cut set being evaluated.

I usage for a cut set modification line

partition = ENDSTATE;

Symbol to indicate the logical AND if SEARCH-CRITERIA1 * SEARCH-
command. CRITERIA2 then

The search criteria will be satisfied for all cut
sets that match SEARCH-CRITERIA1 and
SEARCH-CRITERIA2.

Symbol to indicate the logical OR if SEARCH-CRITERIA1 + SEARCH-
command. CRITERIA2 then

The search criteria will be satisfied for all cut
sets that match either SEARCH-CRITERIA1
or SEARCH-CRITERIA2.

Symbols to indicate a specific if (A + B) * (C + D) then
( ) grouping of items.

The search criteria above would return all
cut sets that contain:

[A * C], [A * D], [B * C], or [B * D].
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Keyword or Definition Usage
symbol

Keyword that indicates the end state if "search criteria" then
characters for the cut sets meeting partition = "ENDSTATE_NAME";
the search criteria will be modified
according to the text after the equal endif
sign.

Keyword that searches for cut sets if CurrentPart(CORE-DAMAGE) then

CurrentPart( that have already been assigned to partition = "NEW-CORE-DAMAGE";
the endstate indicated.

endif

Keyword to indicate that all cut sets if "search criteria" then

GlobalPartition= in a particular sequence will be GlobalPartition = "MY-END-STATE";
assigned to the end state identified
after the equal sign. endif

Keyword to indicate the event tree if "search criteria" then

transfer = to be created and transferred to for GlobalPartition = "CORE-DAMAGE";the sequence meeting the search
criteria. The sequence end state transfer = LEVEL-2-TREE;
frequency will be used as the endif
initiating event frequency for the
new event tree.

A macro is a user-definable keyword MACRO-NAME = SEARCH-CRITERIA;

MACRO that specifies search criteria. The if MACRO-NAME then
macro name must be all upper-
case, must be 16 characters or less, perform some action on each cut set;
and must not include any of the endif
restricted characters (e.g., a space,
*, ?, \, /). The macro line can wrap
around to more than one line, but IMacros are only applicable in the particular
must end with a semicolon, rule set where they appear
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15.8 Partition Rule Example

15.8.1 Creating the Partition Rule

A rule for the DEMO project is added by selecting the Project --> Edit Rules -> End State
Partition. The first project rule shown below add characters 1 through 5 as "LOSP-" when LOSP
is the initiating event, and OTHER if LOSP is not the initiating event. The next rule adds
characters 13 through 16 as -SBO when both DG-A and DG-B are failed. When DG-A is failed,
DGA is added, and when DG-B is failed, DGB is added (as characters in the end state name).

I End State Partitioning Rules Example 1: Project

if init(LOSP) then

Partition = "LOSP-";

else

Partition = "OTHER-";

endif

I End State Partitioning Rules Example 2: Project

if DG-A * DG-B then

Partition = "????????????-SBO";

elsif DG-A then

Partition = "????????????-DGA";

elsif DG-B then

Partition = "????????? -DGB";

endif
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3 if |nit (LOSP) then

4 Partition = "LOtP-";
S else
6 Partition ="OTHER-";
7 endif
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9 if DG-A ' DG-B then
18 Partition = "????????????-SBO";
11 elsif DG-A then
12 Partition = "77727I??7777-DGA";
13 elsif DG-B then

14 Partition = "7??????????-DGB" :
15 endif

16

<liiJ ,J

Rules for LOSP sequences 2 and 3 are entered by right clicking on LOSP in the Event Tree list
and selecting Edit Partition Rules, then keying on the top event fault tree CCS as shown below:

Create a rule in sequence 2 to add characters 6 through 12 as ECSONLY and a rule for
sequence 3 to add characters 6 through 12 as ECS&CCS by using the following partition rules
for the event tree LOSP:

I End State Rule sequence 2

if System(/CCS) then

partition = "?????ECSONLY";

endif

I End State Rule sequence 3

if System(CCS) then

partition ="?????ECS&CCS";

endif
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15.8.2 Applying the Partitioning Rules

To apply the partitioning rules, highlight all of the event trees in the event tree list pane, right
click the mouse, and select Solve to open the Solve Cut Sets (ET) window.

Sov Cu Set fo LSP ET
Cut Set Truncation Options Solve For Model Types

By Probability Normal V 11 .OOE-08 - . ASPCONDITION

By Size iNne~ v E ASPNIT EVENT
B SizIe

ASP CONDITION..

ASP INITIATING..

FIRE
RANDOM FAILU..IR.

RANDOM
[] Solve using Flag Set

Quantification Method

[D:efau t 7

Solution Steps

FV Solve for Cut Sets

R Apply Post-processing Rules

FV Update / Quantify Cut Sets

El Clear Cut Set Partitions

[ Apply Partition Rules4

F- Copy Cut Sets to Base Case
[2/j Sov [jCIýcei]

Ensure that there is a check in the Apply Partition Rules checkbox and click Solve.

15.8.3 Using End State Analysis to Gather the Partitioned Cut Sets

After applying the partition rules, the partitioned end states will be displayed in the End States
list pane. The end states must be "gathered" to solve the cut sets. To "gather' end states,
highlight the end states in End States list pane, right click to open the End State menu and
select Gather.

When Gather option is selected, specify the end state truncation and solution options. Activate
the Cut Set Partition radio button and click Solve.
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The Solve Results form lists the probability value and the number of cut sets leading to each
end state.
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LOSP-ECS&CCS 2.82E-06 10
LOSP-ECS&CCS-DGA 4.19E-04 4
LOSP-ECS&CCS-DGB 4.19E-04 4
LOSP-ECS&CCS-SBO 9.20E-04 1
LOSP-ECSONLY 2.45E-03 10
LOSP-ECSONLY-DGA 4.60E-02 1 9:

Elapsed Time: 00:00:00.468 J ~ ~ c o e

To view the cut sets for an end state, highlight the end state or group of end states and click on
Cut Sets.

After the end state cut sets have been solved, uncertainty analysis can be performed by using
the End States list menu on a highlighted end state and selecting View Uncertainty.

If the Solve Results form is not active, view previously solved end state cut sets by right clicking
on the end state or group of end states in the list pane and selecting View Cut Sets.

15.8.4 Reporting End State Results

End State Cut Set reports can be generated through the View Cut Sets menu by clicking on
Report. The report created this way is viewed as html and can be printed or saved. A

Cut Set Report - Group (ES) Demonstration Sample Family in
'. :Saphire 81Demo\

10128/2009 9:37:33 AM . Cut Set Results

# PROB/FRE. TOTAL% CUT SET

Total 5.01E-2 100 Displaying 30 of 30 Cut Sets.

1 4.60E-2 91.8 LOSP,DG-A

2 2.30E-3 4.59 LOSP.E-MOV-1

3 9.20E-4 1.84 LOSPDG-A,DG-B

4 2.30E-4 0.46 LOSPDG-B,E-.fOV-A
5 2.30E-4 0.46 LOSP,C-.MOV-BDG-A

6 1.38E-4 0.28 LOSP,C-PLr'IP-B,DG-A

7 1.38E-4 0.28 LOSP,DG-B,E-PLJtNP-A

8 5.75E-5 0.11 LOSP,E-.OXV-A,E-.[ONV-B

9 4.60E-5 0.09 LOSPDG-B,E-.MOV-1

~ - closeL
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Summary report type is available by highlighting the end states desired in the End States list
pane, right clicking to open the list menu and selecting View Summary Results.

With the end states solved without the partitioning rules, the LARGE-RELEASE and SMALL-
RELEASE end states with the uncertainty analysis performed previously generates this report:

By marking the end states that were created by using the partition end state rules, the report
shown below was generated.

RA D EM e emoolftilt Sets [ Mean td D. "

M Zg olr-e F- Ft Le C M .Cu.r.e ... Bas

F_ ASP-CONDITIONDeal oun()CrntOas
r ASP INIT-EVENT General I Uncertainty

i1 1
F7 FREI Descripition # Of cut sets I ]Mean 25th EStd. Dev.
rx RADO Point Estimate 21Truncation Level Rj]Median R1 95th E]Skewness

______ ESeed L~samples E] Kurtosis

Name - Point Estim... Cut Set Count LMean _P. Median Prob. Tru..-...J5th 95th
Total 5.02E-02 30 0.00E+00 O.OOE+00 O.OOE,00 0 00E+00 .OOE+00

LARGE-RELEASE 1.76E-03 19 5.57E-03 1.91E-04 l.00E-08 3.86E-06 1.24E-02

SMALL-RELEASE 4.84E-02 11 7.21 E-02 7.99E-03 1.00E-08 3.83E-04 1.85E-01

Note:

When comparing end state results to sequence.results, differences can occurcdue to. the.
.removal of non-minimal cut sets when cut sets are gathered into the end state.

15.9 Resetting or Deleting Partition Rule End States

To reset the end states created using the partitioning rules, solve the event trees with the Apply
Partition Rules check box unchecked and the Clear Cut Set Partitions box checked. This will not
delete the partitioned end states, just clear the cut sets from them.

To delete the partitioned end states the event trees need unlinked by highlighting the event tree
in the list pane and right clicking to bring up the menu, then selecting Unlink. Similarly, perform
a Link again on the event tree and the partitioned end states can then be deleted.
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